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FACUMY— 10

"If we knew what it was we were doing,

it would not be called research, would it?

— Albert Einstein JsfcL -

SENIOR PICTUBS— 18
"I never forget a face, but in your case 111 make an

exception/'

— Groucho Marx

<.

ORGANIZATIONS— 108

Never underestimate the power of

stupid people in large groups"— Annonomous

• Northeastern University



/PORT/
"Insanity in individuals is something rare - but in

groups, parties, nations, and epochs it is the rule."

— Friedrich Nietzsche

CHRONOLOGY
"I never think of the future. It comes soon enough."

— Albert Einstein <#*.

STUDENT UFE— 114

f

"When you sit with a nice girl for two hours, it seems like

two minutes. When you sit on a hot stove for two minutes,

it seems like two hours that's relativity."— Albert Einstein

AD/ —168
Imagination is more important than knowledge.

- Albert Einstein
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Northeastern
U N 1

Office of the President

1 10 Churchill Hall

Northeastern University

Boston, Massachusetts 02115-5000

Phone: 6173732101

Facsimile: 617 373.5015

Dear Class of 2000,

As graduates at the beginning of a new millennium, you hold a special

place in Northeastern's remarkable history. With pride and pleasure,

on behalf of the faculty and the trustees, I congratulate you on reach-

ing this milestone in your life and wish you every success on the jour-

ney that lies ahead.

As you leave Northeastern, I hope you see your years here as the

beginning of your learning, not the end. There will always be more to

know, deeper levels of understanding and higher levels of perfor-

mance to attain. Keep growing and searching for knowledge, because

to stop learning is, in a real sense, to stop living.

I hope you will seek wisdom and compassion even as you pursue

knowledge and skill. As you discover, make use of your discoveries.

As you learn, teach. As you succeed, share. What you have acquired

during your years here can make your community—and all the world—
a better place.

I hope, too, that you will keep a place in your heart for Northeastern.

You have earned a permanent place among us. We want to be a con-

tinuing part of your life and your growth. You are joining generations of

graduates, linked to one another throughout the past century. With you

now in the vanguard, this university, this family of Northeastern, will

flourish anew in the years to come.

Sincerely,

'// Av
Richard M. Freeland

President
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Press On

Nothing in the world can take the place of persistence.

Talent will not; nothing is more common than unsuccessful

men with talent.

Genius will not; unrewarded genius is almost a proverb.

Education alone will not; the world is full of educated

derelicts.

Persistence and determination alone are omnipotent

--author unknown
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Advice to the Class of 2000 via Bart Simpson's Chalkboard Quotations

I will not carve gods. • I will not spank others. • I will not aim for the head. • I will not barf

unless I'm sick • I will not expose the ignorance of the faculty. • I saw nothing unusual in the

teacher's lounge. • I will not conduct my own fire drills. • Funny noises are not funny. • I will

not snap bras. • I will not fake seizures. • This punishment is not boring and pointless. • My
name is not Dr. Death. • I will not defame New Orleans. • I will not prescribe medication. • I

will not bury the new kid. • I will not teach others to fly. • I will not bring sheep to class. • A
burp is not an answer. • Teacher is not a leper. • Coffee is not for kids. • I will not eat things for

money. • I will not yell "She's Dead" at roll call. • The principal's toupee is not a Frisbee. • I will

not call the principal "spud head". • Goldfish don't bounce. • Mud is not one of the 4 food

groups. • No one is interested in my underpants. • I will not sell miracle cures. • I will return

the seeing-eye dog. • I do not have diplomatic immunity. • I will not charge admission to the

bathroom. • I will never win an emmy. • The cafeteria deep fryer is not a toy. • All work and no

play makes Bart a dull boy. • I will not say "Springfield" just to get applause. • I am not autho-

rized to fire substitute teachers. • My homework was not stolen by a one-armed man. • I will not

go near the kindergarten turtle. • I am not deliriously saucy. • Organ transplants are best left to

professionals. • There are plenty of businesses like show business. • Five days is not too long to

wait for a gun. • I will not waste chalk. • I will not skateboard in the halls. • I will not instigate

revolution. • I will not draw naked ladies in class. • I did not see Elvis. • I will not call my
teacher "Hot Cakes". • Garlic gum is not funny. • They are laughing at me, not with me. • I will

not yell "Fire" in a crowded classroom. • I will not encourage others to fly. • I will not fake my
way through life. • Tar is not a plaything. • I will not Xerox my butt. "It's potato, not potatoe. • I

will not trade pants with others. • I am not a 32 year old woman. • I will not do that thing with

my tongue. • I will not drive the principal's car. • I will not pledge allegiance to Bart. • I will not

sell school property. • I will not burp in class. • I will not cut corners. • I will not get very far

with this attitude. • I will not belch the National Anthem. • I will not sell land in Florida. • I will

not grease the monkey bars. • I will not hide behind the Fifth Amendment. • I will not do any-

thing bad ever again. • I will not show off. •! will not sleep through my education. • I am not a

dentist. • Spitwads are not free speech. • Nobody likes sunburn slappers. • High explosives and

school don't mix. • Hamsters cannot fly. • I will not bribe Principal Skinner. • I will not squeak

chalk. »I will finish what I sta • "Bart Bucks" are not legal tender. • Underwear should be worn

on the inside. • The Christmas Pageant does not stink. • I will not torment the emotionally frail

• I will not send lard through the mail. • I will not use abbrev. • Adding "just kidding" doesn't

make it okay to insult the Principal. • Indian burns are not our cultural heritage. • I will not

dissect things unless instructed. • I will not hang donuts on my person. • No one wants to hear

my armpits. • I will not mock Mrs. Dumbface. • I will not celebrate meaningless milestones. • I

will not strut around like I own the place. • Next time it could be me on the scaffolding. • The

Good Humor man can only be pushed so far. • I will stop talking about the twelve inch pianist.

• I am not a lean mean spitting machine. • The Pledge of Allegiance does not end with Hail

Satan. • I will not whittle hall passes out of soap. • Wedgies are unhealthy for children and other

living things. • I do not have power of attorney over first graders. • Cursive writing does not

mean what I think it does. • I am not the reincarnation of Sammy Davis Jr.. • I am not certified to

remove asbestos. • "Bagman" is not a legitimate career choice. • I will not re-transmit without

the express permission of Major League Baseball. • I will remember to take my medication. •

The boys room is not a water park. • Beans are neither fruit nor musical. • Nerve gas is not a toy.

• "Bewitched" does not promote Satanism. • The First Amendment does not cover burping. •

Ralph won't "morph" if you squeeze him hard enough.
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College is a time of our lives

when we are faced with

daunting challenges, life-influencing

decisions and intimidating changes. An in-

termediate is essential for our successful tran-

sition from adolescent, to college student, to

vital member of the professional c ommunity.

The helping hands at Northeastern Univer-

sity that guide us on our academic journeys

are those of the faculty NU professors bring

years of scholarship and professional experi-

ence to their classrooms, as well as a source

of advice and inspiration for their students.

The faculty and staff have devoted vast

amounts of their time, effort, and knowledge

ensuring that the graduates of 2000 achieve

all that they have. They have become more

than instructors, they are mentors, role mod-

els and friends.

-Cheryl Forman and

12 • Northeastern University BlcHT laCnama
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Arts &
Sciences

Dean James Stellar
Congratulations on your graduation. You worked hard to get here, stretching

your capacities, overcoming many obstacles, and putting in long hours. We

in the Dean's Office and in the Department of the College of Arts and

Sciences appreciate the effort. We remember when we went through the same

process. Our goal as a College was to transform you as a thinking person. We

offered you a diversity of intellectual topics in the sciences, arts, humanities, and

social sciences, we held you to high standards of academic achievement through

contact with an excellent faculty, and we emphasized learning outside as well as

inside the classroom. We have seen this college process work before, although

sometimes it may take years for you to see it. Our students are better thinkers based

on their learning, better people based on the diversity of their experiences, and have

a head start on the world based on what they learned in and out of Northeastern. We

were happy to have you as our students and are very pleased to see you graduate. I

wish you the very best of luck in your future endeavors and hope that you will stay

in touch with us through the web and campus visits with your favorite professors

and staff.

14 • Northeastern University



Dean Patrick Plunkett
Congratulations to the Bouve College of Health Sciences' Class of 2000! The completion of

your program signifies that you have acquired the knowledge and clinical skills required

to become a health professional. I encourage you to take pride in this important accom-

plishment. You are graduating from a special College. Marjorie Bouve, the visionary health

educator after whom the College is named, had a driving goal in her career; to establish an

educational institution in which all participants developed an enduring commitment to "do good

for others". I am confident that you will carry Ms. Bouve's dream into your professional life and

continue our proud tradition of dedicated service to society. You have committed yourself to ac-

cept an unmatched responsibility- individuals will entrust their physical and psychological well-

being to your care-you have the power to truly make a difference. You are the new Bouve legacy.

I hope you will always look upon the time you spent at Northeastern University as special. The

faculty and I will take great pride as you advance in your personal and professional lives. I wish

you the very best.

Cauldron
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Dean Ira R. Weiss

On behalf of the College of Business Administration (CBA), I would like to

congratulate you on your academic acheivenents. The new plateau you

have reached has prepared you to build your careers and create a bright and

propherous future. While on this new path, please realize opportunities

will aboud you. My only wish is that you grab the star which allows you to fulfill

your dreams and provide you with a meaningful life. Good luck and please think

fondly and often of your time at Northern University and the CBA.

16 • Northeastern University



Dean Larry Finkelstein

This is a special time for you as well as for us. For you, the graduates it is a time to

move on to an exciting career in the computing field, fully prepared to apply the

education you have received both in the classroom and through your co-op experi

ences. For us, the faculty of the College of Computer Science and the co-op coordinators

who are our partners in the educational process, watching you grow into mature, self-

confident graduates is the ultimate reward we achieve as educators. I hope that you

maintain contact with the college by participating in the CCS alumni association and

that you make every effort to remain an active member of the Northeastern

Community

Computer
Science
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Dean Jack Green

As graduates of the Class of 2000, the College of Criminal Jus-

tice welcomes you to the roles of those who have worked dili-

gently over several years to obtain a college degree. You have now
joined more than 8000 women and men who have met the academic and co-

operative educational challenges of a world-class, Northeastern University

degree, and who will, no doubt, go on to make a difference in the world. As a

faculty we have watched you mature academically and professionally We
have reveled in your inquisitiveness and pursuit of learning, and are awed by

the challenges you face and the impact you can achieve in making the larger

community in which we all live safer, more respectful of one another, and

more just. As Dean I speak for the entire faculty when I wish you a produc-

tive, prosperous, and fulfilling career. We are proud of you and of what you

represent for both the College and Northeastern.

18 • Northeastern University
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Dean Alan Soyster

ongratulations to the graduating class of Engineering for the year 2000! You

have worked hard over the past several years and we are proud of your acc-

omplishments both in the classroom and in the field, connecting and learning about

real engineering practices. You have the unique distinction of being the first class of

Northeastern engineers of the New Millenium. I have had the opportunity to person-

ally interact with many of you and I wish you the very best as you start into your ca-

reers. Keep up the good work and I am sure we will meet again soon.

Engineering

Cauldron • 1
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Art and Architecture: Edwin Andrews, Mardges Bacon, Cynthia Baron, Samuel Bishop, Mira Cantor,

Nathaniel Coleman, David Conant, Elizabeth Cromley, Julie Curtis, Erik Egbertson, Sharon Kaitz, Douglas

Kornfeld, Mark Laughlin, Ann McDonald, Joanne Pasila, Neal RantouL Charlotte Schulz, Thomas Starr,

{jHjjlHlji

American Sign Language: Alma Bournazian, Cathy Cogen, Denis Cokely, Lillian Garcia, James Lipsky,

Brenda Schertz, Wendy Watson



Chemistry: Terry Baker, Noralie Barnett, David Budil, Jean Cathron, Ken Chung, Christine Creammer,

Geoffrey Davies, Qing Deng, David Forsyth, Bill Giessen, Thomas Gilbert, Daivd Jebaratnam, Alex Jen, Gra-

ham Jones, Rein Kirss, Ira Krull, Philip Lequesne, Patricia Mabrouk, Miguel Mitchell, Sanjeev Mukerjee, Mary

Communications: Robert Alter, Karen Buzzard, Murray Forman, Kevin Howley, Richard Katula, Sam Lotuff,

Joanne Morreale, Kristen O'Hare, Patrice Oppliger, Christa Thacker, Elizabeth Threnhauser, Michael



HP

Economics: Aamer Abu-Qarn, John Adams, Naved Ahmad, Shahid Alam, Neil Alper, Seyhan Arkonac, Oscar

Brookins, Kamran Dadkhah, John Donovan, Alan Dyer, Barbara Fraumeni, Harold Goldstein, Paul Harrington,

Daryl Hellman, Mumtaz Hussain, Sungwoo Kim, Vijdan Korman, Scheherazade Kosaifi, Steven Morrison,

Regis N'Sonde, Francis Raymond, Gustav Schachter, Andrew Sum, Christine Tetreault, Gregory Wassail

English: John Abbott, Mary Balestraci, Samuel Bernstein, Gwen Bindas, Robert Blanch, Francis Blessington, Elizabeth Britt, Aleta Cane, Kevin

Cassell, Carole Center, Kalo Clarke, Joseph De Roche, Tiane Donahue, Lynn Dornink, Irene Fairley, Wayne Franklin, Gary Goshgarian, Maryemma

Graham, Andrew Grobman, Matthew Higgs, Kathleen Kelly, Laurel Kornhiser, Marina Leslie, Mary Loeffelholz, Becky Mallaghan, Matthew Noonan,

Stuart Peterfreund, Janet Randall, Michael Rash, Guy Rotella, Michael Ryan, Bradley Smith, Herbert Sussman, Bonnie Tusmith, David Tutein, Susan

Wall, Sheila Walsh, Arthur Weitzman, Joseph Westlund, Kristin Woolever Gregory Zuch



sr *

History: Charmarie Blaisdell, Nancy Borromey Jeffrey Burds, Ballard Campbell, Laura Frader, Christina

Gilmartin, Harvey Green, Ann Grenell, Suzanne Hamner, Gerald Herman, Stephen Hiltz, Patrick Manning
Felix Matos Rodriguez, Adam McKeown, Clay McShane, Anthony Penna, John Post, Raymond Robinson,

Sarah Swedberg, Alex Wilson, Barbara Zlotnick

Music: Susan Asai, Marjorie Atlas, Paul Beaudoin, Leonard Brown, William Carman, Anthony De Ritis, Dou-
glas Durant, Virginia Eskin, Allen Feinstein, David Herlihy, Joshua Jacobson, Leon Janikian, William Lowe,
Dennis Miller, Bruce Ronkin, David Sonnenschein, Judith Tick, Robert Ward



Psychology: Susan Andersen-Navalta, David Barkmeier, Martin Block, Lawrence Brancazio, David Calverley,

- Perrin Cohen, Elizabeth Cole, John Coley, Randall Colvin, Rhea Eskew, Judith Hall, Stephen Harkins, Denise

Jackson, Emily Kales, Leon Kamin, Harry Mackay, Helen Mahut, Richard Melloni, Franklin Naarendorp, Neil

Pearlmutter, Adam Reeves, Nancy Snyder, Karen Spikes, Fei Xu, Harold

Physical Therapy: Maragret Carlman, Lianne Eaton, George Goldin, Merideth Harris, Janine Hatch, Lorna

Hayward, Timothy Hilliard, Maura Iversen, Nancy Kiernan, Elizabeth Koch, Stephen Nestor, Ann Noonan,
Cynthia Page, Robert Sikes, Janet Standaert, Aarjan Vink, Mary Ann Wilmarth, Christine Wilson



Finance and Insurance: Paul Bolster, Jeffery Born, Cetin Ciner, Peggy Fletcher, Richard Goettle IV, Shaikh

Hamid, Donald Margotta, Wesley Marple, Joseph Meador, Robert Mooradian, Harlan Piatt, Don Rich, Daniel

Rogers, Richard Swasey, Emery Trahan, Robert Trimper, Jonathan Welch, Robert

Marketing: Gloria Barczak, Bruce Buckbee, Bruce Clark, Edmund Clark, Dan Dunn, James Eckert, Michael

Galer, Michael Genovese, Jeffrey Hess, Ronald McBrien, Kenneth Parker, Samuel Rabino, Paula Ryan, William

Shaw, Susan Sieloff, Julie Sneath, Fareena Sultan, Frederick Wiseman, Robert Young



Computer Science: Kenneth Baclawski, Sergey Bratus, John Casey, Agnes Chan, William Clinger, Gene

Cooperman, Harriet Fell, Robert Futrelle, Carole Hafner, Karl Lieberherr, David Lorenz, Ibrahim Matta, Boaz

Patt-Shamir, Viera Proulx, Rajmohan Rajaraman, Richard Rasala, Betty Salzberg, Raoul Smith, Mitchell Wand,

Patrick Wang, Ronald Williams, Bryant York

Chemical Engineering: Gilda Barabino, Ralph Buonopane, Bernard Goodwin, Michael Manning, Albert

Sacco, Ronald Willey



Civil and Environmental Engineering: Akram Alshawebkeh, Dionisio Bernal, Frederic Blanc, John Cochrane,

Peter Furth, Constantine Gregory, Paul King, Fernando Miralles-Wilhelm, Francis Oluokun,

Mechanical Industrial Manufacturing Engineering: George Adams, Teiichi Ando, James Benneyan, Jennifer Black, John

Cipolla, Thomas Cullinane, Nasser Fard, Alexander Gorlov, Surendra Gupta, Djamel Hamiroune, Olusegun Ilegbusi,

Jacqueline Isaacs, Sagar Kamarthi, Gerald Kleinstein, Gregory Kowalski, Yiannis Levendis, Emanuel Melachrinoudis,

Achille Messac, Mohamad Metghlchi, Ronald Mourant, Richard Murphy, Uichiro Narusawa, Hamid Nayeb Hashemi,

Ronald Perry, John Rossettos, Mohammad Taslim, Gerard Voland, Richard Whalen, Bruce Wilson, Ibrahim Zeid
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Mlugeta T. Abranios Danitra R. Abron Dewi S. Adam Brian Adamczyk

Richard J. Adamo Linda L. Adamson Kami-Leigh Agard Sultan A. Al Essa

Karen L. Albergo Michelle Alcala Keri-Anne Allan Todd Allen
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Christopher Alley David A. Alpert Jody Alves Jeffrey T. Alvord

Oeun Am Deanna Ammon Lora Amorese Jessica D. Anastos

mMmMgiM
Eric B. April David A. Arcangelo Daniel F. Aretusi Demetrios Argyris
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Andrei Arkhipov Nicole M. Arsenault Kyla H. Ashcroft Sermed N. Ashkouri

Gary T. Asmussen Kevin M. Avilla Toyin G. Babajide Magan Bailey

Marco F. Baldassarre Mambindou Bamba YOLANDA BAQUET Janet Barbookles

32 • Northeastern University Class of 2000
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Heather J. Bartek Alexis N. Barth Julie A. Bartley Paul J. Baryski

David S. Bass Ya H. Baw Jessica L. Belcher Kathleen E. Bell

Cherie A. Bellissimo Louie C. Bello Jamie L. Bennis Germie Benoit

Class of 2000 Cauldron • 33



DOMENICA A. BERALDI Eric L. Berkowsky Linda Betharte PURNIMA M. BHAGAT

Amy R. Black Rebecca C. Blevins Christopher Blongiewicz Thomas S. Blossfeld

Robert P. Bobsien Lisa Boccabella Kathryn H. Boggs Victor Bonilla

34 • Northeastern University Class of 2000



Mark J. Botelho Anna Bouteneff Steven S. Bowden Jennifer Bowsz

Taline A. Boyamian Laronda R. Boyce James F. Boyle Matthew A. Bradbard

Andrew A. Brenner Tara L. Breznovits Jennifer L. Briggs Christine Bromley

Class of 2000 Cauldron • 35



Jennifer Brooks Teresa S. Brown Stacey A. Bruno Daniel W. Buckley

Laura A. Bugay Steven J. Buonaugurio Lakisha T. Burke Michelle L. Burke

Laura E. Burns Paul L. Burns Felicia Y. Burroughs Michelle E. Burton

36 • Northeastern University Class of 2000



'AMIE R. CABIDA Paul F. Cahill Kristin M. Calheno Erin K. Callahan

Sparkle T. Callender Jason C. Caminiti Ryan L. Camire Jennifer P. Canlas

Thao T. Cao Jessica L. Capone Brian C. Caprari Waleska C. Cardona
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Jacy Cardoso Dean E. Carman Hilary H. Carney John M. Carney

Mayid A. Castillo Derek R. Castonguay Thomas M. Cavnor Geoffrey W. Celestino

38 • Northeastern University Class of 2000



Bryan A. Celso Ralph A. Ceres Benetty Chalumeau NlQUETTE CHANNER

Matthew D. Chase Fei Cheng Sandra S. Cherubin Charles R. Chesna

Karen A. Cheverie Dennis Chin Kyung-Shick Choi Sarah Y. Choi

Class of 2000 Cauldron • 39



Kin H. Chong Ben L. Chused Adriano Ciccomancini Pamela A. Clair

Kristen M. Clark Tracey L. Clark Matthew A. Clayson Tasha M. Cline

Ron H. Cochran Marybeth L. Coffin David S. Colanto Allison M. Colby

40 • Northeastern University Class of 2000



Stephanie Collier Danyl O. Collings Tammy K. Colombo Stacey J. Colon

Robert Communiello Patrick T. Conlon Kendra R. Connel Nadine M. Connell

Jessica A. Connick Laurie L. Consoli Andrew J. Conti Justin R. Cook
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Sandra Cook Kristen A. Corbett Anne M. Cormier Jessica D. Corriere

John R. Courtois Heather L. Couture Elizabeth A. Cowett Allison M. Coyle

42 • Northeastern University Class of 2000



Bradford M. Coyle Karen Craig Elizabeth Creedon Paul D. Croteau

Linda S. Cruz Sean W. Cryan Michael E. Cunningham Alexandra Curley

Daniel M. D'Agostino Jason P. D'Orlando Michelle Da Silva Nichole A. Daniels

Class of 2000 Cauldron • 43



Karrie L. Danilecki Kerri J. Davidson Jeannie A. Davis Scott C. Davis

James M. Dawes Kathryn M. De Amaral Christopher De Graff Eliana De La Fuente Miranda

Erica De Leon Kevin M. De Roche Christopher Decotis Alyse Degennaro

44 • Northeastern University Class of 2000



Andrea E. Delay

Robert D. Devore

Maureen I. Deroma Alisha Desmond

Michael J. Di Ruzza Christina Di Tomasso

Andrea J. Devoe

Mame Dia

Maggie Diep Juan A. Difot William Dilegge Valerie Dimeglio

Class of 2000 Cauldron • 45



Eric C. Divirgilio Timothy J. Doherty Shawn T. Dolan

^^^M

Keri A. Dominick

David M. Donnelly Michael S. Dorfman Beatrice I. Dormeus James M. Dorrington

Keisha A. Douglas Barbara Dourdoumis Stephen R. Dow Mary B. Dowd

46 • Northeastern University Class of 2000



Ja-Nae' Duane Cindy A. Dubois Gregory Dufraisse Christopher Dumont

Robert J. Dumont

1
Jessica Dunn Sandra O. Duque Simmon J. Dzubinski
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Ryan B. Ennis Elizabeth B. Epifanio Claudia A. Espinola Caleb M. Estabrooks
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Elouise C. Evee Kerri L. Everett William M. Fairbanks Natasha M. Falke

John R. Fallon Erin B. Farleigh KlNGA FAZEKAS Marc I. Federman

David P. Feeney Rachael D. Feldstein Wei-Jun Feng Erica E. Fennelly
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Nadia V. Fenton Sandra Fermin Julie S. Ferraro Joel Figueroa

Alex G. Findlay Amanda E. Finn Eileen Finnegan Francesco F. Fiore

Francis D. Fitzgerald John M. Flint Lori A. Flor Shannon L. Follett

50 • Northeastern University Class of 2000



Chang L. Foo Jarod A. Forget Angela T. Fortunato Stephen P. Frechette

Jennifer E. Froebel Marcia A. Frye Russell B. Fuller David V. Gabrielson
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Stephanie M. Gagne Paul Z. Gao Sandra B. Garber Cecille M. Garrido

Christopher Gates Alyson A. Gauley Matthew R. Geoffroy Penny Georghiou

Sarko Gergerian Julie E. Gershon Daniel Giap Leah J. Gile

52 • Northeastern University- Class of 2000



Jessica A. Gill Jason A. Gillis Lauryn M. Gilmore Melanie S. Girshick

Greta L. Glielmi Tomas A. Gloetzner Michael A. Glover Lolita A. Gonsalves

Susan J. Gonzales Christina Gonzalez Jeannette R. Gonzalez Jose A. Gonzalez
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Jose M. Gonzalo Edwin J. Goodale Kristen Goodwin Sheneta O. Goodwine

Steven A. Greco Christopher Green
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Sean E. Griffing Mark R. Guertin Keeley L. Guillerme DOMENIC GULLA

Ian N. Gumprecht Monica Gupta Andrew S. Hackel Karen J. Hager

Amber Hameed Kasandra D. Hamilton Leigh M. Harktns William J. Harrington
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Mark A. Harvey Brian D. Hawkins Jennifer L. Hawkins Brian D. Hayden

Tyson C. Hayner Kristal Haynes Briggs Heaney Timothy Hebner

Sarah J. Heffernan Lauren S. Heller Brian P. Henchey Jennifer M. Herberg
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Kanasha S. Herbert Jason P. Hevey Don F. Higgins Stephen C. Higgins

Gillian L. Hoffman Kimberly A. Holmes Damian A. Hosang William Howlett
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Eleanor J. Hoxie Matthew S. Hreczuck Amy C. Huckabee Sean M. Hughes

Malissa M. Hunt Lan P. Huynh Oanh K. Huynh Tam C. Huynh

Heather A. Ings Hang L. If Marguerite L. Jackson Nicole A. Jaillet
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Robert F. James Ronny Jamri Farah Janjua Melinda Jelonek

Antonette Jerrick JlLLIAN P. JEWETT Jessica D. Johanson James A. Johnson

Karl S. Johnson Kelly A. Johnson Robert J. Johnson Sarah G. Johnson
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Daniel Jordan Jennifer M. Jordan Gladys Jose Kurt D. Joudrey

James B. Kaloyanides Urvi D. Kapadia Sophia A. Kapsaskis Anna Karnauk

i
Jennifer F. Katz Joshua P. Katz Vanessa C. Keany Keith H. Kearsley
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Kevin D. Kee David J. Keefe Andrew R. Keene Gregory J. Kelley

Russell S. Kellogg Elizabeth C. Kennedy Kanika Keo Matthew H. Kerr

Robert P. Kerr Jr Kelly E. Keville Jennifer L. Kichinko Todd P. Kimmel
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Adam B. King Dominic N. Kirchner David M. Kirk Kevin F. Kirk

Janielle M. Kmiec Deborah A. Knell Bonnie Koch Elizabeth Kochantos

Amy Kochapski Sarah E. Kochapski Angela B. Koech Asami Koike
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A. Korinne Kotovos Melissa D. Koufopoulos John Kowalczyk

Yahya Kurdi Darcy D. La Clair

Krista J. Kramer

Marc E. La Rosee Jean-Philippe Labrousse

Jeffrey N. Ladino Nathan Lajoie Malika Laklalech Yan-Yan Lam
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Irene Lambrakis Christopher David Lang Amy B. Langley Livonia C. Lau

Stephen A. Lau Timothy F. Lawson Kristen R. Lawton Daniel Lazzari

Minh Q. Le Nicole D. Le Karen E. Leahy Brian S. Lee
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Eric Y. Lee Jin Y. Lee Rebecca W. Lee Matthew J. Leeman

Caryn A. Legros Jill D. Legrow Eric Leguelaff Nicole L. Lelling

Jesslyn J. Lenox Jason J. Leone Suan K. Lesmerises Matthew J. Letko
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Kristin L. MacAulay Elizabeth H. MacDonald Jamie M. MacHado Karri L. Madore
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Scott A. Manzolillo Jodi S. Marak Jaimie L. March Kyra J. Marche

Jill T. Markowitz Sarah A. Marquis Melanie A. Marshall Melissa S. Martin
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Erika M. Mc Keown Christina M. Mc Kinley Matthew T. Mc Laughlin Keri E. Mc Mahon
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Brian W. McNew Danielle L. Meekins Chang H. Mei Cory E. Meier
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Tracyann S. Miller
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Christine T. Moire Michael A. Monacella Anthony M. Monacelli Laurie A. Mondello
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Megan F. Mooney Robyn L. Moore Shannon A. Moran

Michael J. Moriarty Andrew R. Morin Laura Morneau

m
Class of 2000

Nina F. Morello

Stephen A. Morse



Patricia A. Murphy Anthony J. Musto Alexandra F. Nastase Christopher Newbern

Pui S. Ng Yah L. Ng Hai Q. Nguyen
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Timothy R. Ouellette Carlos Palacios Paola E. Palacios Kristin L. Pallis
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Efstathios Panitsidis Demetrios Papakonstanti Anthony C. Papariello Jennifer R. Paquin

Matthew D. Pare Kevin Parker Danielle M. Pasqualino Daxa B. Patel
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Kerri-Anne Perry
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Isabel C. Pinheiro Jennifer L. Pollack Suzanne V. Pomeroy Stephen J. Pond

Kelly A. Poulin Jabari L. Powell Pamela E. Powell Brendan P. Power
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Alexander D. Prestin Florence Pritchard Laura L. Prizio Guv A. Pronesti

Nilene E. Quigley John J. Quinn Michael C. Rafferty Jennifer E. Raleigh
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Jason D. Rand Natalie L. Ratay Vare A. Raymond Erin C. Reagan

Joanna N. Reardon Pamela C. Reichel Kevin M. Reid Gregory T. Renchkovsky

Robert N. Richmond
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Timothy P. Riordan Solomon W. Risom Timothy F. Roberts Melanie E. Robinson

\
X

Pablo Rodriguez Bethany J. Rogers Reginald J. Rolles Luis F. Roque

.'
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Alan Rwabwogo Daniel P. Ryan Kimberly A. Ryan Jeanie L. Sadler
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Cheri J. Selb
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Jennifer K. Shramko Denis C. Shurtleff Allison Sigler Johnathan C. Sikorski
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Ian J. Sipple Frederick W. Sirhal Carrie A. Skinner Steven J. Sklar
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Christopher Skwarlo

Valerie L. Soden

David W. Smiley

Alisno L. Soehnlein

Malysone Souvanna Peter P. Souza Scot F. Spak Nicole M. Sparks
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Erik J. Stoothoff Colleen D. Streeter Tony L. Strickland
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Juan Teijeiro Jeffrey F. Tenczar

|
am
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Brian J. Tengberg Erin A. Tengren Yaowarat J. Tengtrakool

Brent W. Thomas Bridget M. Thomas

+MLd

Meegan Thibaudeau

Rachel G. Thomas

Susan R. Tiedemann Peter M. Tillman Sum Y. Tin Aaron J. Toews
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Ana M. Toro Angelyn L. Tosi Marc J. Trinchera Ana T. Trisini Raucc

John V. Truong Hui-Ju Tsai Wei-Che Tseng Jennifer Tufts
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Stephen J. Verbeek Erika M. Vinograd Michael J. Voutsinas Sandip H. Vyas
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Rachel J. Weiss Jan M. Weissenberger Amy B. Weldon Katherine A. Wendt
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Shannon H. Williams David E. Williamson Kurt J. Willner Kate Wilson
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Wuck F. Wong Sabriya S. Wood Shannon L. Wood Rebecca L. Woodard
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Sabrina Yee Stephanie Yee Canan Yesilcimen Waseem M. Younis

Jason A. Zalewski Yu H. Zheng ISSAM ZlNEH Maria Zovko
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BEST OF NU SURVEY2000
^Percentages have been rounded up to the nearest whole number, so totals may be slightly above or below 100

percent. Winners were determined by the actual number of votes received.

Student Life

im:,'*:^-^.

1. Best Quarter to Be On Campus 310

a. Fall 32%
b. Spring 53%*

c. Summer 13%
d. Winter 2%

2. Worst Quarter to Be On
a. Fall 7%
b. Spring .6%

c. Summer 21%
d. Winter 72%*

3. Best Place to Hang Ou
a. Curry Student Center 51%i||

b. Espresso Royale Cafe 18% "I;

c. Marino Center Atrium 3%
d. Ryder Hall Cafe 2%

4. Best Place to Hang Out (Outdoors) 229

a. Centennial Common 37%
b. Krentzman Quad 67%*

c. Library Quad 16%
d. Speare Hall Quad 8%

5. Prettiest Building On Campus 306

a. Egan Center 24%
b. Marino Recreational Center 41%*

c. Shillman Hall 13%
d. Snell Library .6%

e. West Campus 21%

6. Ugliest Buliding On Campus 306

a. Cabot Gym 17%
b. Kariotis Hall 18%
c. Lake/Holmes/Nightingale/Meserve Halls ftpi!

d. Stetson West 9%

7. Administrative Office that Gives th

a. Bursar 22%
b. Cashier 17%
c. Cooperative Education 16%
d. Financial Aid 35%*

e. Registrar 21%
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-Survey Courtesy of The Northeastern News-

8. Most Helpful Administrative Office 274

a. Cooperative Education 49%

b. Dining Services 14%
c. Financial Aid 9%
d. Registrar 15% 2
e. Rfeqtyential Life 13%

9. Mo&t Significant Action Considered by NU Administration 300

a. "Call to Action" for co-op advisers 5%

b. £ha)ige B,the semestena^stem 58%*

c. ConstruJbn of West Village 34%

d. Plans for White Hall Eatery 3%

10. Best Place to Park 261 ^
a. Columbus Parking Garage 39%

b. The Fenway 15%

c. Leon Street Lot 18%
d. North Lot 20%
e. Parker Street 8%.

,„

b. Intfri

c. No
jational Student Forum (ISF) 3^,

14. Best Annual NU Event 285

a. Se> V\ ee»February) L RSA
J8%

b. Springiest (May) -CUP 59%*

c. Welcome Week (September) - RSA 9

d. Wellness Week (March) - Wellness C
e. Winter Weekend (March) - Various S

11. Best Reason NU is Bett

a. Co-op program 53% *

b. Lower tuition 2%
c. We have a football team 7%
d. We don't need a bus to get from one end of campus to the other 37%

12. Besj On-Campus Service |87

a. Career Services 25%

b. Comrhuter Services 6%
c. Lane Health Center 5%
d. Late-night Escort 17%

e. ReJvJlt 48% *

13. Most Active Student Organization 263

a. Council for University Programs (CUP) 14%

theastern University Hu-Skiers and Outing Club (NUHOC) 13%

d. Re id ;nt Student Association (RSA) 34%

e. Stu ie it Government Association (SGA) 36%
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Livin

1. Best Residence Hall (Freshmai

a. Kennedy 37%
b. Smith 14%

'

c. Speare 18%
d. Stetson East 19%
e. Stetson West 14%

2. Worst Residence Hall (Freshman)|

a. Kennedy 9% 1% 1

b. Smith 40%*

c. Speare 16%
d. Stetson East 11%

e. Stetson West 24%

Sassa

3. Best Residence Hall (Upperciass) 26S|

avFairwaqds 2% »«s s
___

lb. Loftman 2%
c. Rubeitsteki/Biirstein2%
d. St. Stephen St. 8% ^^
e. West Village 7b%*

f. Willis 10%

4. Worst Residence Hall (Upperclass) 266

a. Fairwoods 6%
Loftman 8%

c. Rubenstein/BirrsteiidtZ% :z^ii—-

^TStTStepKen Sf~8% ZZZ—^
-erWilfe .7% - —

—

-jt=
i-r^MCA61i&*^==—

,

5. Best Place to Live Off-Campus 274

a. Allston/Brighton 8%—(•

b. Back Bay 56%*

c. Brookline 9%
d. Jamaica Plain 7%
e. Mission Hill 20%

Northeastern University



Sports

1. Best Male Athlete 258

a. Marcus Blossom (Basketball) 7%

b. Jim Fahey (Hockey) 27%

c. Dave Klemic (Football/Track and Field)

d. Greg Montalbano (Baseball) 24%
e. Petter Starnas (Soccer) 10%

2. Best Female Athlete 242

a. Jackie Carl (Field Hockey) 11%

b. Lisa Nolan (Volleyball) 10%

c. Nikiya Reid (Track and Field) 7%
d. Tesha Tinsley (Basketball) 38%*

e. Hilary Witt (Hockey) 34%

3. Best NU Team this Year 253

a. Men's Hockey 34$/ fj

b. Men's Track and Field 8%

I c. Women's Basketball 7%
d. Women's Hockey 36%*

? e. Swimming and Diving 15%

5. Best Intramural

a. Broomball 38%*

b. Inner Tube Water Polo 14%

c. Rollerhockey 25%
Ultimate Frisbee 23%

/

1
4. Worst NU Team this Year 259

a. Football 71%*

b. Men's Basketball 17%

c. Men's Hockey 9%
d. Women's Basketball 2%
e. Women's Hockey 2%o



and
,.'

AVENUE^ Hearts

Entertainment

t. Best Local Movie Theater 288

a. Brattle Theater (Harvard Square) 9%
b. Coolidge Corner (Brookline) 9%
c. Loews Theaters Nickelodeon (Commonwealt
d. Sony Theaters Cheri (Dalton Street) 39%*

e. Sony Theaters Copley (Copley Pla

2. Best Dance Club 237

a. Axis (Lansdowne Street) 20%
jb. Avalon (Lansdowne Street) 38%*

c. Karma Club (Lansdowne Street) 14%
^d. The Roxy (Tremont Street) 19%
je. Venu (Warrenton Street) 9%

a. Jambone Lewis 6%
b Loop Dreams 10 {

c. Missing Joe 55%'

d. Three Day Threshold 19%
e. Uncool Niece 11%

4. Best Annual Boston Event 289

a. Beanpot Hockey Tournament (February) 37%*

b. Boston Marathon (April) 36%
c. First Night (December) 10%
d. Head of the Charles Regatta (October) 10%
e. South Boston St. Patrick's Day Parade (March) 7%
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Shopping

1. Best Place to Buy Co-op Clothes 282

Banana Republic 22%
Filene's/Filene's Basement 36%*

:. The Gap 26% j^^
Marshall's 16%

r

2. Best Shopping Area 294

a. CambridgeSide Galleria 32%*

b. Copley/Prudential Malls 21%
^.Downtown Grossing 23%
d. Harvard Square 6%
e. Newbury Street 18%

6. Best Place to Get a l|

a. Great Cuts 5%
b. Ricardo's (Huntington Avenue) 14%
c. Salon 2 (Huntington Avenue) 9%
d. Supercuts (Curry Student Center) 15%
e. I trust only my stylist back home. 58%*

3. Best Place to Buy Music 286

a. CD Spins (Newbury Street) 7%
b. Mystery Train (Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge) 3%

c. Newbury Comics (Newbury Street) 43%
d. Tower Records (Newbury Street) 49%

4. Best Liquor Store 261

a. Back Bay Wine and Spirits (Boylston Street) 13%

b. Huntington Spirits (Huntington Avenue) 60%
c. Jamaica Liquors (Jamaica Plain) 19%
d. Tremont Liquors (Roxbury) 8%

5. Best Book Store 263

a. Avenue Victor Hugo Bookshop (Newbury Street) 9%
b. Barnes and Noble at Northeastern University 16%

c. Borders (Downtown Crossing) 41%*

d. Online Booksellers (Amazon.com, etc.) 25%
e. Trident Booksellers (Newbury Street)



Dining

1. Best On-Campus Dining (non-dining hall) 293

a. Au Bon Pain (Marino Center Atrium) 25%
b. Chicken Lou's (Forsyth Street) 56%*

c. Churchill Hall Cafeteria 13%
d. Upper Crust (Curry Student Center) 2%
e. World's Fare (Curry Student Center) 3%

2. Best Pizza Joint 286

a. Boston House of Pizza (Huntington Avenue) 36%*

b. Cappy's (Westland Avenue) 20%
c. Cappy's II (Huntington Avenue) 13%
d. Little Stevie's Back Bay House of Pizza (Boylston Street) 24%
e. University House of Pizza (Huntington Avenue) 8%

Best

a. Betty

b. Dixi(

c. Elia's

d. Kash

e. Tiger

f

.

Vin^

thnic Food 275

's Wok and Moodle Diner (Huntington Avenue)

Kitchen (Massachusetts Avenue) - Cajun 5%
Puritan (Huntington Avenue) - Middle Eastern 13%
mir (Newbury Street) - Indian 4%
Lily (Westland Avenue) - Malaysian 12

Testa's (Boylston Street) - Italian 54%*

* JftUHIIfe
<'

Chinese 11%
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4. Best Grille 282

a. Cactus Club Restaurant and Bar (Boylston Street) 21%
b. Chili's Grill and Bar (Copley Place) 20%
c. Hubb's Grille and Tap (Huntington Avenue) 21 %
d. Uno's Bar and Grill (Huntington Avenue) 24%*

e. Woody's Grill and Tap (Hemenway Street) 16%

5. Best Local Bar 256

a. McCarthy's (Boylston Street) 9%
b. Our House East (Gainsborough Stree

c. Pour House (Boylston Street) 23%
d. Punter's Pub (Huntington Avenue) 22

e. Whiskey's (Boylston Street) 13%

34%
.

«»«
««8^

6. Best Coffee 263

a. Au Bon Pain 8%
b. Dunkin' Donuts 50%
c. Espresso Royale Cafe 17%
d. Green Mountain Coffee (Hayden Ha
e. Starbucks 19%

7. Best Pop/Commercial Radio

Station 281

a. WJMN 94.5 (Jam'n) 21%
b. WMBX 98.5 (Mix 98.5) 14%
c. WBCN 104.1 38%*

d. WRBB 104.9 7%
e. WXKS 107.9 (KISS 108) 20%

if
Th'lman Hall Cafe) 8%
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Katie Igo: Editor-in-chief

Chuck Schauber: Business Manager

Amy Fanning: Advisor

John Quinn: Chronology/Dividers

Joe Azam: Student Life Section Editor

Krista Genest: Sports Section Editor

Blair Yachaina: Faculty Section Editor

Jessica Daigle: Photographer

Brent Chamberlin: Photographer

Cheryl Forman: Faculty Section

Michael Fishman: Faculty Section

Amanda Martino: Sports Section
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The 2000 yearbook has three major
pluses that were missing from last

year's book...a STAFF, an ADVISOR and
a COMPUTER! This year the Cauldron
has a staff of nine, an editor-in-chief,

and a business manager. The Cauldron
also started the year off with an advi-

sor, unlike last year when an advisor

was hired midyear! We also started the
year off with a computer, which seems
like a strange thing to be excited about,

but last year the Cauldron did not have
a computer until March.
The newly formed, young staff went

on a retreat to Loon Mountain in No-
vember of 1999 to get to know each
other and plan for the upcoming year.

The staffs common goals are to make
the 2000 yearbook a book we can all be
proud of, to meet all deadlines, and to

SPREAD THE WORD ABOUT THE
CAULDRON (for those of you who
didn?t know-it's Northeastern's year-

book)!

Congratulations to the graduating
class of 2000, especially John Quinn!
We hope you enjoy the 2000 Cauldron!
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PLAIN POETRY BOO
42 Sheets j* 6"x 1

0" » spiral-

inspected by Muse
Quality Poetry on Quality Paper
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the way to write a poem is not

by eric fischman

the way to write a poem is not

to rewrite someone else's

to talk of hells and tolling bells

and fixing broken fences

but dip your heel in smeltered steel

feed pigeons painted foams

to call them bread and stamp them dead

is homes to writing poems

the way to write a poem is not

to finance simpler smells

to lay your faith in god's good graith

and praise cliches as spells

but clip your stare from off her hair

record her comely form

to shave her head and stain her bed

is homes to writing poems

the way to write a poem is not

to 'nuciate your t's

to feign your a's and sink your k's

and phrase your stays with ease

just read your shit (all decent mem
and wonens will condones

which if they don't to hell with them)

is homes to writing poems

(w/acknowledgment to e.e. cummings)
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Spectrum
is Northeastern University's literature & arts magazine composed of sub-

missions from both the student body, & the faculty and staff.

The magazine is published three times annually, each time circulating about

one-thousand copies around campus.

The staff at Spectrum con-

stantly anticipates receiving

new work and participating

in poetry readings. Students

interested in submitting their

poetry, prose, drama, photog-

raphy, etc. or attending a

meeting should contact the

office at (617) 373-2250. Sub-

mission deadlines and events!

such as poetry readings are

posted in the Curry Student

Center.

The bulk of Spectrum's labor is accomplished at the weekly meetings,

where students discuss the pieces in an open forum, where ideas and differ-

ent perspectives are exchanged. The staff of Spectrum is comprised of di-

verse students from all disciplines, each contributing unique interpretations

on the works being reviewed. The quality of the magazine's content de-

pends greatly on these meetings to discern what is acceptable for the stan-

dard we try to uphold. Publicity and staff recruitment in poetry and fiction

workshops, also aid in enhancing the content. The previous editor Issam

Zineh, and layout director Max Vtiourin have envisioned the production of

the magazine, including the layout and overall concept. This year marks the

beginning of a CO-editorship between Jacquelyn Benson and Jeanine Plant,

who have worked together on the magazine in the past year and look for-

ward to conceiving new ideas for the future publications. You can contact

them via e-mail at spectruum@lynx.neu.edu or spectrum magazine

@hotmail.com.
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Bite Me!:
A new study proves an

apply a day works
only if you eat it, not

chuck it at cars. Read
all about it in Sci/

Tech.

Get a bang out of

the new Howitzer

CD:
Check out the Style

review on the band's

second ground-
breaking album.

^ So long 3:16!
Ejj News Staffer Mike

5/3 Trocchi gets booted

-j out of the pressbox for

-s

week.

his last column. See
who he annoys this

SECTIONS:

Crime Log 4
News Qs 7

Editorial 8

Sci/Tech 14

Style 17

Calender 24
Classifieds 29
Sports 32

Northeastern Athletics

going to pasture?

Northeastern, in an effort

to promote greater atten-

dance at games, has

proposed some very

unusually, non-traditional

sports. Page 32

Have you seen these Newsies?
Coincendence or is EON to blame?

By John Quinn
News Staff

Three Northeastern

senior journalism, who
all worked for The
Northeastern News,
mysteriously disap-

eared, according to

Northeastern Public

Safety.

The only clue may
be hidden within the

enigmatic folds of a

Northeastern News
cartoon, EON.

Sarah Johnson,

John Quinn and
Christine Walsh each

spent all of their five

years at Northeastern

working at the News.
"There is absolutely

no trace of any of

"I think [Quinn] is

clinically insane/'

them— they just

vanished," said James
Ferrier, associate

director of Northeast-

ern Public Safety.

"We think EON's
duration fat the News]
has a lot to do with it,

but we haven't ruled

out spontaneous

combustion as of yet."

Both Walsh and
Johnson were elected

editor-in-chief in 1998
and 1999, respec-

tively, and held

numerous other

editorial positions.

Quinn, at the time of

the disapearance was
a cartoonist, but was
an editor beforehand.

"I think [Quinn] is

clinically insane," said

Joseph Daragason,

who drew up psycho-

logical profiles on all

three for Public

Safety. "I'm surprised

people didn't see it

sooner when they read

EON."
According to

Daragason, Northeastern

Public Safety should look

deeper into the comics in

order to solve this mys-
tery.

"I don't think anyone
understood it," said

Christian Meagher, a

middler journalism major
who is also a News
Staffer.

Other News Staffers

question the meaning of

EON.
"I spent all day looking

for that coin," said Dave
Branda, junior journalism

major and News Staffer.

"I didn't know if it meant
anything."

• See ABDUCTION, page 5
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The ever-faithful Green Line, ready to am
g'jj^fflfflters for ani^^^W^eaimr'^^~*^m

News photo by Brad Golub

Prehistoric life found at NU
By Al Terego

News Correspondent

It's big, green and is the oldest specimen of its kind

in the Western Hemisphere.

The Green Line, America's first subway, still roams
the streets of Boston, making all who hear it's terrible

shriek run to T stops everywhere.

"It's very tempermental," said Andrea Troy, sopho-

more English and biochemistry major.

"But, I would never be able to go to co-op or stagger

home from clubs without it."

Although the Green Line has been around for more
than a century, it is rivaled by the world's first subway
in Budapest, Hungary. . See GREEN LINE page ,

Sex annoys
your roomate

By Jill LeGrow
News Staff

You wake up one morning cling-

ing to your bed for dear life, thinking

"This is it! They said the world
wouldn't end at the turn of the century,

but this earthquake will surely flatten

all of New England!"
Then you realize your roommate is

just having sex in the top bunk again.

"Man, my roommate and his

girlfriend are always having sex," said

Josh Witter, a senior film and com-
puter science major. "I got him back
though, last time I broadcast his little

fling on the Web and sent an instant

message to his mother with the web
address."

President Freeland applauds the

efforts of jilted roommates like Witter,

saying, "It's about time they take back
their space. Course, in college, I was
always the one getting the action so I

never had that problem." __„r
• See SEX, page 5



The Northeastern News QuiniVS Outlook
Since 1926

We are against semesters
After debating the pros and cons of one of the biggest

decisions in Northeastern history. The Northeastern News
believes it is in the best interests of the school and its

students to remain on the quarter system.

Northeastern took months to put together a plan for a

calendar change and gave the NU community only a few

weeks to voice their opinion. If the Board of Trustees

passes the proposal. NU will have two 16-week semesters

and two intensive eight-week summer terms instead of its

current four 10-week quarter system.

The proposal draft is thorough, but the presentation is

poor. The News believes that more time should have been

given to students to decide on such a pivotal choice.

More time should have been devoted in the class-

room, in the mail and over e-mail to inform the students of

the possible effects of the change on their daily college

life. We should have received individual invitations to the

university-wide forum last week and seen flyers all over

campus for the event.

Not many students attended last Thursday's forum

(which was held at the same time as the Student Govern-

ment Association's senate meeting about the calendar

issue). Lack of attendance may have been a result of

student apathy, but it was probably because of NU's too-

quick planning for a session that excluded students on co-

op and University College students.

From interviews with students, we have the feeling

that most like NU the way it is. They've told us and the

SGA that they want the quarter system — some of them

even say quarters was the reason they came to NU.
We're also worried about how this change would

affect the attitudes of current and incoming students.

We're not used to longer classes and many of us like the

variety that current co-op system provides. The proposal

would decrease the number of co-ops by having six

months as the standard and only half the senior class on

co-op. Students would have only three co-ops.

Many students use the maximum seven quarters of co-

op in order to pay at least part of the ever-increasing

tuition. With less co-op time, students might have an even

harder time battling the inflated costs of college.

For the most part, co-op isn't expected to be changed

by the transition but the majority of students who North-

eastern will attract with the semester calendar may not be

as interested in co-op as their predecessors.

An argument in favor of semesters is the thought that

students and faculty will have more class time than our

currently fast-paced world of quarters. But this is college.

College is naturally fast-paced and the quarter system acts

as a source of pride for NU students who are able to

handle it. It gives us an edge over those semester schools

— we know how to deal with the crunch of the real world

because of quarters.

Graduating on time is a short-term concern for

students who are currently in their first, second and third

years at Northeastern. They're worried that they won't be

able to graduate on time because of the shift. The issue of

whether or not the transition of credits will be smooth

hasn't been addressed in detail. Telling us we won't be

"harmed" isn't enough; we need clarification before we
can move forward with any change.

Only with enough time and thorough student feedback

that is in favor of a change should this move take place. As
with everything in the business world, timing is every-

thing. The students have spoken and The News feels the

time is not right for a change.

(Northeastern News Nov. 10, 1999)
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Voice should listen

Editorial

While students and faculty are

debating and trying to understand the

benefits and shortcomings of the pro-

posed semester calendar, this is not the

time to confuse people.

But The Northeastern Voice, a

monthly publication put out by NU's
public relations department, has decided

to add to the misunderstandings.

In Tuesday's issue, the front-page

headline reads "Senate backs calendar

change." It refers to the Faculty Senate,

but as far as we know, this organization

did not vote last Thursday to back the

calendar change.

What the Faculty Senate did is vote

to move to a "semester-based academic

calendar." There is no mention of voting

directly the proposal.

But The Voice, just with its headline,

would have you believe that the faculty

jumped right on board NU President Richard

Freeland's surging change to a semester

calendar.

A decision is still far from being final.

Two weeks ago, the Student Government

Association voted to remain on the quarter

system and The News expressed a similar

sentiment last week.

What Northeastern needs now is less

confusion and more cooperation. Accurate

reporting by the campus media is a big part

of getting students to understand and recog-

nize the merits of quarters and semesters.

But pushing one agenda on the front

page of a publication is far from fair— and

it's far from accurate.

(Northeastern News Nov. 17, 1999)
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21st dawns in 2001
egardless of the hype, the Y2K paranoia or the intense celebration that will

.take place this January, the next millennium won't begin until 2001.

According to the Time and Frequency Division and the United States Naval

Observatory, the nation's official timekeepers, the next millennium is scheduled to

begin Jan. 1,2001.

"When our calendar was established, there was no year zero — it started with one,"

said Fred McGehan, public affairs officer for the National Institute of Standards and

Technology in Boulder, Co. "We realize people love round numbers and there will be a

great celebration in 2000 and we're not about to throw a wet blanket on the New Year's

Eve celebration."

Some parts of the world will not celebrate the millennium this year, next year or

for some time.

The Islamic calendar has 12 months with either 29 or 30 days per month. It is 1

1

days shorter than the Christian calendar. In 2001, the Islamic calendar will be 1422.

The Jewish calendar has 1 2 months of either 29 or 30 days with an extra month

every three years. There number of days in years vary from 353 to 385. It began in

3761 BC and will be 5762 when the third millennium begins.

The Chinese calendar has 12 months but add an extra month during leap years. The

calendar is based on a 60-year cycle, which rotates, giving each year a specific name of

a traditional Chinese animal. Jan. 24, 2001, will begin the Year of the Snake, the

4,699th year of the Chinese calendar.

— John Quinn (Northeastern News Dec. 1, 1999)

See www.time.gov for more details. Cauldron • 117



Executive Board

General Manager- John Sullivan

Program Director- Nicole Page-Fort

Music Director- Jenny Warchal

Promotions Director- Candice Shaw

News Director- Neil Juliano

Sports Director- Matt Romeling

Engineer- Ken Laird

[ BOSTON'S SPICE 104.9
J

General Info: 373-4338

On-Air Request Line: 373-2658

www.wrbb.neu.edu

WRBB, 104.9 EM is Northeastern University's student-run, non-
commercial, public-service radio station. Based in Boston, WRBB
is able to reach thousands ofstudents and community members

city wide.
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T^hanks to the upsurge

in the popularity of

ballroom dancing in the

past several years, NUBDC
has grown considerably since

its recognition as a North-

eastern University student

organization several years

ago. Today, the

club consists of two sections:

a competitive team and a

social club.

A large number of our

members are involved in the

competitive aspect of ball-

room dancing at Northeast-

ern University. Representing

our school, the dancers travel

from place to place, dancing

in collegiate- and amateur-

level competitions against

other schools and other ama-

teur dancers. Between com-

petitions the couples practice

rigorously and attend lessons with professional teachers in the area.

Many others who are interested in dancing involve themselves in the social aspect of

NUBDC. They attend lessons given by members ofNUBDC at which they can learn

beginner- and intermediate-level dances, improve their movement and coordination, and

just have a good time dancing and meeting new people.

Our dance club and team learn, teach, and practice both American and International style

Ballroom and Latin dances including:

Ballroom dances: Waltz, Fox Trot, Tango, Quickstep, Viennese Waltz

Latin and Rhythm dances: Cha-Cha, Rumba, Samba, Mambo, Bolero,Paso Doble,

Swing, Jive Fun dances: Hustle, West Coast Swing, Merengue, Polka, and more!

NORTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY' *
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Student Governr



lent Association
"Making student opinions count by being active, accountable, and approachable

The above symbolizes much more than just a mission statement for the

members of the 1999-2000 Student Government Association. It is more like a way
of life, the driving force behind everything SGA works for within the University

community.

Indeed, this year has been one of SGA's most productive in recent history.

SGA has been consistently able to solicit student opinion on current University

issue through a plethora of outlets: mass e-mailings. NUPulse surveys, direct con-

tact with students, and a variety of student outreach programs.

The Student Government Association is composed of five different com-

mittees, each of which has ties to different departments in the University. The area

of Student Affairs, led by Vice President Deanna Manzo, works with such areas as:

Judicial Affairs, Commuter Services, Orientation and Parent Programs, the differ-

ent cultural centers, and the other departments in the area of Student Affairs.

Vice President Theodore Miller has led the charge in the area of Aca-

demic Affairs, planning and implementing College Forums; and working with is-

sues surrounding areas such as: Cooperative Education, Teacher Course Evalua-

tions, and the different colleges. The hot issue of this year has been the proposed

semester change, which the entire Association worked on in conjunction with Aca-

demic Affairs.

Vice President Courteney Mitchell and the Administration Committee

have taken recruitment, outreach, marketing, and senate affinity to new levels. For

the first time in years, SGA has a newsletter in print. For the first time in SGA
history, a senate meeting was held out on the quad to debate the burning issue of

semesters. Additionally, VP Mitchell chaired the Senate Nominations and Elec-

tions Committee, which has solicited student opinion on the issue of direct elec-

tions (for the first time ever) and is working on a plan that would allow students to

directly elect the SGA President.

Vice President for Financial Affairs Jordan Levine and the Budget Re-

view Committee have revolutionized the budget process. Fall spending reports

were eliminated and replaced with a new midyear report. Budgets will be due in

the Winter Quarter this year for the first time ever, with more emphasis placed on

educating student groups to the budgeting process. Meetings are now open to all

students, instead of exclusively BRC members. Money was allocated from the

Special Request fund for the Winter Weekend event, planned collaboratively by

many different student groups. All in all, it's been a banner year for the BRC.
Vice President for Student Services Kerryann Driscoll works with her

committee to ensure that services provided to students by the university are up to

par in such areas as: Parking, Lane Health Center, Public Safety, Dining Services.

Residential Life, and Campus Recreation. The big issue within Student Services

has been the proposed "deny access" policy, which would allow staff to force stu-

dents entering the residence halls to open "suspicious bags". SGA has taken a

stance against this policy, and has been working with RSA and the Department of

Residential Life to come up with more desireable options.

President Beth-Anne Dancause has earned her place in SGA history as a

great leader by procuring and conveying student opinion to the administration, and

by providing support and motivation to fellow executive board members and sena-

tors alike.

One of the main reasons why SGA has had such a banner year is the hard

work and dedication of the senators who make up the Association. Each senator

makes a commitment to represent students in his/her college, and that commitment

has been taken very seriously this year. Additionally, senators have been recog-

nized and rewarded for their individual service to the Association. With many
young senators, the future is looking very bright for the Student Government Asso-

ciation.
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The Council for
Homecoming and Springfest have

University Pro-
movedfrom being "afew amuse-

grams (CUP) is

ments in thefront quad" to

bigger than and
weeklong celebrations ofschool

better than ever!
pride, being outside and havingfun
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at Northeastern University. The

years CUP has
quality ofprogramming in the other
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1999-2000 CUP Board Members

President: Bryan Wood

Vice President: Erin Dayharsh

Treasurer: Danielle Lamoureux

Marketing Coordinator: Sara Beretz

Co-Advisors:

Geoff Combs & Shane Long



Sister Hazel and De La Sol have been

featured artists at concerts, which have

been opened by Boston-based bands

from the surrounding area.

Mohammed Bilal, from MTV's "Real

World" has appeared here at NU. Some
very talented lecture and entertainment

acts have appeared as well, including

Robert Channing, "the world's greatest

mentalist". C'mon, the guy can bend
spoons with his mind! Who doesn't

want to see that?

CUP has worked hard to keep many
of the traditions going here on campus
such as movie screenings and sneak

previews. As always, CUP strives to

reach a very diverse student population

with different interests, but at least one

thing in common. That is the desire to

have a good time while getting a great

education. At the same time, CUP is

always looking for ways to bring new
programs and unique ideas to North-

eastern. We can't do it on our own. We
need help from you, the students who
see the programming in action. If you

have any ideas, let us know! To all of

the seniors who have helped us over

the past several years, thank you so

much! We hope that you have had a

great experience here at NU and wish

you the best of luck in your future

careers and endeavors! Graduation is a

very definite benchmark in history.

May you reflect upon this yearbook

often and refresh the memories of your

higher education! All the best to you!

Councilfor University Programs
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Army ROTC

The Army ROTC program provides students the opportunity to compete for two- or three-year scholarships. ROTC
allows students to learn leadership skills and about the United States Army. Cadets are commissioned around graduation

time and become Second Lieutenants on active duty, the National Guard or in the Army Reserves.

The ROTC challenges cadets through rigorous physical and mental training, testing their endurance while teaching

them the basic skills of soldiers. The program builds, tests and encourages leadership skills though practical exercises and

physical training. Many cadets earn scholarships and attend school tuition-free and all contracted cadets earn a stipend of

$200 a month

Six seniors will graduate as 2nd Lieutenants this year, completing many years of hard work and sacrifice. They

will soon be leading the men and women of the U.S. Army and putting all their knowledge to the test.
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Service • Tradition

For the past five years, Circle K has brought

community service to Northeastern University. The

club's focus is service and tradition. Multiple programs

have been initiated by the club including the Red Cross Blood

Drive held quarterly and B.E.L.T.S., a program designed for

children, promoting car safety. Circle K is also active with the

Mooreville House, where members have the opportunity to

spend time with senior citizen residents. Numerous successful

campus socials have been sponsored by the community service

organization including Circle K Night Cruise and the Kiwanis

Pediatric Trauma Institute (K. P.T.I.) Dance. Circle K con-

stantly display's it's dedication to service with membership

doubling year after year. Goals are continuously achieved,

inspiring more activity in the community. Circle K is commit-

ted to serving the needs of the community and maintaining

solid recognition throughout campus.

Tradition • Service
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Newman Club Executive Board

Back Row: Christine Gongleski, Treasurer; Alison Denis, Spiritual Chair;

Michelle Baker, President.

Front Row: Marisa Cruce, Vice President; Leah Hickey, Social Chair; Norline Diebold,

Secretary; Michelle Buckless, Service Chair

Every Tuesday night at 6:30 p.m. students converge on St. Ann Parish Student Center at 68 St.

Stephen Street. Engineering students, nursing students, commuters, residents, freshman with

roommates in tow, and seniors running straight from Co-op jobs, all come together due to one

common bond. They are all Roman Catholic students who come together weekly to meet other

students who share their faith, to do community service, and to have fun.

The Newman Club is headed up by a seven member e-board consisting of a President, Vice Presi-

dent, Secretary, Treasurer, and three Chairpersons-each chairing a committee that represents one of

the three major aspects of the Newman Club: service, social, and spiritual. The Service Committee

plans activities such as visits to Morville House-a local elderly housing complex, cooking and serv-

ing meals at Boston area shelters, and participating in NU activities such as NU Service Day. The

Social Committee plans fun activities such as outings to Boston sports events, ice skating at the Frog

Pond, and planning joint activities with other clubs on campus. The Spiritual Committee offers

discussions on faith and being a Catholic college student, as well as keeping students up to date on

retreats that are available to them.

Named after John Henry Cardinal Newman, a 19 lh century Catholic priest who encouraged people

to become educated about their faith. Northeastern' s Newman Club is a place where we can do just

that, learn about faith, while also having fun. 8
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Campus Crusadefor Christ

If you like to find out more information or have any questions about theclub feel free to

send us a letter at our Internet address, ccc@lynx.neu.edu

Tony & Jenn Lepore are our Campus Crusade for Christ staff.

Purpose and Mission Statementfor

Northeastern University Campus
Crusadefor Christ

As a group, Campus Crusade for Christ at Northeastern University strives to love the Lord our God with

all of our heart, soul, mind, and strength and love our neighbor as ourselves.

We do this by:

1 - Sharing the gospel of Jesus Christ in a relevant way to Northeastern students,

2 - Providing a place for Christians at Northeastern to grow through prayer, worship, and the study of

scripture,

3 - Developing a strong community of Northeastern Christians who are committed to each other,

4 - Being involved in fellowship with other Christians at Northeastern and Boston wide, and

5 - Encouraging individuals to reach out beyond the campus during vacations and co-ops.

We meet on Thursdays at 6:30pm in room 144, the Atrium Lounge located on thefirst floor of the Ell

Student Center.
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Spiritual Life

&: {.Inivererfri. A ^er a ^re destroyed the University's chapel in 1996, a new

Spiritual Life Center—with an award-winning design—was

created on the second floor of the Ell Building. The Sacred

Space, an open, warmly lit, and simply furnished area, offers an

atmosphere of peace, a sense of the holy, and a refuge for prayer,

contemplation, or meditation; it is designed as a multifaith space in

which the needs of many religious groups are taken into account. Adjoining the Sacred Space is a Reflection

Room where small groups can meet to share faith, listen and learn, or join group discussions. References from

various faith traditions are provided, and individuals are welcome to use this area for spiritual reading and

quiet reflection.

The Sacred Space and Reflection Room are open Monday through Saturday from 8:00 A.M. to 10:30 P.M.,

and on Sunday from 10:30 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. Scheduling for groups, as well as for weddings, memorial

services, and other religious ceremonies, can be made through the Spiritual Life Office (204 Ell, 617-373-2728,

slo@lynx.neu.edu) during regular business hours.

In room 201 of the Ell Building, the Spiritual Life Center is in Krentzman Quad at the heart of the

Northeastern campus. Follow this link for directions and parking information.

Igl&d NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
SPIRITUAL LIKE OFFICE
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The Vietnamese StudentAssociation

T
he Vietnamese Student Association (VSA) consists of ninety-three Vietnamese and Vietnamese American

students at Northeastern University. The presented number includes domestic and international types that are

categorized by the Registrar's Office.

The goals of VSA are to have a place for the Vietnamese students at Northeastern to interact with one another via fun-

filled activities, preserve the Vietnamese culture, and share it spirits with other student groups on campus. Furthermore,

VSA likes to establish a working relationship with different departments at the institution and reach out to the Vietnamese

community in the Boston area. In addition, our group wants to make our organization a friendly and safe place for the

Vietnamese students to share their academic and personal concerns while in school.

At the beginning of the fall quarter, we had our first meeting for an election of the E-board on October 14, 1999. The

members elected a President of the organization and two other members were elected to work as Internal and External

Vice Presidents. These officers manage the activities meeting and oversee the activities coordinators. The coordinators

are those who volunteer to take the responsibility to organize any student programs, which are the group members' ideas.

Also, the Treasurer and Secretary play important roles in managing the monetary and communication affairs of our

organization.

Northeastern University



Latin American Student Association

L
ASO is dedicated to the advancement of our culture and the preservation of our identity. LASO helps

students overcome obstacles that many Latino/a students encounter. By sponsoring films, speakers and

cultural activities, LASO teaches Latino/a and non-Latino/a students about our shared cultures and histories.

It all started in 1988, when three Puerto Rican students founded the Puerto

Rican Student Organization. Their mission was to make it easier for upcoming Latino/a students to overcome the

cultural and financial struggles which they had to face. They dreamed of one day having a Latino/a Cultural Cen-

ter, a Latino Studies

Program, and a scholarship.

By 1990 the Latino/a student population had grown so much and become so

diverse that the name of the organization was changed to what we now know

as the Latin American Student Organization (LASO).

Although many of our Founding Parents' dreams have become a reality, we

still continue in our struggle to create leaders for our future.

LASO's Activities and Accomplishments

La Comunidad Latino en Accion (Full Tuition) Scholarship

Latino, Latin American, and Carribbean Studies Minor

Latino/a Student Cultural Center

Political Awareness

Community Involvement

Art Exhibits

Financial Aid Workshops

Stereotype Workshops (Unlearn Program)

Latin Rhythm Radio Show 104.9 FM WRBB
Six Flags Great Adventure

Paint Ball Trips

Winter Leadership Retreat

Parade of Flags

Latino/a Senior Banquets

Famous Visitors

Edward James Olmos

Caesar Chavez

Tito Puente

Editorial Board 1999-2000

Maxamillion-Shell Crawford, President

Meriel Marmanillo, Vice President

Alicia Cartenuto, Secretary

David Pita, Treasurer
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The purpose ofNUDC is to:

1. Promote awareness of the Deaf community as a unique cultural and linguistic group

To provide a socially supportive environment to students enrolled in ASL and

interpreter training classes here at Northeastern University, where they can practice

ASL and interact with other students.

3. To assist new deaf and hard of hearing students in becoming socially and academically

acclimated to Northeastern University and college life.

4. To provide a social outlet for Deaf and hard of hearing students on campus

Editorial Board 1999-2000

President: David DelPizzo

Vice President: Oludare Oyedele

Treasurer: Jackie Grayson

Secretary: Richard Freydel

Public Relations: Julie Silvestri
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Interpreting Club @
The Interpreting Club at Northeastern (ICNU) is a support group for American Sign Language

students. ICNU provides students and interpreting majors with educational and social events

related to interpreting.

Our events include a monthly coffeehouse, silent lunches and meetings. Coffeehouses introduce

students to aspects of inteipreting and the Deaf Community. Silent lunches provide a time for inter-

preting and ASL students to meet with Deaf students for lunch where communication is strictly sign

language. For more information about ICNU and ASL classes contact the American Sign Language

office at (617) 373-3064. Check out our web site at www.dac.neu.edu/icnu/.

Editorial Board 1999-2000
President: Sandra Maloney

Vice President: Dawn Townsend

Secretary: Breeze Gammelin

Treasurer: Desiree Schlee

Public Relations: Justin Goujon

Executive President: Melanie Girshick
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e Ultimate Frisbee is a fast paced game which combines the rules and skills of football

and soccer. It is based on "The Spirit of the Game", a mutual agreement between all

players that nobody would intentionally break the rules. There are no referees in Ul-

timate - everybody calls their own infractions as they happen.

The Fall of '99 was Northeastern's first season as a club, and many of the players had

never played competitively before. We played in the Beanpot league, a league made up of

6 other Boston area schools. We also went to tournaments in Cumberland, Maine,

Saratoga Springs, NY, Lewiston, Maine, and the Beanpot tournament at BC. Although

winning was rather rare, everybody had a great time at all the games and tournaments.

For more information on the team visit our web site at http://www .ultimate .neu .edu
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Huskies
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>rom iep: 10 ngni: uave Cockreham, Derek Chawaiit, Christian Luhmann, Corey
Michal, Chris Slack, Colleen Duffy, Bryan May, Greg Ruppel, Shawn Miller, Adam

Shire, Ryan Scribner, Sam Dearborn with Scott Bailie laying out. Not pictured: Wayne
Alden, Brian Petro-Roy, Robin, Chris Bernar, Holly Sobchuck, Chad Bailey, Chris
Rachek, Dan Libby, Dave Oberg, Dan Key, Tracy Foley, Kimberly Legg, and Brett

Dillon.

Final BeanuotStai Iimmst,

1. Tufts

2. Brandeis
3. Harvard
4. BC
5. MIT
6 BU
7. NU
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Paintball Club

In
1993, Tim Russo founded the NU Paintball Club as a way to bring together all the paintball players at Northeastern.

Through periodic meetings and a mailing list, a growing network of student paintball players was built.

Now, in 1999, the NU Paintball Club has tripled in size. The current officers, Kristen Allain, president; Nick Pavento.

vice-president; and Tim Riordan, treasurer have put together campus-wide trips to introduce new players to the sport. Plans

are currently in the works for a charity tournament in the upcoming academic year. An amateur tournament team has also been

formed. This team will travel to intercollegiate and open amateur tournaments throughout the New England area.

In the future, only time will tell what the NU Paintball Club will do. As the sport of paintball continues to grow, the club's

future looks better and better. With the success of the past few trips and the next year's charity tournament, the club hopes to

build a name for itself among the movers and shakers of the NU student groups.



AOE
Delta Phi Epsilon

Delta Phi Epsilon was founded nationally at New York University Law School on March 17, 1917.

Delta Phi Epsilon was the first non-sectarian social sorority and the only one founded in a profes-

sional school. Delta Phi Epsilon was founded at Northeastern University on March 19, 1969. We are the

longest standing active sorority on campus. Delta Phi Epsilon is an international sorority with chapters

throughout the Unites States and Canada. Our Philanthropies are National Cystic Fibrosis Research

Foundation, Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders and the Delta Phi Epsilon Scholarship Founda-

tion.

Our colors are Royal Purple and Pure Gold. Our flower is the lovely purple iris and our mascot is the

unicorn. Our national nicknames are D-Phi-E and Deephers. Our pearl program, based on the 5 S's are

sisterhood, scholarship, service, social, and self.

Delta Phi Epsilon's purpose is to have a family of young women who care for and respect each other.

Together, we help to serve our community, school, and each other. The women are dedication to their

sorority and Northeastern, as well as proud to be a part of both.

Editorial Board 1999-2000

President: Suzanne Rezendes

Vice President of Operations: Christina Capone

Vice President of Programming: Julie Gottlieb

Vice President of Recruitment: Sara Hopkins

Vice President of Membership Development: Jayme Bannon

Vice President of Academic Affairs: Kristen Gubitosi

Member at Large: Erin Brimingham
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Alpha Kappa Alpha

In
1908, at Howard University in Washington D.C., Ethel Hedgeman Lyle along with 15 other young

ladies founded Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority making it America's premiere Greek-lettered organiza-

tion established by Black women. From this conception, Alpha Kappa Alpha - following her incorporation

as a perpetual body in 1913 - began to influence certain college trained women. The sorority became a

primary vehicle through which this targeted group was able to improve her social and economic condi-

tions at city, state, national and international levels.

The purpose of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority is to cultivate and encourage high scholastic and ethical

standards, to promote unity and friendship among college women, to study and help alleviate problem

concerning girls and women, to promote a progressive interest in college life and to be of service to all

mankind.

The Iota Gamma Chapter was chartered at Northeastern University in June of 1974 intensifying the

Alpha Kappa Alpha effort "to be of service to all mankind". Iota Gamma Chapter just celebrated our 25 th

chapter anniversary this past June 1999. Continuing to strive for greatness, in helping to improve our

community and university, the Iota Gamma Chapter annual programs include an Annual Book Award

Scholarship where the chapter assumes the cost of books for a deserving freshman student for the semes-

ter, the Black Jeopardy Quiz Bowl where students test their knowledge of Black History and compete for

cash prizes, and the New England Step-Fest where Historically BlackGreek-lettered organizations com-

pete for prizes and Iota Gamma donates all of the proceeds of the event to go to charity.

Upon the foundation that was laid by the members that came before us, present members of Iota

Gamma Chapter still continued to build through our work in the Boston community with the Mary

McLeod Bethune Institute, E. Benjamin Nursing Home, Families in Transition, the Fenway Project and

Little Brothers Friends of the Elderly.
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Tau Evsilon Phi

Tau Epsilon Phi is a national fraternity, founded at Columbia University in 1910. TEF is based on

the three ideals of friendship, chivalry, and service. Being the first national fraternity chartered on

Northeastern's campus in 1961 (formerly the Kappa Zeta Phi local fraternity founded in the 1920's)

TEF has always maintained an active role on campus. TEF has been a leader academically, socially, athleti-

cally, and in the community as well. We annually participate in the Walk for Hunger, the AIDS Walk, coach

little league baseball, and have a Haunted House for the children of Mission Hill.

We are a diverse yet tight-knit group with a focus on academics. We continually have a cumulative grade

point average above the all-male average with brothers majoring in physical therapy, criminal justice, politi-

cal science, business, communications, engineering, and journalism.

To our out-going seniors, good luck in the "real world". You always have TEF to return to here in Boston.

Our hope is that your experience in college and with the fraternity has made you a stronger, well-rounded

person and that you are prepared to live a life of success and happiness. Good luck.

HJM
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TheAcadem
Established in the 1930's, The Academy Honor Society for College ofArts

and Sciences has maintained the objective ofpromoting high scholarship,

furthering intellectual interest in the College of Arts and Sciences, and

serving the community Mt and around Northeastern University. Membership is an

invitational honor based on distinguished academic standing within the College ofArts

and Sciences. Meetings for The Academy are held day and evening to present the

opportunity for all members to participate.

Each academic year, The Academy has set goals to further community service within

the greater Boston area. In the past, The Academy has contributed volunteer services

such as assisting the homeless and battered women shelters. This year, members plan

to participate in charitable activities centering on medical research for incurable

diseases, such as AIDS and cancer, as well as continue services for the homeless and

women shelters. Other goals in the 1999-2000 academic year include actively involving

the Northeastern student community. Members hope to sponsor activities for students,

present a speaker, and offer a student discussion panel on current issues concerning the

student body.

1999-2000 elected officers of The Academy:

Tracy E. Schmidt: Day President

Sarah Heffernan: Evening President

Harry Donavan: Day Vice President

Whitney Kotula: Evening Vice President

Sean Stentiford: Treasurer

Jennifer Donohue: Secretary

Jenna Cardinale: Technology Consultant
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NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
AMERICAN SOCIETY OFMECHANICAL

ENGINEERS
STUDENT CHAPTER

History

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)

is an international professional organization. The profes-

sional society arranges conferences, organizes design

contests, showcases new technology, sets ethical standards

in engineering and develops codes and standards as well

as other mechanical engineering related services. The

119,000-member American Society of Mechanical Engineers

has served its members, industry, and government since its

founding in 1880.

AboutNUASME

The student chapter is where it all begins! By providing

presentations from some of the top speakers in the

most up-to-date areas of the mechanical engineering field,

the student chapter enhances the student's

educational experience. Through the use of

engineering related design contests, we create interest and

pride in mechanical engineering. And when the workload

becomes overwhelming, we provide relaxing retreats to

Fenway Park or friendly softball game outings with the

faculty. But, that is not all that the ASME student chapter

at Northeastern offers. We are in close contact with the

MIME department and the College of Engineering to bring

you your first glances at insider news such as new curricu-

lum changes, department design contests and new com-

puter lab developments. We also serve as a means for you

to voice your concerns and opinions to the Department,

College and the University.

Meetings & Contact Information

Northeastern ASME holds its weekly chapter meetings

during activities period in room 308 Snell Engineering.

Our office is located at 320 SN
Phone:

617-373-4625

Mailing Address:

ASME Student Chapter

334 Snell Engineering

Northeastern University

360 Huntington Ave.

Boston, MA 02115
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American
Society of

Mechanical
Engineers

Officers ofNU-ASME Division A

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Member-At-Large
Member-At-Large

Timothy F. Goddard
Desiree Blais

Modhumeta Sengupta

Andy Kakish

Christopher Weder
Sean Westbrock

Officers ofNU-ASME Division B

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Member-At-Large
Faculty Advisor

Samuel Akins

John Jagodnik

Jake Morin
Chris Fitzgerald

Dan Ryan
John N. Rossettos



Ni
ortheastern's Student Chapter of

the American Society of Civil

Engineers takes part in three

major annual events as well as many smaller

affairs. NU ASCE hosts many tours of the Big
Dig and other construction sites around Boston
in addition to barbecues, student/faculty basket-

ball games and other social activities. The
chapter's biggest events are their community
service projects, the steel bridge competition and
the concrete canoe competition.

Each summer the chapter, consisting of

approximately twenty-five active members, gives

back to the community through its community
service project. This summer, the Philoxenia

House in Jamaica Plain became the center of the

students' efforts. This house serves as a tempo-
rary home for people that come to the Boston
area for medical attention. The project involved

a complete overhaul of the house's surroundings
and is highlighted by the demolition and replacement of a concrete walkway and patio, the installation of a

play area for children complete with a jungle gym and many plants and trees added to the landscape.

The chapter also participates in the Steel Bridge Competition. Held every November, schools from all

over the Northeast, design, fabricate and construct a scale model of a steel bridge under very strict regula-

tions. Northeastern successfully hosted this year's competition in the Curry Student Center Ballroom.

Unfortunately, Northeastern's bridge was not as lucky in the competition.

The final major activity for the chapter is the annual Concrete Canoe Competition. The 1999 compe-
tition took place in April at the University of Hartford. NU ASCE finished second overall as schools from all

over the Northeast designed, built and raced their own concrete canoes. Northeastern's Sea Dogg lost only

to the University of Rhode Island in a contest against thirteen other schools.

The American Society of Civil Engineers at Northeastern continues to grow as new freshmen enroll

each year. Word of the chapter's fun and commradory increases participation in the group as it continues to

sharpen its competitive and educational edge.

American
Society of

Civil

Engineers
Executive Board

President
Vice Presidents

Division A
Christopher Lang
Edward Deegan
Heidi Rudiger

Program Coordinators Tammy Colombo
Eric Greppo

Treasurer
Secretary

Publicity Coordinator

David Pierce

Ryan Desmarais

Jason D'Orlando

Division B
Erik Stoothoff

Ryan Housman
Jeff Buckley
Colleen Collins

Jeffery Chase
Erik Divirgilio

Derek Gilbert

Joel Figueroa

Tivo UiokfAnJ
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time magazine seeks the help ofnortheastern
WKEKMMuntversitymarketing studeMKKKKKKKKMM

industry-educationpartnership
Boston, Mass.— Last spring Northeastern University Marketing Association (NUMA) participated in the Clairol

Marketing Internship (CMI). NUMA competed against Boston University, University of Rhode Island, Community College

of Rhode Island and Miami Dade College for the winning marketing promotional campaign. After extensive market re-

search, a lot of innovation and dedication, NU won first prize. Now NUMA has the chance to do it again.

For the first TIME in NU history, TIME Magazine is on campus. The TIME Magazine Marketing Internship

(TMMI) provides students the opportunity to actively participate in and gain "real world" experience through an on-campus

internship. This year, NUMA is competing against Universiyt of Massachusetts, Amherst, University of New hampshire,

San Diego State university and Bridgewater State College.

"Many courses allow students a chance to study real business problems, but few enable the students to implement

real strategies and solutions." Sean Smith, who manages this TMMI, said. TIME Magazine is partnering with Northeastern

University in an innovative program that provides students with hands on experience in marketing. Students in NUMA,
advised by Prof. Jim Curran, are interpreting and analyzing research in order to develop, present and execute a marketing

strategy for TIME Magazine on college campuses. TIME Magazine is the first in its industry to implement such a program,

and is looking towards the students here at NU to help them understand this viable market.

NUMA has developed a winning promotional event for TIME Magazine and Northeastern students. On December

10, 1999 come and experience "Style through TIME". NU A.C.E, a company run by the Northeastern University Marketing

Association (NUMA), organized the event. This spectacular event has been arranged by the students in order to promote

TIME Magazine to the college market segment.

TIME Magazine has been a part of American culture for over 75 years, documenting our nation's news, events and

interests like a diary. What better way to show how TIME has covered these events than to have a fashion show portraying

the various styles from over the decades. The fashion show will feature the designs of Sheila Mehrotra, a well-known

designer throughout the Boston and New York areas. Her designs will portray the styles and trends for the upcoming mil-

lennium. Also, a portion of the fashion event will be dedicated to a retrospective of the past eight decades. Models will

walk the runway while excerpts from TIME articles remind us of the historical moments in each respective decade. In

conjunction with our two fashion shows, there will be a trivia quiz show to demonstrate the educational value of TIME as

well as a dating auction, which will involve Northeastern students, thus making them a part of this event.

NU A.C.E is offering promotional consideration and participation to local businesses who want to expose their

names and products to thousands of college students and ultimately help us make our campaign more effective. In return

for any prize donation or participation in our promotional event, the company's name and logo will appear on

our advertising, and the company will be recognized throughout the campaign for their generosity.
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South Asian Student Organization

TSAV'J.
1 WM. f

UTSAV, fomierly known as Use Indian Cultural Organizattan, is the South Asian

Student Organization at Northeastern University, UTSAV, a Sanskrit word meaning festival,' mi started in 1 99 1

.

Now in its ?th full year, UTSAV has p>wn leaps and tetrads, UTSAFs doors have opened to embrace

flue whole South Asian community, UTSAV is comprised of members from:

Bangladesh. Sri Lanka, India, Pakistan, Nepal, and Bhutan.

The organisation numbers from 1W to 150 students.

UTSAV has done various events over me years. UTSAVs annual grand event is our spring culture show entitled.
I

Natraj.'

Nafiraj consists of acts, dances,, skits, musical pafaniiaBccs, and a fashion show.

Over the last year, UTSAV has partaken in various events around the cemmunity.

UTSAV performed in Northeastera's International Grand at the Wang Center, Nortbcastern's International Student Forum Culture show,

Northcastcm's International Carnival, Northeastern^ Fresidenfs Ball and Boston College's highly acclaimed annual culture show.

UTSAV was also part ofNortheastera's taternational Food Fair week.

UTSAV has reached beyond the South Asian community and has Co-ehaircd as well as led

its own drive for food/clothing during last Thanksgiving.

Beneficiaries included local Boston families and the Pine Street Inn.

In the years to come, UTSAV looks to continue growing,

working with area schools and improving the community as a whole.
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Association for Computing Machinery

ACM (Association for Computing Machinery) is an interna-

tional scientific and educational organization dedicated to advancing

the arts, sciences, and applications of information technology. With a

worldwide membership of 80,000, ACM functions as a locus for com-

puting professionals and students working in the various fields of

Information Technology.

The Northeastern University ACM student chapter is an orga-

nization for students and faculty of the computing sciences as well as

a service organization for the Computer Science Department. While

we share common goals, the ACM student chapter is a separate from

the National ACM organization.

We believe in promoting the social lives and careers of our

members. Each week, a speaker from the corporate or academic

world is presented to broaden the horizons and professional experi-

ence of our members. We maintain a weekly speaker schedule and

serve pizza and soda during each of the talks.

To promote friendship and spirit among College of Computer

Science students and faculty, ACM sponsors extra-curricular events

and activities. Previous activities have included cookouts and trips to

local museums. ACM is also one of the driving forces behind a recent

tutoring initiative within the College of Computer Science. Another

ACM-sponsored initiative was instrumental in the creation of the

student lounge in Cullinane Hall.
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n the fall of 1999 a small group of Northeastern Universit;

Human Resources Management concentrator's formed the

iNortheastern Society for Human Resources Management.

The groups' purpose is to offer members opportunities for profes-

sional and graduate development through club events, expand

graduate and professional development, and to encourage involve-

ment in the National Society ofHuman Resources Management.

Each member is an official student member of the Society for

Human Resources Management and as such receives the benefits

of being part of SHRM. The benefits of being affiliated with SHRM

are: access to a wealth of articles, papers and stories relating to the

business world and human resources through SHRM's database,

and access to names and addresses of professional SHRM members

and businesses across the country. A great perk is the annual

conference for all ofSHRM members. In our first year as a student

group we plan on making the club an official NU student group

which we established this fall, setting up an executive leadership

team, expanding our membership through student recruitment,

and planning for upcoming student events. For the fall we planned

a speaker panel and volunteered at the Northeastern Career Expo

sponsored by the Career Service department. Other upcoming

events for the 1999-2000 school year are volunteering efforts dur-

ing the winter holiday season, a club outing to spend a day with a

business, SHRM luncheon with local Boston businesses, and many

more. We would really like to see alumni get involved by sharing

their experiences with the group and help out by becoming speak-

ers to the group.
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Northeastern University
1999-2000 Homecoming queen and king

announced on Saturday
By M.J. Langathianos (10120199 edition ofthe NUNEWS)

Northeastern royalty was crowned on Saturday as Kerry

Ann Driscoll and Matt Geoffrey were named the 1999 Homecom-
ing queen and king.

The announcement came at halftime during the NU foot-

ball Homecoming game at Parsons Field this past weekend as

part ofthe university's three-day celebration.

Both Driscoll, a senior business major, and Geoffrey, a

senior mathematics and finance major, were surprised at the

judge's decision and did not know they hadwon until that mo-

ment.

"We had no idea," Driscoll said. "It was very nerve-wrack-

ing. At first I didn't even realize it until Matt said congratula-

tions." Kk
"I was pretty shocked

myself. I was up against some

pretty stiffcompetition," added

Geoffrey.

Driscoll and Geoffrey were

notjust handed the honor, how-

ever. They had to go through a

detailed interviewing process,

which started with filling out an application. Once that was complete, they were put

in front oftheir peers at the pep rally held Thursday in the Curry Student Center.

"We had to get up there in front of [the students] and tell themwhy we wanted to

be the queen or king," Driscoll said.

Afterward, the nominees went before a panel ofjudges representing different

departments at NU, such as Judicial Affairs and the orientation office,

and answered questions.

"They asked, 'Ifyour housing was burning down, and you could only grab one
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By Aaron Michlewitz

While the fall of 1999 for Northeastern athletics saw the end of field hockey's NCAA run

and the nose dive by the football team, it will forever be remembered as the return of Matz
Magic. ' -t^^'
Ed Matz, who had watched his men's soccer team slowly dcline over the past two sea-

sons, was thrown into the fire when he was named director of the soccer program as Ath-

letics Director Ian McCaw combined the two programs early in the year. Matz was picked

over former women's coach Julia Claudio to head both the men's and women's teams.

Expectations were set low and many didn't expect much from both teams entering the

season with such turmoil.

What transpired was the rebirth of both programs as the men earned their first playoff
j

berth in three seasons and the women finished with the most wins in the team's four-year

history.

Matz got some much needed help on the men's side from the sophomore Petter Starnas,

who broke team records in goals (16) and points (40), and gave the Huskies a scoring threat

like none other in the America East. Matz also received great defense from seniors, Greg

Ehrman and Brendan Faherty to make junior keeper Allan Lewis' job much easier.

Ehrman provided the Huskies with the highlight of the season as he scored the game-

winning goal in the second overtime against Boston Univeristy that not only gave Matz his

first-ever victory over the school's hated rival, but also put NU in the driver seat for the

playoff spot.

"He has a habit of scoring big goals," said Matz of Ehrman whose last goal gave the

Huskies their last playoff berth in 1996.

The Cinderella season ended in controversy as the Huskies lost in the first round of the

America East playoffs to Towson, 1-0, despite having two goals called back for offsides.

Despite the troubling finish the Huskies look primed for another solid season next year

with the return of Starnas, Lewis and the team's second leading scorer Anders Hoyem.

Northeastern University



While the women didn't make the playoffs, their 6-13-1 season was a vast improvement
over the 2-17-1 in 1998. It could have been even better considering the 5-7-1 start to the
season, but the Huskies slowly fell apart in conference play. Their goal production was
nearly triples in 1999 led mostly by juniors Jennifer Herlhy and Kate Mercier, who had five
goals a piece. Junior Rachelle Parkinson kept the Huskies in almost every game with steady
play in goal. With only three players departing, the future looks bright for women's soccer
atNU.
The same, however, cannot be said about the football program, which after three seasons

of consistent play, dropped to near the bottom of the Atlantic 10 with a 2-9 season and only
one win over a Division One opponent.

However, the huskies did come to play in their biggest game of the season against Bos-
" liege at Chestnut Hill. Despite losing 33-22, NU outgained in total yardage and

' outplayed the bowl-bound Eagle. Three turnovers returned for touchdowns killed

'e of a major upset for the Huskies.

k later all the momentum from the BC game was quickly destroyed ina 77-0 loss
is in which there were either 27 records tied or broken and dropped NU 1-4. The
ntinued from there on until the final game of the season where the Huskies escaped

in the A10 by beating up on Rhode Island,

terback carousel started with senior Fred Vallett moved to sophomore Jason
i

)

vlnt back to Vallett and settled on sophomore Adam Browne before the season

overshadowed the record-breaking season of junior wide receiver Dav
~ an Ross' career record of reception yards at 2,342

e 90s ended in the last season of the decade. Field hockey coach C
g of NCAA appearances come to an abrupt finish in 1999. Ten out of

Huskies qualify for teh tournament, but that ended as Boston
pals by ex-Husky Jane Rogers, defeated NU 2-0 in te America East

hed the season under the .500 mark for the first time since 1982.

the way with 15 goals and 35 points in the season that marked the

sister Regina that saw the Huskies reach the final four twice and
championship four times.

mitHIHIfmi^liili iHliillilW ilniHim"
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Fri. 3-4 Husky /Asks Invitational



Head Coach
Mary Kiminksi

1999 Record:

20-12 (10-4 America East)

oster

Suzana Stojakovic

Elizabeth Waclawik

Adrianna DiGregorio

Jasmine Cumberbatch
Lindsay Wagner
Catherine Baker

Lisa Nolan
Kristin Deatherage

Jennifer Endres

Carolyn Powell

Erin Spangler

Kelly Cognac
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SEPTEMBER
Sat. 4 AIC

Sat. 11 at James Madison*

Sat. 25 WILLIAM & MARY*Sat. 25 W

44-7 W
21-29 L

30-42 L

OCTOBER
Sat. 2 at Boston College

Sat. 9 at Massachusetts*

Sat. 16 NEW HAMPSHIRE!
Sat. 23 at Villanova*

Sat. 30 DELAWARE*

NOVEMBER
Sat. 6 at Connecticut*

Sat. 13 MAINE*
Sat. 20 at Rhode Island

*

*Atlantic 10 game

! Homecoming

1999
Greg Abramopaulos

Kurt Abrams
Andy Alsup

Neil Anderson

Steve Arienta

Derek Belejchak

Charles Bennett

Brendan Bledsoe

Jim Bode

Nick Bromley

Adam Browne
Chris Burns

Peter Cegeren

Matt Cornelia

John Conille
;

Joe Connolly

Sean Connor
Dave Costello

Jeff Crowley

Kito Delgado

Bill DeMalia

Jeff Dias

Tom DeCarlo

Tim Dwyer
Zach Falconer

Jason Farrell

Randy Farris

Tim Gale

Chris Gates

Joe Gazzola

William Griffin

Tyler Grogan
Brian Hayden

T.J. Hill

Michael Jackson

Dave Klernic

Eric Landry

Andy Maclnnis

Michael Mack
Travis Marter

Roster
Tom Martinez

John Massaro

Terranee May
Brain McCarthy
David McCarthy

John McDonald
Chris McEwan
L.J. McKanas
Dan Messier

Tony Morales

Nate Mullaugh

Ian Nielsen

Kem Nwosu
Tom Olivo

fife-

Rich Parenteau

Garrett Parsons

Joe Perdoni

Jared Philcox

Josh Plosker

Kyle Porter

Jabari Powell

Mike Provencher

Scott Quimby
Jason Quinlan

Joe Rich

Rocco Rinaldi

George Rodgers

Frank Rose

Dominick Sansone

Pat Sheehan

David Sofran

Noel Taylor

Steve Teitel

Fred Vallett

Greg Van Alstine

Excell Walker

Adam Walter

Ryan Whelton

Brian Whitman
David Williams
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Roster

Heather Sands

Karen Jarvie

Fior D'Alize Arrindell

Carrie Cotter

Jackie Carl

Brett Norris

Carley Cook
Sarah Broderick

Kelly Hodgkinson
Melissa Rowell </

Kim Swistak A

Courtney Rust

Kelly Williams

Heidi Benson

Shannon Roberts

Krisanne Duchemin
Aleisha Bemis

Maureen Connelly

Jenn Foley

Kathleen Madaus
Emily Roy
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NU-BU rivalry still going strong in 2000
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OBER
at Harvard

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

at UMass
at Maine

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

non-scoring meet

157-143 W

103-140 L
160-138W

Philadelphia Invitational 933-682W

Sat. 8

Sat. 8

Mon. 17

Sat. 22

Wed. 26

JANUARY
at Army
vs. Dartmouth (at Army)
NEW HAMPSHIRE
at Central Connecticut

at Holy Cross

170.5-129.5W
184.5-115.5W
180-117W
134-106W
182-116 W

2000 Roster

Jennifer Bradley

Avital Bressler

Jenelle Bryan

Kelly Colburn

Kaitlyn Colligan

Julie Cowgill

Patricia Eng
Lissa Feigenbaum

Rebecca Fleck

Maria Jones

Leslie Kappauf

Shayna Kiernan

Whitney Kotula

Jessica LaSalle

Katie Mailman
Andi Nagel

Dara Pristaw

Ann Rinehart

ennifer Runkel

Miriam Sen

Shannon Smi

Anne Stevenson

Laura Stowers^

Lalanya Twitchell

Jill Vance

Ryann Welch

Elizabeth Yonych

Head Coach: Roy Coates

Diving Coach: Brad Snodgrass

istanj Coach: Heather Montanaro

ssistant Coach: Erin Glendenning

Wed. 2

Fri. 18-20

FEBRUARY
BOSTON COLLEGE 1 32-1 68 L

America East Championships707-628 W Cauldron • 171





2000 Roster

Mike Gilhooly

Matt Brown
Arik Engbrecht

Doug Carlson

Graig Mischler

Willie Levesque

Sean MacDonald

Joe Manuso
Bobby Davis

Ryan Zoller

Leon Hayward
Brian Cumrnings

Billy Newson
Chris Lynch

Todd Barclay

ike Jozefowisz

ike Ryan
oger Holeczy

John Peterman

Bob Haglund
Rich Spiller

Matt Keating

Brian Tudrick

Kevin Welch

Joe Mastronardi

Jason Braun

Matt Coates

Brian Sullivan

Todd Marr

Jim Fahey

Head Coach: Bruce Crowder
Assistant Coach: Paul Cannata

Assistant Coach: Jamie Rice

"™«£*l3Kj|
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Fri. 8

Sat. 9

Fri. 29

Sat. 20

Sat. 6

Sun. 7

Fri. 12

Sat. 13

Sat. 20

Sun. 21

Sat. 27

Sun. 28

Fri. 3

Sat. 4

Thu. 30

Fri. 31

OCTOBER
at Ohio State

at Ohio State

MINNESOTA
MINNESOTA

NOVEMBER
at Princeton

at Yale

at Providence

PROVIDENCE
BOSTON COLLEGE
DARTMOUTH
MAINE ''* ••••>

NEW HAMPSHIRE
DECEMBER

at Cornell

at St. Lawrence

vs. Wisconsin

vs. Dartmouth

JANUARY
BROWN
HARVARDJ©
at New Han%®fiire

174 • Northeastern Uni\

Sat. 5

Sun. 6

Tue. 8

Tue. 15

S
Sun?

Sat. 26

Sun. 27

Fri. 3

Sun. 5

Sat. 11

Sat. 18

REM
LL fJ|
FEBRUARY
vard

wn
bt vs

y

Beanpot vs. Harvard

iterYALE
PRINCETOr

MARCH
atrj^mouffF*
at Boston College

at New HJ^S»hire

atBrown

6-0 W
7-2 W
1-3 L
4-1 W

2-2 T (OT)

7-0W
2-0 W
0-2 L
12-0W
|W

4-1 W
jBw

6-1 W
2-0 W
15-0 W
1-0W

3-5 L
1-9 L
2-0W
7-4W
3-4 L

1-1 T (OT)

2-4 L
'7-0W
3-4 L (OT)

5-1 W
4-0W
7-1 W
4-0W

2-3L

6-1 W
4-3W
1-2 L



\

2000 Roster

Jennifer Buckley

Lisa Giovanelli

Kim Vallone

Kristi Keller

Kim Greene

Hilary Witt

Erine Metcalf

Beth Claggett

Brooke White

Kim Beneduce

Jennie Setaro

Trazana Brown
Michelle Lorion

Kathleen Savino

Jennifer Santerre

Jessica Ferwerda

Brooke Whitney
Betsy Dyke

Colleen Coen
ancy Collins

Erica Archambeau
Julianne Socha

Erika Silva

MaryElten Courtemanche

Head Coach: Heather Linstad

Assistant Coach: Caroline Heatley

ll

H

I
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NOVEMBER
ri. 19 at St. Bonaventure

Tue. 23 at Duquesne
Sat. 27 at UNC Greensboro

DECEMBER
Thu.2NAVY
Mon.6 NEW HAMPSHIRE
Wed. 8 ST. PETERS
Sat. 18 at Harvard

Wed. 22 at Holy Cross

Tue. 28 at Illinois State

JANUARY
at Drexel

at Hofstra

.at Boston Universitv

TOWSON
DELAWARE
at Vermont
at Hartford

BROWN
HOFSTRA
DREXEI

57-67 L
78-66 W
65-67 L

72-63W
71-82L

58-83 L

67-76 L
45-84

45-62 L
56-60 L
90-76W
82-85 L

70-76 L
80-60 W
59-80 L
56-57 L

J
2000 Roster

John Alexander

Cortez Bond
Tim West

Jean Bain

Tob^Brittian

Terry Kringe

Marquis Wright

Marcus Blossom

Dwayne Barnes

Changa Adams
Tyrone Hammick
George Aygar

Jesse Dunn
Hfn

ead Coach: Rudy Keelin|

Assistant Coach: Jay Young
Assistant Coach: Pat Skerry

Assistant Coach: Chalton Yount

Mon. 7

Thu. 10

Sat. 12

Tue. 15

Thu. 17

Sat. 19

Thu. 24

(OT)

Sat. 26

Fri. 3

FEBRUARY
at Maine 67-79 L
atTowson 74-73 W
at Delaware 64-80 L

BOSTON UNIVERSITY 55-58 L
HARTFORD 77-61

W

VERMONT 68-77 L
'MAINE 67-70 L

at New Hampshire

MARCH
American East Preliminaries

vs. Boston University 57-83 L
Cauldron
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NOVEMBER
Sat. 20-21 Conference Challenge Binghamton, NY
[Sat. 20 vs. St. Francis 69-34

Sun. 21 Syracuse 66-73

Tue. 23
t

BROWN 68-45

Fri. 26-28 Rutgers Tournament Piscataway, NJ
Fri. 26 at Rutgers 39-61 L

Sun. 28 Wisconsin 80-81 L (20T)

DECEMBER
DARTMOUTH
at Quinnipiac

at Maine55-45 W
at New Hampshire

HARVARD

Jue.
28-29 Florida Atlantic Ne\f Ye^r'sCla : u

Boca Raton, FL
ue. 28 vs. Buffalo

Wed. 29 vs. Iona

r

JANUARY
HOFSTRA
DREXEL
at Delaware

at Towson
HARFORD
VERMONT
at Drexel

at Hofstra

FEBRUARY
at Boston University

TOWSON
DELAWARE
at Vermont
at Hartford

NEW HAMPSHIRE
MAINE

MARCH
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
America East Quarterfinals

vs. Hartford

America East Semifinals

vs. Vermont

62-65 L
61-40W

42-70 L
61-42W

52-59 L
74-53 W

47W
58W

L
63-53W
56-44 W
53-63 L
69-58 W
59-43 W

65-66 L
63-45 W
61-66 L
67-74 L
63-60W
56-52W
53-55 L

2000 Roster

Garrette Glinton

Tesha Tinsley

Meghan Kenny
Laurie Harris

Genny Caruso

Lori Newsome
Beth Hanewald
Jennifer Clapp

Tyranna Neil

Krystal Keillor

Lani Lawrence

Wanda Almengot

Heather Kruger

Head Coach: Joy Malchodi

Assistant Coach: Cathy Coakley

Assistant Coach: Karen Pinkos

Assistant Coach: Nicole Sparks
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New England Cham
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Sat. 29

Arlett Cup
vs. Boston University

Charles River

vs. Rutgers

Charles River

Sun. 30 Dreissigaker Cup
vs. Brown

m
52*

Sun. 14 Burk Cup
vs. Pennsylvania

Schuykill River

Sun. 21 Eastern Sprints

Lake Quinsigamond
New Preston, CT

Thu. 1 IRA Championships

Sat. 3 Cooper River

Camden, NJ

mill

April

Varsity: BU 7:05.3, NU 7:12.3

2nd Varsity: NU 7:08.0, BU 7:17.0

Freshman: NU 7:17.0, BU 7:34.0

Varsity: NU 5:47.8, Rutgers 6:04.5

2nd Varsity: NU 6:02.0, Rutgers 6:16.6

Freshman: Rutgers 6:00.2, NU 6:01.2

Varsity: Brown 6:02.4, NU 6:11.8

2nd Varsity: Brown 6:09.2, NU 6:15.2

Freshman: Br^i^2.0, NU 6:34.3

Varsity: Harvard 5:37.3, NU 5:40

2nd Varsity: Harvard 5:47.8, NU 5A%7^
Freshmafi:

>

^farvard 5:51.3, NU 5:57.

Varsity: NU 5:38.3, Perm 5:40.4

2nd Varsity: NU 5:46.0, Perm 5:56.1

Freshman: NU 5:46.5, Perm 5:52.9

Varsity: NU 6th, 5:53.4

2nd Varsity: NU 5th, 6:01.99

Freshman: NU 6th, 6:14.0

June
Varsity: 12th

2nd Varsity: 11th

Freshman: 10th



Charles Arvisais

Christian Bellafontaine

Larry Bourdeau

Dan Cahill

Brent Carpenter

Joe Cerniglia

Kyle Coveny
Veljko Culafic

Timothy Demers
Eric Diamond
Austin Eichelberger

Gracio Garcia

Andrew Julie

Mike Mangan
Alex McCarthy

Jim RlskMjjBk^mM
Mike Smith

Mike Valentine

Dan Walsh
**

Andrew Wieler

Brian Gallagher

Jessica Horchy
Patrice Lambert

Matt Budd
Brad Burns

Aaron Davis

Sean Guinan
Charles Husk
Chris Jarvis

Niles Kuronen

John Lannan
Andrew Merzon
Nick Sapia

Mark Shamp
Jentry Willie

Shannon Bommelje

Justin Faiber

Sam Jerome

Head Coach: Buzz_Congram
-Assistant Coach/FyeshmerrGeacl-i: Evans Liolin

"boatman: Richard Schroed or »*-,
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Sat. 25 vs. Clemson,

Tennessee and Duke
Lake Hartwell

Sat. 3 vs. Rutgers

Raritan River

Sat. 8 vs. Dartmouth

Charles River

Sat. 15 Orange Cup
vs. Pennsylvania & Syracuse

Lake Onondaga

Fri. 21 vs. California

Charles River

Sat. 22 vs. Columbia

Charles River

Sat. 29 vs. Boston University

Charles River

Sun. 30 Rowlands Cup
vs. Radcliffe

Charles River

Sun. 14 Eastern Sprints

Lake Waramaug
New Preston, CT

Fri. 26- NCAA Championship

March
Varsity: 1. NU 6:40.4, 2. Clemson 6:44.7,

3. Tennessee 6:51.3, 4. Duke 6:58.8

2nd Varsity: 1. Clemson 6:50.0, 2. NU 6:56.1,

3. Tennessee 7:07.0, 4. Duke 7:10.0

Novice: 1. NU 6:58.6, 2. Clemson 7:11.2, 3. Tennessee 7:29.5

April

Varsity: NU 6:51.2, Rutgers 6:57.5

1st Novice: NU 7:18.2, Rutgers (no time, did not finish)

Varsity: NU 7:09.9, Dartmouth 7:14.3

2nd Varsity: NU 7:14.1, Dartmouth 7:22.0

Novice: Dartmouth 6:52.9, NU 7:07.7

Varsity: NU 6:33.8, Perm 6:37.7, Syracuse 6:39.8

2nd Varsity: NU 6:57.5, Perm 6:58.6, Syracuse 7:04.7

Novice: NU 6:44.7, Perm A 6:49.0, Penn B 7:00.9,

Syracuse 7:01.9

Varsity: Cal 6:29.5, NU 6:32.2

2nd Varsity: Cal 6:47.3, NU 7:02.9

Varsity: NU 6:29.1, Navy 6:44.0, Columbia 6:48.2

2nd Varsity: NU 6:53.8, Navy 7:00.6, Columbia 7:07.8

Novice: Columbia 6:53.1, NU 6:54.4, Navy 7:04.4

Varsity: BU 6:31.7, NU 6:31.9

2nd Varsity: NU 6:59.5, BU 6:59.6

Novice: BU 6:56.5, NU 7:12.6

Varsity: Radcliffe 6:47.1, NU 6:53.0

2nd Varsity: Radcliffe 7:22.0, NU 7:27.2

Novice: Radcliffe 7:31.1, NU 8:04.7

May
Varsity: 7th (1st petite final, 6:55.7)

2nd Varsity: 10th (4th petite final, 7:09.5)

Freshman: 13th (1st third-level final, 7:22.0)

Varsity: 10th (4th petite final, 6:57.70)
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Lydia Blundell

Ann Marie Dutra

Elizabeth Dyka
Kathryn Fletcher

Melissa Golden

Amy Hanson
Staci Jenkins

Shawna Liff

Margaret Maley

Laura Mansfiel

Sarah Melvill

Demma Rodriguez

Amanda Stewart

Sarah Switalski

Christina Tymoszewicz

Alice Wehl
Elizabeth Wenz
Holly Wojcik

Anastasia Wozniuk
Anne Battle

Molly Bredenberg

Cassandra Brown
Emily Bull

Megan Delaney

Lauren Dudek
Cherith Greenwood
Geren Horley

Meaghan MacKinnon
Marisa Maddock
Rachel Mark
Laura Nickerson

Melanie Olding

Kathryn Schulte

Jessica Scranton

Britani Selzler

Laura Siegel

Katy Vanszele

Sally Worrall

Sarah Burman
Kathleen Lavell

Jana Rayfield

Head Coach: Joe Wilhelm

Assistant Coach/Novice Coach: Shelagh Donohoe
Boatman: Richard Schroeder
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April

at Maryland Open
at Duke Invitational

at Tufts Invitational

at Sea Ray Relays

at Brown Open
HUSKY
INVITATIONAL

rhu. 27-29 at Penn Relays

May
America East

Championship
New England

Championship
rhu. 18-21 IC4A Championship

June
rhu. 1-3 NCAA Championship

Sat. 1

Fri. 7-8

Sat. 15

Sat. 22

Sat. 6

Fri. 12-13

NU2nd
Non-scoring

NU 4th

Non-scoring

NU 3rd

Non-scoring

Non-scoring

NU2nd

NU2nd
NU 36th

2000 Roster

Scott Adams
Andy Alsup

Chris "Barnes

Dan Belcher

Matthew Botti

Brian Bourque

Michael Brezenski

Adam Carpenter

Tared Carpenter

Michael Chalifoux

Lloyd Collins

Robert Correy

Andrew Cowan
Trevor Cowan
Ryan Cox
Leon Danforth

Ed Duhamel

T.J. Flynn

Joseph Foley

Jeff Francis

Bing Guerin

Pat Harrington

chael Jackson

lenn Jones

David Klemic

Dominick Loschiavo

Greg Lutz

Jesse Marcum
Bryan McCants
Wayne McDermott
Aaron Melin

Rudy Morando
Michael O'Rourke

Peter Pollard

Wes Shaw
el Sill

Sullivan

Tiller

cefrf Tortorella

aeLWezel

'"-V- '

*

rSherman Hart

dies: Dion Gardner,

nnon, l^h NSwr

'

.

*W*

*>-*#""
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Sara Gilman
Tachalla Giveau

Aggetha Hartkamp
Erica Healy

Christina Hector

Nueka Jeffers

Rukiya Jeffers

Kerry Kavanaeh

. iiiiin.nili .iumWMi.liiiMMm v^>t"iL*»»#<-»/i

at Maryland Invitational
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Wagner
Dartmouth/^

Dartmoutfltf

Stony Brook

Stony Brook

Northwestern

at UMass-Lowell

CONNECTICUT
April

at Drexel (2)

at Drexel (2)

BOSTON COLLEGE
at Holy Cross

MAINE
(2jf|

MAINE (2)

MASSACHUSETTS
at Hartford (2)

at Hartford (2)

at Harvard

DELAWARE (2)

DELAWARE (2)

vs. Harvard

Beanpot at Pawtucket, RI

vs. UMass
Beanpot at Fenway
RHODE ISLAND
at Hofstra (2)

at Hofstra (2)

May
Boston College (2)

TOWSON(2)
TOWSON (2)

at Bentley

CENTRAL CONNECTICUT
at Vermont (2)

at Vermont (2)

America East Tournament
vs. Delaware

America East Tournament
vs. Towson
vs. Vermont
America East Tournament
vs. Delaware

at Wilmington, DE

10-2 W
5-6 L
10-7W
3-4 L
10-16 L
10-7 W
6-7 L
2-5 L, 8-9 L
1-7 L

2-3 L, 12-13 L
15-9 W, 12-5W
called (rain)

14-3 W
9-3 W, 10-4 W
7-9 L, 4-1

W

8-6W
10-3 W, 4-3 W
8-0 W, 8-7W
1-6 L
2-8 L, Game 2 postponed
5-4 W, Game 2 postponed

0-3 L,

10-0 W, 5-7 L
0-3 L, 3-14 L
11-7W
STATE postponed
11-3 W, 9-10 L
4-8 L, 4-5 L

3-4 L

7-5 W
7-2 W

2-4 L

Shawn Hud©
Daryl Martins

Jody Corcoran

Breve Padovani

'ernan Guerrero

Mike Lomuscio
Mike Wysong
rUlke Carlin

Derek Meader
Matt Cavallaro

Matt Pileski

Todd Korchin

Greg Kelley

Jim Biernat

Omar Pena

Chris Dargon
Leif Ekelund

Pedro Pena

Jason Gillespie

Cliff Goodband
Matt Keating

John Chang
R.J. Longchamps
Brendan Ryan
Kehpenry
JohrfBurns M.
Greg Montalbano

Chris Walsh
Greg Connolly

Ben Beck

Joe Harkins

Tim Troville

Drew Drillock

JimHooley

Head Coach: Neil McPhee
Assistant Coach: Kevin Gately

I Pitching Coach: Matt Noone
Student Assistant Coach: Kevin Kim-
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The should've, could've
ike Trocchi

.

As we wrap up another sports year, I present to you my list of Should've's, Could've's and
Would've's. It's a Monday morning quarterback look at the 1999-2000 Northeastern sports season.

Shall we second guess?:

The Should've'*

The men's hockey team should've beaten Boston College in the Hockey East playoffs. It seems crazy,

but a one-goal loss in the second game and BC's poor play in the NCAA title game lead me to believe

that if the Huskies weren't in such a funk, they would've beat the Eagles.

Barry Gallup should've stayed at Northeastern. It's just a greedy thought that hopefully the new coach

will make me forget.

The school should've handled the volleyball coach situation better. The students and alumni deserve

to know at least just a little of why Mary Kaminski is no longer volleyball coach.

Ed Matz should've taken another job. Can he repeat his success next year with limited resources for

men's and women's soccer? Doubtful.

This would've been his senior year and it's evident that former goalie Marc Robitaille should've stayed

in school. Yes, he's making money. But we all wanted to see four, not two, years of Robitaille's bril-

liance.

The Could've's:

Women's hockey could've come close to a national title if it wasn't for Harvard. The Crimson have

stolen NU women's hockey thunder the past few seasons and coach Heather Linstad needs to work to

grab it back.

I

The men's basketball team could've contended if Jean Bain hadn't gotten hurt ... I'm sorry, I'm crack-

ing up writing this. Bain or no Bain, this team stinks.

The baseball team could've stiffened up its competition in Florida if it wasn't so worried about the

possible US Airways strike in March. That non-strike cost them three games.

President Richard Freeland could've made great strides at this university by announcing plans for a

new football stadium. The site next to the Columbus garage is reserved, it just needs the presidential
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would've of 2000

seal of approval.

Women's hoops coach Joy Malchodi could've coached better with a contract extension. She's one of

the few remaining coaches at NU without one. What gives?

Volleyball coach Kaminski could've still had a job if she did things a little differently. Rumor is that

many of the players didn't get along with her from the day she set foot on campus. That might've

contributed to her hush-hush demise.

Boston University could've shown some class by not allowing cameras at its commencement on
Sunday. ESPN showed footage of paralyzed former hockey player Travis Roy receiving his diploma.

Our hearts go out to him, but BU shouldn't milk his story like they have for the past five years.

I could've written some better columns. Hey, I'm not above reproach and if I could've done anything

differently, I would've written more about the small unique kernels of success that abound at NU.
The hard working, lesser-known successes like Roy Coates (swimming and diving) and Tara Regan
(four years of women's soccer through two coaches and little success record-wise) deserve more
mention.

The Would've's:

NU would've won a Beanpot if it hadn't faced Boston College. It's becoming a certainty that BC will

always come out hard in the first round and then go in the tank in the championship game. That

school's got no endurance. Maybe Gallup will teach them some.

Someone other than BU would've won the Beanpot if BC hadn't played in the final. Northeastern,

2001 Beanpot champs— it's my last hope.

The football team would've defeated Boston College if it had played a mistake-free game. The most
frustrating aspect of the 33-22 loss in October was that NU was error-prone. The Huskies could've,

should've and would've beat the Eagles otherwise.

By next year at this time, NU would've changed drastically. Something has to give in the athletic

department. More communication, more commitment to fans, more awareness of its public percep-

tion.

By next year, the best accomplishment by NU athletics would've been two Final Fours by the field

hockey team and a lone NCAA tourney appearance by women's basketball. What do I tell that Duke
graduate my first day on the job?

'***• "%

X
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A Look AhEAd
Best Player You Haven't Heard ofYet, But

Will: Emily Roy

Freshman Emily Roy is probably a woman that many don't know ... yet. Roy is

the backup field hockey goaltender and recently was the starter for the spring

games when sophomore Kathleen Madaus went down with an injury. What

makes Roy so special is the amazing statistics she put up in her senior season at

Winslow High School in Maine. She played all 1 8 games in her high school state

championship season and never allowed a goal. Her junior season was quite simi-

lar. She went 19-0 that season, allowing just six goals all year. Plus, she was

named all-state goaltender and wound up in Sports Illustrated— in its "Faces In

the Crowd" section. In the years to come, Emily Roy will be a Northeastern

standout.

— Andy Cuneo

Assistant Sports Editor

Reid, Tall head list for football job

By Aaron Michlewitz

News Staff

05/31/00

With Barry Gallup' s announcement nearly a month old, it appears that athletics

director Ian McCaw has finalized his football coaching list with Harvard assistant

Bruce Tall and Richmond coach Jim Reid at the top of a list that includes four can-

didates. McCaw couldn't give specific names but did say that the search was go-

ing to include someone with local ties.
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Monty signs with BoSox

By Andy Cuneo

News Staff

05/31/00

It took a while— almost a year to be exact— but finally, Northeastern senior

pitcher Greg Montalbano has signed with the Boston Red Sox. Terms of the ac-

tual deal were not disclosed but reliable sources say Montalbano' s signing bonus

was $250,000. The Red Sox, which drafted Montalbano in the fifth round of last

year's baseball amateur draft, had until Sunday at midnight before they would

lose the rights to the talented Westboro native. Montalbano would then have gone

back into the draft which is to take place on June 5. "As far as the opportunities,

I felt I fit in," said Montalbano. "They [Boston] don't have that many left-handers

in the system and I felt this was the best option."

Aaron It Out: Tinsley and Witt head off into

sunset together

By Aaron Michlewitz

News Staff

05/31/00

The 1999-2000 season will be known as the end of an era. In recent years the

women have ruled the roost at Northeastern and no one should be thanked more

than Tesha Tinsley and Hilary Witt. Over the past four years both have left their

mark on NU and have created a legacy that will last far beyond their records.

Whether it was the ECAC championship that Witt won as a freshman or the

NCAA tournament appearance that Tinsley brought coach Joy Malchodi last year,

both created a new excitement for women's sports at Northeastern as we head into

the 21st century. Witt left with the all-time goals (113) and points (208) mark,

while Tinsley took the points (2, 1 87), steals (464) and assists (28 1). It was only

fitting that they ended their careers together last March
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Baseball .flUtflONS

Women's Hockey

wimming & Diving

Men's Soccer

Field Hockey

V
d)<ai 1
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Football

Men's Hockey

Cross Countr

Men's Basketball

Volleyball

Women's Soceer

SOMEN'S CREW

Track & Field
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M©resIv©ifBtotita
We live in tumultuous times where

the only constant is

inconsistency.

Our reality isJaggedry mirrored by
the eventejttjgteh encircle our

fragile fivesJSgfe define our lives by
tragedy andjapphic circum-

lingMBMn our

i s?%l#ofthe
>e worst times; tfj£s list is

by nomeans
records and recalls some of

ih occurred, it I

nts which fillev<
-- •***

Take time to recall small-

memorials to your life amongst the
time line.
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Newt Gingrich

OJ Simpson

acques Chirac

Ebola Virus

Atomic Bomb

204 • Northeastern University

Jan 1 Last "Far Side" by cartoonist

Gary Larson (started 1980).

Jan 4 Newt Gingrich (R-GA)

becomes speaker of the House.

Jan 1 1 National Hockey

League and Players

Association and owners

agree to end NHL strike.

Jan 12 Murder trial against

OJ Simpson begins in LA.

Jan 20 1994-95 NHL Season

begin after a lengthy strike.

Jan 22 Rose Fitzgerald

Kennedy, mother of former

President John F

Kennedy, dies at 104.

Feb 17 Federal judge

allows lawsuit claiming US
tobacco makers knew

nicotine was addictive and

manipulated its levels to

keep customers hooked.

Mar 4 Blind teenage

boy receives a 'Bionic Eye'

at a Washington Hospital.

Mar 5 Graves of Czar Nicholas II and his

family, who were executed July 16, 1918,

were found in St Petersburg.

Mar 16 Mississippi House of Representa-

tives formally abolishes

slavery and ratifies 13th

Amendment.

Mar 20 Beatles song, "Baby

It's You," with late John

Lennon as lead singer, is

released, first Fab Four single

in more than 30 years; Poison Gas released

in Tokyo subway 12 killed, 4,700 injured.

April 2 Owners accept baseball players

proposal, agree to start season.

April 19 Truck bomb at Federal Building in

Oklahoma City, kills 168 and injures 500.

April 23 Howard Cosell. sportscaster

(Monday Night Football), dies at 77;

President Clinton declares a national

day of mourning for

Oklahoma City.

April 26 Baseball season

begins after lengthy strike.

April 29 Longest sausage

ever, at 2,877 miles, made in

Kitchener, Ontario.

May 5 Last basketball game

at Boston Gardens

(Magic beats Celtics).

May 7 Jacques Chirac wins

French presidential election.

May 9 Kinshasa. Zaire under quarantine

after an outbreak of Ebola virus.

May 14 Dalai Lama proclaims 6-year old

Gedhun Choekyi Nyima 1 1th reincarnation

Oklahoma City Bombing

of Panchen Lama. Tibet's second

most senior spiritual leader.

May 26 Isadore "Friz" Freling, cartoon

director (Sylvester), dies at 88.

June 16 Salt Lake City

awarded the XIX Winter

Olympics in 2002.

July 1 Wolfman Jack,

disc jockey (Midnight

Special), dies at 57.

July 17 Forbes Magazine

announces Bill Gates

is the richest man in

world ($12.9B).

July 22 Susan Smith found

guilty of drowning her two

children in South Carolina.

Aug 6 Thousands of

people in Hiroshima

pay tribute on 50th

anniversary of bomb.

Aug 9 Jerry Garcia,

rock vocalist for the

Grateful Dead, dies at 53.

Aug 14 Shannon Faulkner becomes

first woman to attend the Citadel.

Aug 19 After five days Shannon Faulkner

quits as first woman at the Citadel; Mike

Tyson returns to the ring and beats Peter

McNeeley in 38 seconds.

Aug 30 Cable News Net-

work joins Internet.

Sept 1 Rock and Roll

Hall of Fame opens in

Cleveland Ohio.

Sept 6 Cal Ripken Jr breaks

Lou Gehrig's record, plays in 2,131 straight

games; Senate Ethics committee votes 6-0 to

ask for expulsion of Bob Packwood.

Sept 7 Sen. Bob Packwood (R-Ore)

resigns rather than face expulsion.

Sept 19 Orville Reddenbacher, popcorn

magnate, drowns in bathtub at 88.

Sept 26 "George." published by John F

Kennedy Jr. magazine premieres.

Sept 28 Yitzhak Rabin and Yasir Arafat,

sign accord

to transfer West Bank.

Sept 29 OJ Simpson

trial sent to the jury.

Oct 3 OJ Simpson found

not guilty in murder of

Nicole Simpson

and Ron Goldman.

Oct 7 Boston's Fleet

Center opens, NY Island-

ers and Boston Bruins tie at 4-4.

Oct 10 Israel begins West Bank pullback

and frees hundreds of Palestinian prisoners.

Oct 1 1 John Bobbitt has plastic surgery to

increase his penis 3 inches.

Rabin, Clinton & Arafat

Hiroshima, Japan!

Bill Gates

Jerry Garcia

&-^-^~<

Cal Ripkin, Jr.

Orville

Reddenbacher



Oct 1 1 OJ Simpson cancels a

TV appearance on Dateline.

Oct 16 Million Man March is held in

Washington DC and more than

800,000 black men attend).

Oct 21 Shannon Hoon, vocalist for Blind

Melon, dies of drug overdose at 28.

Oct 30 Quebec Referendum votes

to remain part of Canada.

Nov 4 Yitzhak Rabin, Prime Minister of

Israel, is assassinated at 73.

Nov 6 Israel buries Yitzhak Rabin,

assassinated by a fellow Jew who was

opposed peace with Palestinians.

Nov 20 Princess Di admits she cheated

on Prince Charles in a TV interview.

Nov 21 Dow Jones closes

above 5,000 for first time.

Nov 24 Ireland votes to end 70-year- old

ban on divorce (50.28% to 49.72%).

Dec 7 NBA settles strike of referees.

refs to return on Dec 12:

US space probe Galileo

begins orbiting Jupiter.

Dec 13 Christopher Reeves released

from physical rehab center;

US Federal Court votes Cable

companies must carry local stations.

Dec 14 AIDS patient Jeff Getty receives a

baboon bone marrow transplant.

Dec 15 Playboy goes back on sale

after a 36-year ban in Ireland.

Dec 19 Queen Elizabeth asks Prince

Charles and Diana to divorce.

)ec 31 Cartoonist Bill Watterson ends his

"Calvin and Hobbes" comic strip.

Jan 8 1996 Blizzard buries eastern

US causing at least 50 deaths.

Jan 12 Russian troops arrived in Bosnia

in a joint operation with US.

Jan 18 Lisa Marie Presley filed for

divorce from Michael Jackson in NY.
Jan 27 Germany celebrates its First

Holocaust Remembrance Day.

Jan 28 Jerry Siegel, comic book writer

(Superman), dies at 81.

Feb 2 Gene Kelly, actor/dancer

(Singing in the Rain), dies at 83.

Feb 10 IBM's Deep Blue defeats

chess champ Gary Kasparov.

Mar 7 The first surface photos of

Pluto are photographed by the

Hubble Space Telescope.

Queen Elizabeth II

Bill Clinton

fr^
•>?**4*

Calvin & Hobbes'Last Ride

April 10 Jessica Dubroff,

attempting to be the youngest

pilot, dies in crash at 7.

April 24 Erma Bombeck. columnist

(Septic Tank is Always Greener), dies.

May 31 Timothy Francis Leary,

Harvard professor and LSD guru,

dies of cancer at 75.

June 1 1 Bob Dole, (Sen.-R-KS). resigns

from US senate to run for president.

June 15 Ella Fitzgerald, singer, dies at 78.

June 27 Cubby Alberto Romolo Broccoli,

James Bond movie producer, dies at 87.

July 4 Hot Mail, a free internet

E-mail service begins.

July 9 US Senate approves 90%
raise to $4.25 minimum wage.

July 12 Michael Jordan signs a NBA
contract for one-year for $25 million.

July 15 After 2,216 consecutive games

at shortstop, Cal Ripkin goes to 3rd;

Prince Charles and Princess Di

sign divorce papers.

July 17 230 people die when TWA
800 crashes outside of NYC.
July 19 XXVI Olympic games

open in Atlanta Georgia.

July 27 Bomb explodes at Atlanta

Olympic Park, one person was

killed, 1 10 injured.

Aug 6 NASA announces life may
have existed on Mars;

Aug 6 Peace Festival at Peace

Memorial Park in Hiroshima, Japan.

Aug 10 Bob Dole picks Jack Kemp
as his Republican Vice

Presidential running mate.

Sept 13 Tupac Shakur, rap star/actor

was killed in drive by at 25.

Oct 6 Bob Dole and President

Bill Clinton meet in their first debate.

Oct 14 Dow Jones closes over 6.000

for first time (6,010).

Oct 21 Eric Halsall, sheepdog trial

commentator, dies at 76.

Oct 24 Arthur Axmann, head of Hitler

Youths in (1940-45), dies at 83.

Nov 9 Cheyenne Pyle becomes

the youngest heart transplant

patient (90 minutes old).

Nov 15 Alger Hiss, former alleged

spy/lawyer, dies at 92.

Nov 18 Eappens hire Louise Woodward as

nanny, later she's charged with murder.

Nov 23 OJ Simpson takes the witness stand

as hostile witness in the wrongful death

lawsuit filed against him. saying it is

"absolutely not true."

Nov 25 After 24 years, Disneyland

Main Street Electrical Parade, ends.
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The Simpsons

Fred Goldman

Dec 4 NASA's first Mars rover

launched from Cape Canaveral.

Dec 18 TV industry executives

agree to adopt a ratings system.

Dec 23 Four women ordained

as priests in Jamaica, first in

330-year Anglican history.

Dec 25 Jon Benet Ramsey, Colorado

child beauty queen, murdered at 6.

1997
Jan 12 HAL became operational

(2001: A Space Odyssey).

Jan 18 Sen. Paul Tsongas,

(D-Mass), dies at 55.

Feb 4 OJ Simpson found libel in

murders of Ron Goldman

and Nicole Simpson.

Feb 9 Fox cartoon series "Simpsons"

airs 167th episode the longest-running

animated series in cartoon history.

Feb 10 O J Simpson jury reaches

decision on $25M in punitive damages.

Feb 1 1 Michael Jackson Jr, son of

Michael Jackson, was born.

Feb 12 Fred Goldman said he will

settle for a signed murder confession

from O J Simpson in lieu of his

$20.5 million judgement.

Feb 21 "Empire Strikes Back, special

edition," premieres.

Feb 23 Scientists in Scotland

announced they succeeded in cloning

an adult mammal, producing a

lamb named "Dolly."

Mar 4 Brazil Senate allows

women to wear slacks;

Mar 4 Comet Hale-Bopp directly

above the Sun (1.04 AU); President

Clinton bans federally funded

human cloning research.

Mar 9 Notorious BIG,
(AKA Biggie Small, Chris Walkin)

rapper, shot dead at 24.

Mar 19 Supreme Court hears

Internet indecency arguments.

Mar 22 Comet Hale-Bopp Closest

Approach to Earth ( 1 . 3 1 5 AU )

.

Mar 27 39 cult members in

California commit mass suicide

due to the Hale-Bopp comet.

Mar 31 Pioneer 10, ends its mission.

April 5 Allen Ginsberg,

beat poet, dies at 80.

April 15 Baseball honors Jackie Robinson
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Chris Walkin

Gene Roddenberry

Ellen Degeneres

Boris Yeltsin

by retiring #42 for all teams.

April 21 Ashes of Timothy Leary

and Star Trek creator Gene

Roddenberry launched into orbit.

April 23 "Titanic," opens at

Lunt-Fontanne Theater NYC.
April 30 42 million people

watch "Ellen" admit she is gay.

May 1 Toni Blair elected Prime

Minister of the United Kingdom.

May 3 Garry Kasparov begins

chess match with IBM
supercomputer Deep Blue.

May 5 "Married With Children"

final episode on Fox TV.

May 6 Rick Pitino becomes

coach of Boston Celtics.

May 9 First US ambassador since

Saigon fell arrives in Vietnam.

May 12 Russia and Chechnya sign

peace deal after 400 years of conflict.

May 14 Princess Caradja-Kretzulesco,

descendant of Dracula, dies at 76.

May 27 Marv Albert pleads innocent to

charges of sexually assault;

May 27 Russian President Boris

Yeltsin signs a historic treaty with NATO
May 29 Spanish scientists announce new

human species in 780,000 year-old fossil

June 2 Timothy McVeigh found guilty oi

1995 Oklahoma City bombing.

June 13 Jurors in Oklahoma City bombin;

trial sentence Timothy McVeigh to death

June 24 Melissa Drexler, 18, was chargec

with killing her baby during her prom;

Jackie Robinson

June 24 USAF reports Roswell

'space aliens' were dummies.

June 25 Jacques-Yves Cousteau,

French oceanographer, dies of a

heart attack at 87.

June 26 Supreme Court strikes down

Internet indecency law; Supreme Court

upholds doctor-assisted suicide ban.

June 30 Leap Second to

synchronize atomic clocks.

July 1 Nevada Athletic Commission

suspends Mike Tyson for biting

Evander Holyfield;

July 1 The United Kingdom returns

Hong Kong to China.

July 2 Jimmy Stewart, actor

(It's a Wonderful Life), dies at 89.

July 3 Mississippi becomes first state

to settle tobacco suit.

July 4 Charles Kuralt, news anchor

(CBS Sunday Morning), dies at 62;

July 4 US space probe Pathfinder

lands on Ares Vallis Mars.

July 8 NATO invites Poland, Hungary

and Czech Republic to join.

h

Jacques Cousteau

Jimmy Stewart -

every time a bell

rings, an angel ge

its wings.



July 9 Mike Tyson is banned from boxing, for biting Holyfield's ear.

July 10 Louise Woodward's trial begins in Massachusetts.

July 10 RJ Renold's Nabisco announces it will replace Joe Camel in new ads.

July 13 Alexandra Danilova, ballet great, dies at 92.

July 13 Indonesian ferry sinks, killing at least 77.

15 Gianni Versace, fashion designer, was shot to death by Andrew Cunanan at 50
July 21 200-year-old USS Constitution sails on its own power.

July 23 Andrew Cunanan, serial killer, commits suicide.

July 31 Bo Dai, Last emperor of Vietnam, dies at 85.

July 31 Edith Fore, pitchwoman (I've fallen and I can't get up!), dies at 81.

Aug 4 Jeanne Calment, world's oldest person (Feb 21 1875), dies at 122.

Aug 5 Ramzi Yousef, mastermind of world trade center bombing goes on trial.

Aug 1 1 Benin legalizes Jan 10th as a voodoo holiday.

Aug 13 "Cartman gets an anal probe" airs on Comedy
Central continuing the South Park legacy.

Aug 14 Oklahoma Court of Appeals upholds death sentence of Timothy McVeigh.
Aug 31 Diana Spencer, princess of England, dies in car crash in Paris at 36.

Sept 5 Mother Teresa, Nobel (1979), dies of cardiac arrest at 87.

Sept 5 Princess Diana's funeral is held.

Sept 7 Mobutu Sese Seko, president of Zaire (1965-97), dies at 66.

Sept 10 Burgess Meredith, actor (Penguin-Batman, Rocky), dies at 88.

Sept 17 Red Skelton, comedian (Red Skelton Show), dies at 84; Dr Sam Sheppard's

body (Fugitive) is exhumed for DNA test.

Sept 22 Elton John releases Diana tribute "Candle in the Wind 1997"

Sept 22 Marv Albert pleads not guilty to sexual charges.

Sept 25 Marv plea bargains in sexual assault case.

Sept 29 Jury selection in Terry Nichols Oklahoma bombing trial begins.

Sept 30 Hooters agrees to pay $2 million in discrimination suits.

Oct 3 Japan's maglev train breaks world speed record at 280.3 mph.

Oct 12 John Denver, country star (Country Boy), dies in plain crash at 53.

)ct 20 US accuses Microsoft of violating

Gianni Versace

Princess Diana
Mother Theresa

pact forcing IE browser on computers.

)ct 22 Larry Flynt sells Hustler in a non-

zoned area of Cincinnati.

Oct 24 Don Messick, cartoon voice

\stro-Jetsons, Bamm Bamm), dies at 62;

Marv Albert sentenced in assault case.

Oct 27 Microsoft argues it should be

free from government interference"; US
releases a redesigned $50 bill.

Oct 28 NBA announces hiring of

Dee Kantner and Violet Palmer as first

women to officiate a major-league

all-male sports league

Oct 31 British au pair Louise

Woodward, 19, sentenced to life in death

of Matthew Eappen, who 8 months old

(judge changes to time served).

Nov 3 Boston shortstop Nomar
Garciaparra is sixth unanimous AL
Rookie of Year; California law

ends affirmative-action.

Nov 10 Nanny Louise Woodward,

murder sentenced downgrade to man-

slaughter and time served.

Nov 13 United Nation pulls out arms

inspection teams from Iraq.

Nov 19 Kenneth, Alexis, Natalie,

Kelsey, Brandon, Nathaniel and Joel,

the McCaughey septuplets,

are bom in Iowa. John Denver Chris Farley

Nov 28 The final episode of "Beevis

& Butt-head" airs on MTV.
Nov 29 Coleman Young, the first

black mayor of a major city

(Detroit), died at 73.

Dec 3 Golden State Warrior guard

Latrell Sprewell's four-year,

$32 million contract was terminated

for attacking his coach P.J. Carlesimo.

Dec 4 The NBA suspends

Latrell Sprewell for one year for

attacking his coach.

Dec 8 Bob Bell, AKA WGN's first

Bozo the Clown, died at 75.

Dec 11 Federal judge orders

Microsoft not to bundle Internet

Explorer 4 in Windows.

Dec 12 Carlos the Jackal, professional

revolutionary, was tried in Paris;

Japanese train builders (Maglev) claim

world speed record at 332 MPH:
Red Sox sign Pedro Martinez to

a record six-year, $69 million contract.

Dec 1 8 Chris Farley, comedian

(SNL. Tommy Boy), dies at 33.

Dec 19 MTV drops the "Smack My Bitch

Up" video by Prodigy.

Dec 20 Vincent Ciccone, inventor

of the Blow Pop, died at 81

.

Dec 22 Supermodel Hunter Tylo was
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awarded $4 million

in Melrose Place

breach of contract.

Dec 23 Terry Nichols

was found guilty of

manslaughter in

Oklahoma City

Bombing;

US Agriculture

Dept. estimates it

costs $149,820 to

raise a child to 18;

Dec 23 Woody Allen,

62, weds Soon-Yi

Preven, 27, adopted

step-daughter

of Mia Farrow.

Dec 24 Toshiro

Mifune, Japanese

actor (Shogun),

died at 77.

Dec 25 Jerry

Seinfeld said this is

the last season of

his TV show.

Dec 29 Hong Kong

slaughtered all its

chickens to prevent

bird flu.

Dec 31 Michael

Kennedy, son of

Robert Kennedy, died

in a ski accident at 39.

Jan 1 Mongolia

switched from a 46-

hour to a 40-hour

work week.

Jan 5 Sonny Bono,

representative

(D-CA) and singer

(Sonny and Cher),

died skiing at 62.

Jan 8 Unabomber

suspect Theodore

Kacynski asked to act

as his own lawyer.

Jan 15 NASA said

John Glenn, 76, may

fly in space again.

Jan 17 President

Clinton faced sexual

harassment charges

from Paula Jones.

Jan 18 The Boston

Celtics retire Robert

Parish's #00.

Jan 20 The trial of

Melissa Drexler, 1 9,

accused of killing her

Woody Allen

Toshiro Mifune

Kramer

John Glenn

Monica

Lewinski

John Paul II

newborn after giving
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birth during her high school

prom, was scheduled to start.

Jan 21 Pope John Paul II visited Cuba.

Jan 26 President Clinton said,

"I did not have sexual relations with

that woman, Miss Lewinski."

Feb 3 Karla Faye Tucker,

murderer, was executed at 38.

Feb 3 Mary Kay LeTourneau, 36,

former teacher, violated probation with the

14-year old father of her baby; US Marine

plane clips cable car line in northern Italy,

killing 20; The court marshal of former

Army Sgt. Major Gene McKinney

on sexual misconduct charges

is scheduled to begin.

I99S
Feb 4 Bill Gates gets a pie thrown

in his face in Brussels, Belgium.

Feb 6 Mary Kay LeTourneau was

sentenced to seven years for

violating probation.

Feb 15 Martha Gelhorn, female war

correspondent, died at 89.

Feb 19 US men's hockey team

destroys their rooms at Olympic Village

in Japan after their loss.

Feb 24 Henny Youngman, comedian

(Take my wife please), dies at 92.

Feb 26 Oprah Winfrey beats Texas

cattlemen in beef trial.

Mar 2 A court appearance is scheduled

for Michael Carneal, the 14-year-old

charged with the Dec 1 , shootings at his

high school in West Paducah, Kentucky.

Mar 3 Bill Gates testifies at

Senate Judiciary Committee.

Mar 6 The Massachusetts State Supreme

Judicial Court hears an appeal in case of

Louise Woodward, the 19-year-old au pair

accused of killing a baby in her care.

Mar 14 Conservative Republicans, lead by

U.S. Rep. Bob Barr, R-Georgia, hold the

National Town Hall Meeting on

Impeachment in Marietta, Georgia, to

discuss allegations of misconduct against

U.S. President Bill Clinton.

April 29 A hearing for the boys accused

in the Jonesboro, Arkansas, school

shootings will be held.

May 1 European Union leaders

will meet to select EU member states

who will adopt Europe's single

currency, the Euro, in January.

May 14 Last episode of Seinfeld on NBC.

Shroud of

Turin

Henny
Youngman

Nicholas II

Bob Barr

Ken Starr

May 26 Date for Paul

Jones sex harassmen

trial vs. President

Bill Clinton.

May 27 Michael

Fortier will be

sentenced for his rol

in the April 19,

Oklahoma City

bombing.

May 28 Phil Hartman

comedian, actor,

dies at 49.

June 4 Terry Nichols

was sentenced in

Denver for his role ir

the Oklahoma City

bombing. June 14 the

two-month display c

the Shroud of Turin

Turin in Italy, ends

June 17 a hearing fc

Andrew Golden, 1

1

and Mitchell Johnso

13, accused in the

March 24 middle

school shootings

which left five peop

dead and ten other;

injured, is schedule

to be held in

Jonesboro, Arkansa

June 26 The U.S.

Court of Appeals i

scheduled to hear oi

arguments on wheth

three Secret Servic

employees can be

forced to testify ir

Monica Lewinsky

investigation

June 30 Sega Chann

cable's first on

demand video gam

service, closes dow

July 17 Russia buri

Czar Nicholas II ai

his family, 80 yeai

after they died

Aug 12 "Here, thi

punishment will n

fit the crime," sai

Juvenile Court Jud

Ralph Wilson Jr. at

sentencing Mitche

Johnson, 14, and

Andrew Golden, 1

to the custody oi

Arkansas Division

Youth Services f(

their roles in the



Matthew
Sheppard

Pinochet

Jack Kevorkian

Michael Carneal

shooting deaths of four classmates.

Aug 17 U.S. President Bill Clinton is

scheduled to testify in the Monica Lewinsky

matter, answering questions from Indepen-

dent Counsel Ken Starr's grand jury from the

White House via closed-circuit television.

Sept 4 A hearing for two young boys charged

with killing 1 1 -year-old Ryan Harris is

scheduled in Chicago. Attorneys for the

boys, ages 7 and 8. hope to convince a

Juvenile Court judge their clients are

victims of a police frame-up.

Sept 9 The Senate Judiciary's

constitutional subcommittee is to hold a

hearing on whether U.S. President Bill

Clinton is subject to criminal law.

Sept 28 Opening statements scheduled in

Washington state's $6 billion lawsuit

against the tobacco industry.

Oct 1 Hearing scheduled at Camp LeJeune,

North Carolina, in case of the pilot and

navigator of a Marine jet that clipped an

Italian ski gondola in February.

Oct 5 A trial is scheduled to begin in

Paducah, Kentucky, for Michael Carneal,

charged with the December 1997 high school

Nov 19 The rescheduled preliminary hearing

for Aaron James McKinney, charged in the

murder of gay college student Matthew

Shepard takes place in Laramie, Wyoming.

Nov 25 Britain's highest court is scheduled

to announce a decision on whether

General Augusto Pinochet has immunity

from arrest. The former Chilean

dictator turns 83 years old today.

Nov 30 The trial in the lawsuit brought

against Microsoft by the Justice

Department and 20 states accusing

software firm of antitrust violations

takes place in Washington.

Dec 9 Dr. Jack Kevorkian was charged with

first-degree murder after the euthanization of

a terminally ill man was aired on national

television in Pontiac, Michigan.

Dec 9 A hearing will be held in Laramie,

Wyoming for the attack of Matthew Shepard,

a gay college student beaten to death.

Chasity Vera Pasley and Kristen LeAnn
Price, girlfriends of the chief suspects

in the murder, will enter a plea.

Dec 16 The formal sentencing of teen-ager

Michael Carneal, who pleaded guilty in the

Dec 1997 shootings at Heath High School,

takes place in Paducah, Kentucky; House

Speaker Newt Gingrich notified lawmakers

to return to the Capitol in Washington today,

in advance of Thursday's impeachment

debate. Republican and Democratic leaders

are expected to hold party caucuses today.

The House Judiciary Committee report will

be released for review by today.

Dec 17 The House of Representatives in

Washington is scheduled to begin a debate

on four articles of impeachment against

President Clinton. They will consider two

counts of perjury, one of obstruction of

justice and one of abuse of power.

Dec 18 The impeachment debate gets

under way in the House on Friday.

Jan 1 the Euro, a single

European currency, is launched.

Jan 4 the civil trial for former au pair

Louise Woodward is scheduled to begin to

determine the amount of damages she must

pay for the death of 8-month-old Matthew

Eappen; US plans to ease restrictions on

Cuba, allowing more funds direct flights,

mail service and trade to go between the

nations; Elizabeth Dole resigns as head

of the American Red Cross and prepares

for the to 2000 Election.

Jan 6 Dennis Hastert (R-IU.) is elected to

replace Newt Gingrich as Speaker of the

House; Players and owners of National

Basketball Association end 191 -day tie-up

and settle on abbreviated season.

Jan. 7 US Senate opens impeachment trial

of President Clinton to decide whether to

remove President Clinton from office for

perjury and obstruction of justice.

Jan 8 Two Salt Lake City organizers

of 2002 Olympic games resign as

bribery charges emerge.

Jan 12 Clinton settles Paula Jones's

lawsuit by paying $850,000 to end legal

action by former Arkansas employee who
accused him of sexual misconduct.

Jan 13 Michael Jordan Retires from Bulls

after 13 seasons and six NBA titles.

Jan 16 International monitors were shocked

by the discovery of 45 disfigured corpses

of Ethnic Albanians in the worst killing

incident of nearly year-old conflict.

Jan 22 Pope John Paul II visits North

America, beginning with Mexico.

Jan 24 Monica Lewinsky was examined

in Impeachment Trial; President of

International Olympic Committee expels

six members for taking improper benefits in

Salt Lake City scandal over bidding.

Jan 29 Louise Woodward, convicted

British au pair, is penalized in civil

action brought by baby's parents.

Jan 30 NATO Authorizes Kosovo Air Attack

and threatens military action if Serbia does

Elizabeth Dole

Dennis Hastert

Kosovo

li-

sten

Saddam
Hussein
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Amadou Diallo

0p
**

King Hussein

not agree to begin

talks with ethnic

Albanian leaders.

Feb 2 US Expands

Air Strikes on Iraq.

Feb 4 Four

New York City

undercover police

officers shoot

Amadou Diallo,

a 22 year-old immi-

grant from Guinea,

41 times while

being questioned.

Feb 7 King Hussein

of Jordan Dies at 63

and his eldest son is

crowned as King

Abdullah II.

Feb 8 Federal

appeals bench in Va.

challenges 1968

Miranda law passed

by Congress to

declare that federal

law-enforcement

officials need not

follow Supreme

Court decision under

which criminal

suspects are rou-

tinely read rights.

Feb 9 Germany

approves fund for

Nazi victims.

Feb 12 Senate

acquits Clinton and

rejects censure move
55-45, ending the

second impeachment

trial in US history.

Feb 13 Clinton plans

to send 4,000 US
troops to Kosovo

as part of a NATO
peacekeeping

force if ethnic

Albanians and

Serbs settle conflict.

Feb 15 Republican

Party attempts to

reshape image after

the unpopular

impeachment trial.

Feb 17 Danish

scientists slow rate

of speed of light to

38 mph, from

ordinary 186,171

miles per second.
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Stanley Kubrick

Joe Dimaggio

Feb 21 Indian and Pakistani leaders

pledge to strive for peace following

discussions on nuclear weapons and

disputed Kashmir territory.

Feb 23 John William King, 24, a

white supremacist, is convicted of

murder and sentenced to death in case

involving the dragging death of a

black man, James Byrd, Jr.

Feb 26 Serb forces mass on Kosovo border.

Mar 4 Marine pilot acquitted in gondola

severing accident which killed 20 in Italy.

Mar 5 US reports theft of nuclear secrets

by China from government labs.

Mar 7 Stanley Kubrick, director

(A Clockwork Orange, 2001

:

A Space Odyssey), dies at 70.

Mar 8 Joe DiMaggio, baseball

legend, dies at 84.

Mar 12 Three former Soviet Bloc

countries, Czech Republic. Poland,

and Hungary, join NATO.
Mar 15 Pluto again becomes outermost

planet after a 20-year detour with Neptune.

Mar 20 Bertrand Piccard (Switzerland)

and Brian Jones (U.K.) complete the

first nonstop balloon trip around the world

in 20 days; Chicago Tribune film critic

Gene Siskel dies at age 53.

Rev. Jesse Jackson frees the

US POWs in Kosovo.

Mar 24 War erupts in Kosovo after

Yugoslavia's president Slobodan Milosevic

clamps down on the province, massacring

and deporting ethnic Albanians. NATO
begins Operation Allied Force, launching

air strikes against Belgrade for 78

consecutive days until Milosevic relents.

Mar 24 British Law rules Pinochet,

former Chilean dictator, must remain

in England and face possible extradition

to Spain on charges including murder,

kidnapping, and torture.

Mar 26 Dr. Kevorkian convicted

of second-degree murder.

Mar 27 US stealth fighter goes down in

Yugoslavia, becoming first Allied loss, but

is recovered within six hours; Computer

virus 'Melissa' afflicts e-mail servers.

Mar 29 Marine navigator pleads guilty

to destroying videotape which recorded

part of flight of

jet that cut ski

gondola cable in

Italy, killing

20 people.

Mar 30 60,000

Ethnic Albanians

flee Kosovo after

being threatened

with death.

Mar31ThreeUS
troops were

captured by Serbs.

Mar 3 1 India

becomes a nuclear

power, threatening

Pakistan.

Apr 2 Navigator

discharged from

Marines for

destroying videotape

of ski accident.

Apr 3 NATO coordi-

nates to help Kosovo

by delivering sup-

plies and removing

100,000 Kosovars to

US and Europe.

Apr 5 Two Libyan

suspects are tried for

blowing up Pan Am
Flight 103 over

Scotland in 1988.

Apr 5 Russell A.

Henderson,

21, draws two

consecutive life

sentences after

pleading guilty to

kidnapping and

killing homosexual

college student

Matthew Shepard.

Apr 9 US warns

Russia from

aiding Yugoslavs.

Apr 13

Dr. Kevorkian is

sentenced to 10-25

years in prison for

administering lethal

injection in assisted

suicide broadcast on

TV's 60 Minutes.

Apr 14 Allied

warplanes acciden-

tally bomb refugees

and kill more than

70 ethnic Albanians;

Pakistan becomes

nuclear power after

Around the

world in 20 days

Slobidan

Milosevic

Wreckage from

Pan Am 103



testing ballistic missiles.

Apr 20 Students Erie Harris, 1 8, and

Dylan Klebold. 17, storm Columbine High

Sehool in Littleton , CO, killing 12 other

students and a teaeher, then themselves.

Apr 21 US families house

20,000 Kosovar refugees.

May 2 The three US soldiers are

freed after 3 1 days through Rev.

Jesse Jackson's appeal to Serbs.

May 7 NATO bombs accidentally

hit Chinese embassy in Belgrade.

May 8 Jenny Jones was ordered to pay

$25 million in damages to the family of

Scott Amedure, a murdered gay man
who appeared on show and revealed his

crush on TV to one-time friend Jonathan

T. Schmitz, who killed him in 1995.

May 9 Thousands of Chinese protest

the Belgrade embassy bombing, .trapping

US embassy officials in China for 48 hours.

May 10 The Marine pilot acquitted in

March was sentenced to six months in

prison and was dismissed for manslaughter.

May 14 Clinton expresses condolences

to China over embassy bombing.

May 15 The Russian Parliament fails to

impeach Russian President Boris Yeltsin

on five charges, including waging an

illegal war against Chechnya in 1996.

May 17 Ehud Barak is elected as Israeli

Prime Minister, replacing Benjamin

Netanyahu, who served for three years.

May 19 Star Wars Episode I—
The Phantom Menace opens

and grosses $102.7 million in its

debut five-day weekend.

May 20 T. J. Solomon, 15, wounds

six fellow students at Heritage High,

in Conyers, Ga., before tearfully

surrendering to assistant principal.

May 25 NYC Officer Justin Volpe, 27,

admits to brutally beating Haitian immi-

grant Abner Louima and sodomizing him

with a wooden stick in Brooklyn police

station in 1997. Four other white officers

face trial in racially charged case,

vlay 26 A Congressional report said China

stole American nuclear secrets, including

weapon design; Indian jets strike Kashmir

guerrillas claiming they were Islamic

militants backed by Pakistan.

May 27 The Hague indicts Yugoslav

resident Milosevic and four senior officers

for crimes against humanity in Kosovo.

June 4 70,000 people gather in Hong
Kong to remember the 1 0-year

anniversary of Tiananmen Square.

June 7 Rev. Jerry Falwell said

Teletubby Tinky Winky is a gay role

model because Tinky carries a purse

Benjamin

Netanyahu ^ *%»r

Tinky-Winky

Vladimir Putin

and has a triangle on his head.

June 9 Serbs leave Kosovo, NATO
occupies the area and strikes an

agreement with the Kosovar Liberation

Army for a gradual disbanding.

June 15 Thousands of ethnic Albanians

return to their destroyed homes.

June 16 Nelson Mandela, first black

president of South Africa, steps

down and Thabo Mbeki takes over.

June 1 8 Russian troops are sent to Kosovo

to be integrated with NATO forces.

June 22 Senate votes to pay than $800

million in back dues to United Nations.

July 2 Benjamin N. Smith, a white

supremacist, begins a three-day killing

spree, killing seven black, Jewish and Asian

people, before committing suicide himself.

July 8 Christie's in London auctions $90

million in plundered Nazi treasures.

July 10 US Women's soccer team

wins their second World Cup.

July 1 1 Yasir Arafat, Palestinian leader,

and Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak

begin the first summit in seven months.

July 1 1 Taiwan angers China as it

challenges "One China" policy.

July 12 Iranian students protest throughout

Iran before the pro-democracy

demonstrations are crushed by police.

July 15 The House approved a pay

raise of both themselves and the

president beginning in January.

July 16 John F. Kennedy Jr., wife Carolyn

Bessette Kennedy, and her sister Lauren G.

Bessette are lost at sea when a plane he was

piloting disappears near Martha's Vineyard.

July 1 7 Serbs are blamed for more than

10,000 ethnic Albanian deaths in its three-

month ethnic cleansing of Kosovo.

July 23-25 Woodstock '99 kicks off in

Rome, N.Y. Concertgoers complain the

spirit of the original Woodstock has been

compromised and commercialized. The

crowd set fires and destroyed property

during the finale and there were

several reports of sexual assaults.

July 30 Linda Tripp is charged with illegal

taping of Monica Lewinsky's calls.

July 31 Palestinians reject peace

revisions and insist on Israel

relinquishing control of the West Bank.

Aug 9 Russian President Boris Yeltsin

replaces Prime Minister Sergei Stepashin

with Vladimir Putin in the fourth

government shake-up in 17 months.

Aug 9 China rejects visit by pope.

Aug 10 Tension builds between India and

Pakistan as an Indian fighter shoots down

an unarmed Pakistani plane, killing 16.

Aug 13 Pentagon officials revise the policy
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Evolution's Lawyers:

Darrow & Bryant

George C. Scott

Abdurrahman Wahid

on homosexuals and require more

training to prevent harassment.

Aug 14 Evolution rejected in Kansas

and it is deleted from the curriculum.

Aug 25 Serbian General Momir Talic

was arrested for with crimes against

humanity in 1992-1995 war.

Aug 26 Health experts said there

is a decline in AIDS deaths.

Aug 30 East Timorian population

votes for independence from

Indonesia which causes pro-

Indonesian forces to massacre and

uproot thousands of East Timorese.

Sept 2 NATO and the UN allow the

KLA to remain as an emergency force;

Bill and Hillary Clinton buy house in

suburbs of Westchester County, N. Y.

Sept 3 A French judge dismisses all

charges against photographers in

regards to Princess Diana's death.

Sept 4 Israel and Palestine officials

plan to finalize borders between

Israel and Palestinians by 2000.

Sept 6 An Indonesian-backed militia

attacks East Timor citizens.

Sept 10 Integrated school busing

stopped in Charlotte, N.C., where

the program began 30 years ago.

Sept 16 President Clinton sends

200 US troops to East Timor.

Sept 16 Hurricane Floyd

batters Eastern US coast.

Sept 22 Justice Department files civil

lawsuit against tobacco industries for

conspiring to mislead public on

smoking effects; George Campbell

Scott, actor. Wise VA US, "Dr

Strangelove", "Patton", dies at 71.

Sept 23 House approved limits

on class-action suits against

tobacco companies, gun makers

and many other businesses.

Sept 23 The $125 million

Martian-orbiting craft was

destroyed before began its mission.

Sept 30 NASA said Martian mistake

was caused by discrepancy in Metric

verses English measurements.

Oct 8 British courts approve

Spanish extradition of Pinochet,

former Chilean dictator, who is

charged with torture.

Oct 1 1 The UN selects a baby

in Sarajevo as the world's

six billionth person.

Oct. 12 Pakistani government is

overthrown by General Pervaiz

Musharraf in the midst of economic

strife and intensified fighting with

India over Kashmir.

Oct 1 3 The investigation in the

JonBenet Ramsey, 6, case was

closed due to lack of evidence;

Oct 13 Philip Morris admits

cigarettes are harmful in order

to prevent lawsuits.

Oct 14 Chile requests Pinochet

be allowed to return home due

to his declining health.

Oct 19 Campaign finance reform

act, which would limit donations

to political parties, was blocked

for a fourth year.

Oct 20 Indonesia elects Abdurrahman

Wahid, an advocate of tolerance, in

its first democratic elections;

Oct 20 Elizabeth Dole quits

the presidential race due to

insufficient funding.

Oct 20 The US Appeals

court drops the charges, but orders

NBC to pay $2 million to Food

Lion after the network accused it

of selling unsanitary food.

Oct 25 Patrick Buchanan resigns

from the GOP and becomes a reform

party candidate for president.

Oct 3 1 EgyptAir flight 990 crashes of

Nantucket Island, killing 217.

Nov 1 Walter "the Fridge"

Payton, football player (#34,

Chicago Bears), dies at 45.

Dec 20 Portugal returns Macau to

China. Dec 3 1 Control of Panama

Canal reverts to Panama.

Nov 3 Iraq rejects proposed UN
weapons monitoring plan regardless

of the economic sanctions.

Nov 5 Serbs reject the threat of

US sanctions if President Slobodan

Milosevic were reelected; Microsoft

was ruled a monopoly.

Nov 7 Russia retaliates against

Chechen rebels as Chechen leader

Asian Maskhadov appeals to

international leaders for help.

Nov 9 The recovered flight data

from EgyptAir 900 indicates the

co-pilot may have seized control of

the plane and caused it to crash.

Nov 1 1 Congress revised the organ

donation policy, basing it on need,

rather than just location.

Nov 12 Three US and UN
diplomatic buildings are attacked in

Pakistan in protest of sanctions.

Nov 15 The US and China reach

a landmark trade accord.

Nov 17 The IRA said it would begin

to disarm Northern Ireland rebles.

Nov 18 Twelve Texas A&M students

Elizabeth Dole

Patrick Buchanan

Walter Payton

Asian Maskhadov

Aggies honor dead in

candlelight memorial

for Texas A&M
bonfire collapse
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Elian Gonzalez

Police quell rioters

in Seattle

Saddam Hussein

die when the annual 40-foot

bonfire collapses.

Nov 22 Iraq euts off its oil exports

after the UN shortens its oil-for-food

program due to Iraq failing to eliminate

its weapons of mass destruction.

Nov 23 First Lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton said she would run for

Senator for New York State.

Nov 25 Elian Gonzalez, 5, was rescued

off the Florida coast after his boat sunk,

killing his mother and nine other Cuban
refugees. He became the center of an

international controversy of custody.

Nov 29 The World Trade

Organization conference was

disrupted by protesters in Seattle.

Nov 30 The National Guard is called

in and curfews are established as

protesters turn violent.

Dec 3 The WTO conference ends

with little progress between

Western and developing nations.

Dec 3 President Clinton ceases Naval

firing on Puerto Rico for five years.

Dec 5 The $165 million Mars Polar

Lander is deemed a failure when
communications attempts do not work.

Dec 6 Swiss banks were criticized for

holding looted funds from Nazi victims.

Dec 9 Scientists at Brown
University said there is evidence

of a Martian Ocean which dried up.

Dec 1 1 President Clinton said the

"Don't ask, don't tell" is not working

and should be reexamined.

Dec 14 German industry officials set

up a $5. 1 billion fund for more than one

million survivors of the Holocaust and

the Nazi era; The US returns control

of the Panama Canal to Panama,

but shares in the responsibility of

keeping the canal neutral.

Dec 16 The US agrees to pay $28 million

to China for the Belgrade embassy

bombing and China agrees to pay for the

damages to the US embassy in China.

Dec 17 The UN plans to suspend

sanctions if Saddam Hussein complies

with weapons inspections.

Dec 18 Iraq rejects the UN's proposal.

Dec 20 Macao is returned to China after

500 years of Portuguese control.

Dec 24 A jet from India with 155

hostages is hijacked and held for eight

days in Afghanistan until India releases

three imprisoned militants.

Dec 31 Russian President Boris Yeltsin

resigns and picks Prime Minister

Vladimir V. Putin as his acting successor;

The world celebrates the third

millennium regardless if it is a year short.

&XO
Feb 12 Charles M.Schultz,

cartoonist (Peanuts), dies at 77.

(Fill in the blanks)

(leatoMA, ta celekicde:

Mar 6 Stoneware Pottery

Appreciation Day in the US.

Mar 17 Evacuation Day and St Patrick's

Day/Irish National Day.

April 15 Patriots Day and the

Boston Marathon run.

May 1 Lei Day in Hawaii.

May 6 Shepherd's and

Herdsman's Day in Bulgaria

June 8 National Asparagus

Festival begins in Shelby, Michigan.

June 24 Inti Raymi (Feast of the Sun,

dedicated to Quetzalcoatl) begins in Peru.

June 25 Tartar Festival of

the Plow in Russia

June 26 Four Corners Boundary

Dissolving Ceremony in New Mexico,

Colorado, Utah and Arizona..

July 6 Tibetan Online Resources Day.

July 8 National Aborigine

Week begins in Austrailia.

July 9 Reed Dance Day in Swaziland,

the US National POW/MIA Recognition

Day and the celebration of St Thaddeus

(patron of hopeless causes).

July 26 The Garlic Festival

begins in Gilroy, California

July 30 Crater Day in Virginia.

Aug 8 Sneak some zucchini on your

neighbor's porch day in New Mexico.

Sept 19 Blessed Rainy Day in Bhutan

Oct 9 Confucius' Birthday in Hong Kong,

and Leif Ericsson Day.

Oct 24 All night kegger during Francis E
Willard Day (Temperance Day).

Nov 1 Samhain: the Celtic beginning of

year and most important holiday.

Dec 10 Nobel Prize presentation Day.

Dec 15 World Underdog Day
Dec 27 Day of Nine Evils in Bhutan.

Charles M. Schultz

St. Jude Thaddius:

Patron Saint of

Lost Causes

Avoid nine evils,

go to Bhutan.
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Lines OfCommuticatio
Welcome to the Northeastern Wilder-

ness Sanctuary.

There are many opportunities for groups

to witness the beautiful, exotically savage

place within Boston's Back Bay. Please keep

all windows closed and flash photography

to a minimum - lest the animals become

rowdy and attack the tour. Do not feed the

animals and don't approach them without

the proper guide.

It iseasiest to find them encircling the

watering holes - anyplace where coffee is

bountiful and the food is plentiful. Usually

struggles occur when the required caffeine

supplies run dangerously low and it is not

uncommon forbypassers toby mutilated or

killed.Many find temporary refuge amongst

the couches on campus - resting before they

continue . The most docile of all students are

the Noreasternus Habitatus - who live on-

campus in captivity. They are mostly noc-

turnal and avoid arising early - and make a

great deal of noise when they do. The more

savage breed of commuter usually kills

off these passive creatures.

Notice their rough, unkempt

plumage. They are clad in bath-

robes, bedslippers and usually

complain about the early time, but

do not be fooled by their deceptive

ways - they are just whining. Most of

these students are young and inexperi-

enced and are still living in the security of

the sanctuary where food and water is pro-

videdby the staff. The university is trying to

repopulate the species through creating

large nesting facilities, but the progress is

slow and the competition for space is brutal.

Many of them must seek shelter elsewhere.

The most common breed of student at

Northeastern is the Commuterus
Aplentifulus -who are divided into numer-

ous sub-sects, those who migrate via the

subway, the MBTA and by automobile.

These strange animals live outside the sanc-

tuary of Northeastern and migrate, occa-

sionally at great lengths, each day to feast
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on the bounty of Northeastern. Their patterns

vary and adapt to the changing seasons. Some
prefer to live nearby, basking in the proximity of

the sanctuary for protection.

The Localus Commuterus enjoy a colorful and
exciting lifestyle away from Northeastern, but

well within a safe distance from the sanctuary.

They find homes amongst the small apartments

within the surrounding area and utilize the sub-

way routes to guide them towards the campus
sanctuary.

The Bostonese Commuterus are a combined
breed of students who live within the city

limits. They are more daring than their fellow

commuters are since they live further away
and must rely on their amazing internal navi-

gational skills. Some were raised nearby and
find security of their home territories while

traveling to the sanctuary each day. Others

found nesting sites of their own through the

test of time.

The Distantus Commuterus is the most
daring, but least numerous breed. They live the

furthest away from the sanctuary and must
brave countless perils along the migration

routes in order to reach the sanctuary. They
follow the many paths of the MBTA and some
compete for room on the highways. They live

solitary lives and rarely meet each other since

their territories are so large. Most leave their

nests before dawn and return long after the

sunsets.

Many commuters migrate between the nests

and the sanctuary, but some brave into the

unexplored wilderness of the working world.

There are many opportunities within the city

limits - near the safety of the sanctuary, but

many breeds of commuters brave outside and

migrate to richer grounds.

The numerous breeds of students live in and
around the Northeastern Sanctuary for an

indeterminate time. Some manage to escape

after four years, but are crippled by the lack of

nourishment found in co-op. Most leave after

five years of being cultivated into a stronger,

more capable breed. Others become entrapped

within the Northeastern Shuffle - a malignant

trap within the sanctuary - and are forced to

remain longer. They all eventually escape and

brave new territories.

-John Quinn
(Commuterus Expertus)
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Une Sames Jeopie J^aa
(andcue fnouant it ended in pre~scnool.. .) v-^

JyouAeartHe music?

Regardless ifit s Jjeetnoven or tne Cueastie Loogs, com-

muters everywnere teer over tneir steering wneels, looAfor an

emptyparAing spotana listen for tne music topause

J.uicA! U^inda cnair before tne music stops / ^llnliAe musi-

cal cnairs, commutersplayforAeeps.

Jney compete against eacn otner eacn day -from well

before dawn until well after dusA. <C)ome live on campus, otiiers

live in tne city ana afew live outside JSoston. [Jneir common qoal

is tofindsanctuaryfor tneir car - regardless ifit s a sparAfina

JSJKiS) or a well-worn trucA - so tney can come andgo wilnout

beingfined, towedor oooted - tne truefear ofcommuters.

S?rab a cnair or encircle tne streets in sname.

(commuting is expensive. ISJnilegasprices olast up liAe

tuitionfees, tnere are additional costs ofparAinq. cJomepeople

breaAdown a bug aparAing sticAer. SJt offers an opportunity to

parA on tnenallowedJCortneasterngrounds - altnougn it doesn 1

guarantee a space all tne time.

(Jn no / Une music stopped!

Utner commuters wagerfor aparAing meter. S/l

sive, buttneunave tofeedtne infernal deities ofparAing a con-

stantflow of quarters. <uomepeople run tne ultimate gamutand

viefor tne free parAing spaces - a rare oreedindeed. Unese

spots are becomingmore andmore extinct due to construction and

are agreater distance away. Unese daredevils rely on tne Brief

instantwnere oneperson is leaving tneirnaflowedspace. SJtis a
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JiiyAly competitive con/es/.

Uhere is always tAe cAoice ofparkingnearfireAydrants,

sidewa/As, under tAe West Gampus arcAandon tAe Quad. T^ou

canye/away witA tAisfor a very Srieftime witAyourAood up and

nazardsflasAiny, 6ut' don^t'£Iindyour eyes.

Jne ultimate oain ofcommuters comes notfrom footingfor a

space, butseeiny a £riyAt oranye tay onyour windsAiefd. DAis

occurs atrandom - street cfeaniny at5:49 a.m., snow emergency

routes, runniny downpeJestrians or cofficfiny witA tAe Screen

loine as tne music slows.

you spilledyour coffee alloveryour car!

Jeopfe wAofailtofinda feyafspotsometimes get ticAeted,

'owed, unere is notnina worse

thanyoiny toyour car andfindiny ityone. S7t is apanic unfiAe

any other driuiny experience - even 6raviny Storrow Drive

durinyrusn Aour.

Occasionally someoneyets Sooted"- wAere tAeir carAas a

wAeeffocAc/ampedon tAefront wAeels, SuttAeyAnow wAe

car is. Sitis more emSarrassiny tAan anytAing.

cDhe s on a carpAone anJwon ryettAe space

v^Y/jy iziv ju.uuivsiyiauuaies or musical cnairs excel atparking,

butfor tAe uninitiated, tAeyame is guicA and vicious. DAe smart

people taAe tAe U, vyinyfor tAeir own seatin tAeyame ofmusical

commuting

UT.ryn ! Une music s stoppedagain .

-cfonn 2.uinn

((Jternally SearcAinaJ
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"A hundred and twenty five dollars?" I feel faint. No, this is not my latest phone bill, but the price of one "wow

him" outfit! One outfit for one night, because we can't where a zebra print skirt too many places without people rememberinc

it. This outfit better get a good reaction; after all I have dragged two of my friends to every store in Boston searchinc

for it.

After picking up the final touches...my new best friend the wonderbra and a pair of nylons, that cost 6 bucks anc

run after one wear, I am ready to go home and get ready. After all, I only have two hours before going out!

Getting ready is a feat in itself. The torture begins with a shower, which on the surface seems harmless and relaxing

but in reality it is a headache. I have to make sure I choose the right shampoo, get the right amount of lather, conditiot

just so, shave my legs without bleeding to death, wash behind my ears and between my toes, and then make sure all o

these chemicals are rinsed off properly. When I get out, I have to remember to moisturize, deodorize, and sanitize. Ona

dry, it is time to tame my wild mane. 2000 watts of heat and a half-hour later, I have "naturally" straight hair.

Make-up is the next test. My favorite is the eyelash curler. In order to get the necessary long lashes, I take <

contraption that resembles a guillotine to my eyes, and pinch my lashes until they curl up and stick out. Now that rrv

eyes are all red and watery.. .it's time for my "war paint". ..some black gunk for my lashes, some powder for my face, an<

some waxy, horrible tasting lipstick for my mouth and I am set! Oh and let's not forget perfume...God forbid I don't smel

"girly". A million sprays later, I am ready to get dressed. Oohh but wait.. ..a night on Landsdowne Street is never completi

without tubes upon tubes of glitter! After all. ..every guy wants a chick that looks like she has a solar system on her chest.. .o

.;!
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is it every guy wants a girl with a solar system size chest?

Had I not just bought a new outfit... I would have to try on every outfit I own six times, but now all I have to do

is try on every pair of shoes I own to see which works best. Fifteen pairs of black shoes later, I settle for the first pair

I tried on and my closet looks like a tornado hit it. As a matter of fact the whole apartment has been torn apart.. .the

kitchen is a mess from our "pre-game", the bathroom is a mess from four girls "prepping" in it, and everything I own

—

from clothes to makeup is strewn about.. .but DAMN we look good or at least cheap!

At about quarter of eleven, we head out.. .scantily clad and wobbling. We make our way to Landsdowne. Why
take a cab...when you can walk for free? About fifteen minutes later, we are outside the club. After a bit of smoozing,

the girls are in. ...but it's the guys that are left on the other side of the velvet ropes. One isn't dressed right and has no

ID and the others are guilty of just one thing... .being the wrong sex. They slip the bouncer: a cocky, steroid induced jerk

ten bucks and he lets them in. ..or so they thought. They are then asked to pay a twenty dollar cover charge!

The twenty dollars got them in the door.. .drinks are outrageously overpriced, water is about 4 bucks a bottle, and

the line to the bathroom wraps around the club three times. But if you like being groped by perfect strangers, in a dark,

Joud, smoky room. ..well then it's well worth the money!

Generally it is a good time. ..but on this rare occasion that I came accompanied by a date, it was awkward, to say

the least. It was too loud to talk, it was too weird to dance, and there were too many people to even sit. The club scene

s the perfect place to go if you are single, not claustrophobic, have a strong bladder, energy and at least a little rhythm.
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I ou're at your co-op job, doing your nomial work for the day until you're disrupted by the sounds of

"bling. . . Ming." No, it's not the

phone. It could only be. . . the AOL
Instant Messenger.

At work? Surely, you jest.

Most companies have network

connections to the Internet and if

they don't, they're living in the

Stone Age. Most students are smart

enough to figure out how to down-

load the Instant Messenger secre-

tively from the eyes of their supervi-

sors. And most students are smart

enough to turn off the sounds so that

no one notices whenever you do get

an instant message or a buddy signs

on... I thought.

I work for an Internet company.

I was one of the first co-ops there.

Yes, I spend all day online and yes, I

like to talk to my friends every once

in a while. The other co-ops and I

were still new to this work environ-

ment so we didn't know how strict

our supervisors were about the

instant messaging policy. So we did

the only thing a co-op student needs

to do to stay connected to the col-

lege world. We kept our instant

messaging secret.

I was caught though. One day,

my boss was talking to me at my
desk, when an instant message pops

up. Oops. I turn bright red as he

just chuckles and says he "doesn't

care." Nice. I mean, I don't use it

every minute I am at my computer

to talk to all sixty-four ofmy bud-

dies, family and co-workers.

Time went by and other co-ops

were hired. They quickly found out

how easy it was to stray from their

normal work and start talking inces-

santly to their buddies, not to mention the noises of the annoying little application they never turned off. One
day, about a month after these new co-ops were hired, we were all to have a meeting just for co-ops and in-

terns. The management told us we couldn't use AOL Instant Messaging anymore because we use it too much.
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re were some arguments stating that some people use it to talk to their supervisors while others say it was a substi-

for their nonexistent phone. But as a result, people were scared and stopped using it. . . for a while. Now, as I sit

at my computer a month

after the effects of this

meeting have subsided, I

hear the sounds again.

Most other people

on co-op are connected to

the Internet and AOL Instant

Messenger also. I have one

friend who has a computer

and is online all day. Not

anymore though.

His boss discon-

nected him from the Internet

one day while he was at

lunch. At lunch, pretty

sneaky, huh? Feeling the

emptiness of being offline,

he figured out his boss'

password and got back

online again. But his boss

found out yet again and

permanently disconnected

him while he was at lunch. .

.

again.

Another of my
friends has the Internet but

is blocked from download-

ing Instant Messenger to her

computer. Rumor has it, a

past co-op used it too much,

management decided to

somehow disable it from

downloading onto all com-

puters at the company. So

she spends all day writing e-

mails back and forth to all

her friends.

(I quickly found out

constant e-mails back and

forth is more annoying than

the instant message sounds,

but that's another story.)

The logic of this story? If you want to get away with using AOL Instant Messenger, turn off the annoying sounds

id don't use it too much or else you'll ruin it for everyone.

(Connection Closed)
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The Pilgrimage to the Holy Drug Land
by John Menne

Many students realize the need to incorporate as much leisure into

their academic lives as possible. That's why we made the com-

mitment to an early spring break. Ooh, sounds risky! Especially

for the average NU student whose academic schedules are hurried

through the quarter system. Yet after a six-hour flight to a foreign

city, you start to forget you were even in college.

Thursday's classes never seemed that important and not one of us

had the nerve to spoil an extended weekend over a Friday class.

That gave us enough motivation to plan a weekend getaway to

Amsterdam, land of Heineken Beer, seedless grams of high-

quality marijuana, hallucinogenics for those kaleidoscopic adven-

tures and prostitutes or live sex shows to end the night, right? Yes

kids, it's the new land of good and

plenty.

Our pilgrimage to this holy land

started when we arrived at

Schiphol International Airport.

Marie and John were both coming

from Boston, but on different

flights. Jennifer was coming from

Minnesota, where she attends St.

Olaf University. After a 20 minute

train ride, we were in beautiful

Amsterdam.

The first stop was The Grasshop-

per, an insect theme cafe within a

few blocks from the train station.
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There we met up with Brad, another junior from Northeastern. Brad had
flown from Madrid the night before to find us a hotel. We immediately

embraced the culture by purchasing a few grams of weed. This is weed
that has a much higher intensity than our black-market schwag. But

there wasn't just weed, there was hash and mushrooms too.

After we treated ourselves right, we had to drag our 300 lbs. of luggage

to the hotel. Cafe Poullox wasn't the Ritz but we were on a budget and

there was the consideration that we probably wouldn't be conscious in

the room very often.

After that first joint, the chronology of our adventures gets a little fuzzy.

There was plenty of drinking and smoking and sightseeing. One of our

first stops was a sex museum. Sculptures of the male organ, ten feet

high, towered over us as we browsed through the many different ways
people please themselves. Amsterdam introduced us to bestiality and

cross-gender sexual activity.

L

I

Besides getting a sexual education, we were introduced to Madam
Toussad's works of wax. This was one of our funniest experiences. It

was an intention to visit the wax museum since the first time we passed

it, but after eating some sour mushrooms on our stroll through Vondel

Park, it became an imperative. Our pupils began dilating just in time for

the animated finale.

The weekend went slow, but not slow enough. Brad,

fearing the worst for his study abroad grades, left for Spain

that Sunday. Jennifer went back to Minnesota on Monday,

only to return 3 weeks later on the real Spring Break.

Marie and John just couldn't get enough of the high life

and stayed until Wednesday. They began planning their

next visit after a long month back in Boston.

£J m

?*
i Amsterdam had plenty to see outside the museums too.

I The narrow streets separated by wide canals and beautiful

I trees make Amsterdam visually breathtaking. The cafes

I are filled with beautiful aromas and ear-to-ear grins.

%• W
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Take me out to the ball game

By Christine Walsh

If you believe the calendar, it's been spring for more than two

weeks.

Bright, colorful flowers are blooming on campus, students are

tossing Frisbees in The Fens, and the line at JP Licks is almost out the door.

But it wasn't until Jose Offerman stepped up to the plate in Seattle

Tuesday night that spring officially arrived in Boston.

I may have been baptized a Catholic, but from April until October,

the Red Sox are my religion. Forget Christmas with its presents or Easter

with its candy. Opening Day is the holiday with the biggest perks in my
book.

There's nothing like hearing the starting lineup announced and

seeing the players jog out to their positions for the first game of the season.

Just hearing that first national anthem performed sends chills up my spine.

Although I cringe every time I hear another sportswriter, newspaper

or magazine pick the Sox to win it all this year, the 2000 Sox are a team to

be excited about.

Pedro. Nomar. Carl Everett. What could possibly stop this team from

going all the way?

Injuries? Maybe. Yankees? Perhaps

The real threat is something much more supernatural and it stems

from the beyond-moronic decision a Red Sox owner make about 80 years

ago. By now, most of the Fenway Faithful realize the Curse of the Bambino

lives.

I learned my less on as a 9-year-old in 1986. 1 went to bed that

October night with the Red Sox leading the Mets in Game 6 of the World

Series. I didn't know better; I actually drifted off to sleep believing that my
Red Sox were the world champs.

Ever since then, I've racked my brain to come up with ways to break
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The Curse and scoffed at the Sox management for their lame attempts at

toying with fate, like rearranging the retired numbers hanging over right

field so they didn't read "9-4-1-8," the date of the first game of the last

World Series the Sox won.

My ideas have involved burning baseball cards of players who have
wronged the Red Sox, and trying to plead with Babe Ruth's spirit with a

Ouija board.

When I was in high school, I wrote a letter to a Rhode Island philan-

thropist who owns an original copy of the contract that sold the Babe to the

Yanks. I asked him to offer it for a burning ceremony in the middle of
Fenway Park. He declined.

Throughout the late 80s and early 90s, I thought for sure Roger
Clemens was the key to The Curse's demise. The best Red Sox pitcher since

the Bambino was surely powerful enough to defeat evil spirits. Wrong.
Last fall my idea that the Rocket was the answer resurrected. I

figured that once the Sox made a mockery of Clemens in the playoffs, The
Curse would have fallen. I thought traitorism of my childhood hero was the

great sacrificial act needed for a Sox championship. Wrong again.

Now, it's a new season, a new century and I have a new theory.

At first I was upset at Sports Illustrated for picking the 2000 Sox to

be the world champs. As if The Curse wasn't bad enough, now we had to

ward off the SI jinx. Then I thought back to an old adage from elementary

school grammar classes: Two negatives make a positive. I'm convinced The
jinx will cancel out The Curse.

Some say the Sox will never win it all and, that deep down, fans

don't want them to because we enjoy the martyrdom of it all and won't
know what to do with ourselves when the celebration's over.

I disagree. This is the year, and I want to see it happen.

This column originally appeared in the April 5, 2000 issue of The
Northeastern News
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Dave Kerpin:
{Ifyou 've ever been to a game, you already know....)

By Christine Walsh

This season, the main attraction in the

Fenway Park bleachers has not been beachballs or

the wave. It hasn't been the pitchers in the bullpen

and, more often than not, it certainly hasn't been the

game.

When the Red Sox are losing and Roger

Clemens isn't on the mound, what is it that makes

the fans turn their heads, stand up and cheer?

"Coca Cola!!"

Dave Kerpen, the self-made vending sensa-

tion, sprints up and down the aisles, case of Coke in

hands and screams at the top of his lungs: "Coke is

it!"

He sings. He dances. He signs autographs.

And he sells lots of Coke.

"Working at Fenway Park is a dream come

true for so many people," the Boston University

senior says. "It's very weird because clearly right

now if anything, I'm a pseudo-Boston celebrity. I'm

not legitimate. I'm a vendor."

He's a vendor all right. One night last

summer, he sold 360 cups of Coke. While working

at the FleetCenter during the fall and winter, he

quadrupled the sales of Crunch 'n Munch.

But

Kerpen, an

elementary

education and

psychology

major, is also

an entertainer well

on his way to

establishing legiti-

macy.

Not many

vendors have been

featured in the

Boston Herald,

interviewed on

SportsCenter and

approa-ched by a

publicist. Not

many vendors have

signed up to 120

autographs in a given night.

Keipen, 20, began his vending career at Fenway

Park last June.

"I wanted to work there really badly," Kerpen

said. "I kept stopping by and asking if they had open-

ings. They kept telling me no. Finally, they said yes."

Since Fenway's vendors are paid only on com-

mission, Kerpen immediately had to pick his position:

vendor or fan.

"When I first started, I wanted to enjoy the

game; some vendors watch a lot of the game," Kerpen

said. "My first week I started, I had to make a decision

whether I was going to sell or watch. It wasn't the

easiest thins in the world because I'm such a big base-
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Nutritious & Delicious!
ball fan. In the end, I figured this is a job, I have to

make a living."

So Kerpen took to the stands, and blocked out

the game.

"Last year I was loud," Kerpen said. "I was

always loud, but I wasn't quite attempting to be an

entertainer at that point. I made pretty good money."

Kerpen liked vending so much that he decided

to apply for a job at the FleetCenter during basketball

and hockey seasons. He figures his experience at

Fenway helped him get the job. While Fenway em-

ploys about 75 vendors per game, the FleetCenter

averages only 14. Vendors get assigned the products

they sell based on seniority.

Kerpen was usually left with Crunch 'n Munch,

the least coveted product. Later it would become the

secret to his success.

"It wasn't going so well," he admits. "I was

doing my thing loud. I started kind of adding things

here and there, yelling weird things, singing and danc-

ing."

Soon, lines like "Crunch "n Munch rocks the

world" and "Crunch 'n Munch is delicious and

nutricious" won over the crowd.

"I kind of became the Crunch 'n Munch guy,"

he said. "I guess publicity increased and they talked

about me on the radio."

Kerpen's knew his fame was real when he was

featured in the Boston Herald in January.

"People would come to the game expecting to

see me and excited to see me," Kerpen said.

The highlight of his vending career came about

a month later, when Sports-Channel interviewed him

and broadcast him nationally.

"That was great," he said. "I finished off the

season and I started again at Fenway very excited. I

figured number one, I had this new perspective on how
to sell, and number two, I knew that there would be

recognition. It was totally true. I started off and every-

where I went I was 'Crunch 'n Munch
Guy.'"

Selling Cracker Jacks on cold

nights and Coca-Cola on hot nights,

Kerpen has had to adapt his act to Fenway.

"It was a little bit frustrating with

Coke," he explained. "I couldn't dance

around as much, so I came up with the

JiL FleetCenter

Kerpen, David

r»pd vendor

balancing on the head. I

tried it and it worked."

So far, Kerpen can

stack three cups of Coke

on his head, but he says,

"I'm so close to four I can

feel it."

Success hasn't

been all bliss for Kerpen,

who says his voice suffers

from all the screaming and

his relationship with co-

workers is less than

amiable. Once, a jealous

hot dog vendor threatened

to hit him with his bin.

"Basically, I

distract people ... and

perhaps there's some

jealousy," Kerpen said. "I get called a retard, stupid, a

fool, embarrassing."

But not by the fans.

"When I feel it and I have a whole section going,

when I'm balancing the Cokes on my head, it's really

kind of thrilling," he said. "I think some of those old hot

dog vendors really do believe I'm making a fool of

myself. I'm confident enough to know I enjoy what I'm

doing.

"The bottom line is it's a performance," says

Kerpen.

"I wouldn't just walk down the street putting

Cokes on my head. The task is to sell. I enjoy selling and

I sell more by putting on a perfomance. I wouldn't do it

if I didn't feel people enjoyed it."

This article origionally appeared in the July 23, 1997

edition of The Northeastern News.

See www.davekerpin.com for more information
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k^o, I am supposed to tell you what I think about the students at Northeastern University. Well, this should be fun... but before I

get into all of the gory details, let me tell you a story - it is the story of a young woman that lived in a little town surrounded by walls,

protecting her from the dangers and threats of the outside world. This young woman attended numerous social functions by day and

gala parties by night, never once giving thought to what resided beyond the town limits. One day, the mayor of the town called a meet-

ing to proclaim that the young woman had successfully fulfilled her duties and would be released to venture through formidable gates to

the outer world. Fearful, yet curious, the young woman started off for her new life. One day, several years later, the woman caught

herself reflecting on her life in the little town. She thought it was so sad that she never tried to find out what was beyond the town limits.

Although her time there was enjoyable, she had come to realize that she had been experiencing a distorted reality and thus, not truly

living. The end.

OK, so I bet you are asking yourself, "So what the heck was that?" Well, let me get right to the point- college is an exciting,

wonderful experience. However, it is often lacking one ingredient: a little taste of reality. Just like the woman trapped within the

confines of the small town, many college students (undergraduates, mind you!) enter a bubble world of keg parties and skipping classes,

until graduation day when it hits them that it actually ends. They are then faced with the challenge of entering this new world com-

pletely unprepared and scared out of their minds.

Now what about these Northeastern students? Well, seeing as how I work with them on a daily basis, doing everything from event

planning and assisting them in finding co-op jobs, I've gotten a good sense of what makes some of them tick. And guess what? (I was

kidding earlier about the gory details): NU students have defied my theory on college life. They are dependable, hard working, and

realistic about life after college. Go figure! Now, many of you cynics out there may be cursing me up a storm at the moment, but let me
challenge you a bit: where else do you find students working two jobs, while going to school full-time, apartment searching (that in

itself is a life-changing experience), and finding creative ways to pay obscene rent and utility prices.

NU students know how to have fun and get the job done. I know I may sound like a cheerleader, but I am sick and tired of people

on campus complaining about the apathy that exists and the "NU Shuffle." Lets look at our strengths too. Northeastern University has

its own unique learning environment that should be both applauded and cherished. And each and every one of you will be damn proud

(and thankful!) that you peeked over that wall before your diploma is in hand.
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Ji yes, philosophy class once again. A so

hour of peeling away the dead lavprs

braincells in my head and h

some sort of epir. hi ay.

Pen in I
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before. Ai
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Beethoven
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4y professor, annoj
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said . i n the d rool-faced gigilo in the back who by now

ard , now I was "discreetly" telling whoever it was to give

him a call back later, (ummm, next class okay

She knows with you?)

edge of the Yeah, that was enough to kill my mood. I
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p still in tact for today).

v
r pen (the tip was going

dry fronj |wait)."fl(k6tily toss my belongings

inmybag gm it rightbackup (sMrfknowing

^v^ood I could have had it).

professor is coming back in a couple of

minqSes because, frankly, she had no choice. I,

8n the other hand, do. This was probably the

lird time that week that someone's phone. In

defence of today's cell-adict, it was his first

offense. Earlier it had been the blonde Madam
in the back who also has a pager that plays all

sorts of wonderful tunes at inopportune times.

Before that it was a mysterious character who
let it ring in her purse for a good'two minutes

and assumed that in today's world no one

would know who to blame (I knew who it was
you, Trixie, Bambi, or whatever your stag

name is...) At any rate, three times in one wee
equates to once every class and that's just as

much as I can handle. Can you blame me?
Now that I'm completely turned off maybe I

can concentrateonwhat matters.Oh wait, that's

what I was trying to do in the first place. Trying,

that is, until I hadmy climactic rugyanked away
form undermy feet by some yuppie spawnwho
is just way to important to go an hour without

being totally accessible.

I'm not worried, though. The day will come
when he'll be sitting up, all ready to go. Waiting

for that satisfaction that only certain lips can

bring. He'll be wanting it just as bad as I was,

maybe worse. He'll be squirming on his chair

while he's being teased. He'll be close just like I

was, maybe closer. He'll have his pen in his hand

begging for some action and BOOM... he ! I regl"

ize he's out of ink. I kid you not.Yo^HB^ffand
see. After all, I hear having thaJJP^hone ring in

your pant pockect every SPrrunutes will make
that happen.X X

Then, maybe, just maybe....

'He'll

feel

my
Pain.
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Hit the Road
by Krista L. Genest

I'd rather run outside, bike outside, do anything outside instead of go

to the gym. I know that a lot of people lift weights and work on

different machines, but there are those people who go there specifi-

cally to run or use the bikes. My roommate goes there faithfully every

day to run. That's all she does. I give a disgusted look knowing I

couldn't run in the same place, looking at the same thing for the whole

time 1 run.

If you're going to run, I recommend some other alterna-

tives. There are great places in Boston to do any kind of

activity whether it be running, biking, or roller blading.

My favorite place to go is down to Storrow Drive on the

foot path. I have friends who have never even heard of this

place before. Too bad, they're missing out. It overlooks

the river and keeps you aside from the city. It can bring

you from the Museum of Science in Boston to outside the

city. Somehow I hin his is so much nicer than looking

at the tops of cars or other people working out while

running on the treadmill or track. The air outside is fresh

instead of the sweat smelling air that is found in the

Marino Center.
''':
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Another place to go is the Fens. I know that it s not the safest place in the

world but. . . just don't go at night! It is close to the campus and is about a

2.2 mile jog around. Another option is to just start running, see where the

road takes you. This is probably the best way to explore the city (as long

as you know your way home). You can run to the Commons, the Fleet

Center, Museum of Fine Arts. Faneiul Hall and other places that make
Boston a great city to go to school in.

My point is this- take advantage of the cool

sites in the Boston area and don't keep your-

self refined to the gym. Of course it gets a

little chilly in the winter but that is when you

either sit on your ass while it's snowing or

suck it up and endure that awful smell that

only comes from the Marino Center.

f



Someone to lean on

By John Quinn

I am seeking help - 1 am seeing a counselor.

I need it to get better and now I have the chance to

do so.

It took me a long time to build up the courage to

ask for help since I've always believed I had to be self-

reliant and contained. It is a traditional belief in my
family due to the years of hard-working, non-communi-

cating people who don't know how to deal with their

problems.

Since accepting it, I've learned my father and my
mother, both of whom I've obtained my self-reliant

stubbornness from, went to counseling. They sought help

and found it when problems became too great. It was a

shock, but even more so a relief.

I always knew there was something wrong, but I

thought I could handle it myself and hide it from every-

one — especially myself. It built inside of me for years,

stemming from my inability to deal with my emotions

and stress. I then suppressed my emotional baggage until

it went away, only for my problems to return even stron-

ger. It caused me more stress and confusion.

I see now it was obvious to everyone, despite my
best efforts to fool myself. I attempted to hide my prob-

lems through a twisted sense of humor and antics which

made people ignore or dismiss me, thus allowing my to

steep in my suffering. I was actually desperate for help

and attention, but was afraid to ask.

I feigned ignorance, claiming I had no idea where

to look to, who to turn to or how to begin. Instead of

calming down and relaxing, I immersed myself in my
work, adding on responsibility. I sought refuge in over-

working myself, feeling people would only look at me as

a hard, devoted worker, rather than a big emotional mess.

The only feasible result was becoming utterly

over-stressed and absolutely unable to recover from my
continuing downward spiral. At that point, I took on more

tasks and watched as I deteriorated even more, wondering

how I could do more between my random patches of

sleep. I fell asleep in classes, dozing off during the most-
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interesting discussions. I was blurry-eyed while commut- I

ing an hour each day. I was a wreck. '

I was only trying to survive, arising only on *

instinct and sheer will. I was a husk of a person with

raging emotions and savage mood swings. People were
,

afraid of me and left me alone - even though I would *

claim I was okay and I could handle it. «

I was wrong and was a fool to believe otherwise.
|

I am still full of hypocrisy. I try so hard to please
|

people, I conflict with myself. I've known I separate the |

parts of my life in order to deal with them. It is an explo- I

sive reaction once the divisions within me are breached I

and the conflicting views collide. I am inconsistent and '

still live on a cycle of emotional roller-coastering, shad-
J

ing my perspective with my myriad of moods.
[

Reality finally broke through after I finished my t

time at Advanced Camp, the five-week training and

evaluation at Fort Lewis, Wash., which I went through
g

this- summer. I thought I handled the stress there better i

than my previous experience at Fort Knox, Ky. Perhaps I
|

did, but I was still a mess from everything else. |

I returned home with the summer almost behind I

me. I thought I could continue and be fine for once. I

Again I was only fooling myself. I had been hiding my %

emotions, actions and beliefs for so long and my percep- '

tion was so twisted, I could only rely on truth and reality.
J

I realized there was no way I could continue
'!

submerging my emotions without permanent damage to *

my already-crippled psyche. It was a turning point— I

usually feel sorry for myself long enough to ignore my i

problems, deal with a slight period of manic depression
|

and move on. I saw I couldn't this time. |

Luckily, I had someone who cared about me so |

much and knew me better than anyone else. She listened I

and was there when my world dropped down, scarring us I

both, but loved me anyway enough to help me still. '

Thank you, Kelly, for being there as always. *

I am getting better, but it will take time.

This column origionally appeared in the Sept. 29, 1999

edition of The Northeastern News.
g
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My Random Dri
by Krista L. Genest

1't herMy mom and I finally had a normal talk about drinking. It wasnA

usual "Don't drink and drive" spiel. I was almost impressed. It took her a

while but she has come to the conclusion that I drink. I'm in college.

Yeah, I know, my mom is a little slow. It was an interesting conversation

because she wanted to know exactly what.I drink. She said I didn't look

like a beer drinker but instead, a wine drinker. Please, I'm a college stu-

dent. We don't have money to buy wine. It's also not as accessible as

beer. You don't see too many kids handing out wine glasses at $5 a glass

to tap a bottle at parties.

It's a known fact, a lot of college students drink. Underage, overage, any

age. Fake i.d.s, real i.d.s, it doesn't matter. Usually starting on Thursday

nights, (of course there are those times when you have a tough Monday of

going to classes) college students live to party. Whether to fit in, socialize
|

easier, pass the time or just to take a load off the hard week at work or in

classes, there have been many reports saying that college students

"binge." It sounds kind of scary but "binge" defined by the "experts" as

^k*^
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nking Thoughts

consecutively consuming about 4-6 drinks depending on your sex

which is, might I mention, ridiculous.

According to this, basically everyone I know is a binge drinker every

weekend.

All in all, I like to drink. It's great. Ahh, fun times. Drinking can lead

to interesting situations. Such as when your roommate who has never

drank before decides to jump in bed with you and play footsie or

maybe when your other roommate's boyfriend dances around your

apartment in his little boxer shorts. There are also those times when
another of your roommates couldn't make it across the street to your
apartment before passing out on the couch of a friend. Thafs what
college is about.

Have fun, do stuff you'd never do and let loose before you have to

conform to the real world. Maybe then you will actually have money
to buy wine or even champagne at your parties instead of warm kegs.
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A Roommate I§iTt
by Krista L. Gene
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s
ex. There is a lot of pressure on people, especially the young, to be sexy and to be having sex. Each generati

so it seems, is becoming sexually active at a younger and younger age. And with

every generation the lines get a little more blurred and the message gets a little more confusing.

Be sexy, but don't have sex.

Have sex, but don't enjoy it too much.

Be proud of your body, but not too proud.

Be a flirt, but not a tease.

Please your partner, but not too much.

Thanks for the advice but...why the hell is society deciding what I do with my body anyway? Why does eVeryone else

care? Are men and women who enjoy sex "sluts" just because they are confident enough to adpi&f^Why should

people be ashamed of sex? Why does society encourage sexuality and chastise people who aef drrttr**'***

Society encourages, almost pressures young people to be sexually active and once they are. . .we stereotype them.

Why is that? What does having sex prove? That you are sexy? That you know how?
.J

Come on, how hard is it? I;

Why is sex important? It proves nothing. It doesn't change who you are. Or shall I say it shouldn't change who you

are.

But it does. ..in the eyes of Others. Regardless of what age group, society judges you on sex and sexual activity.

People talk about who has been with whom and opinions are formed. Men are criticized on size and performance and

women's bodies are critiqued as well as how "good" they are.

Why do we care? Should we really be so involved in what's going on in the bed

It's none of our business.

Shouldn't we be more concerned with more important issues than who's "g^Kg" what? WhtllKjWhen? And why?

With all the worries in the world, is who is sleeping with who really that imjlitant? Who cafes?

Society puts so much emphasis on sex, and than "spanks" people when theypo it. Sex is the* most intimate thing two

people can share, so why do we use it to sell products and put pressure on people? Sex should be a private thing, but

not something people should be ashamed of.

If sex is such a prevalent issue and important partef life, than society should paint a more realistic picture of it. The f
emotional side, the physical side, the serious side and the responsibility that goes with it all. Love and passion but

also risk and responsibility.

It's about time people stopped whispering behind people's backs and blushing at the subject. People have sex.jjfotr

everyone does. ..and not everyone is ready for it at the same time. But maybe if society emphasized the act l^ss and

the realities of sex more, a lot of people may be less confused.

— Katie Igo
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small stream of light falls right onto my closed eyes, so bright that even my eyelids are not

barriers. The light causes me to surrender and begin my long day. I look at the clock and realize

.that my alarm did not go off. Or maybe it did, and in my dreamlike state, I simply hit the snooze

button, and did exactly that. . . .snooze. I jump out of bed, throw my jeans on, and grab my seven page

paper that is due right at that particular moment. With a sorry excuse for breakfast (a cherry pop-tart that I

didn't even have time to toast), I run to my 9: 15 class at 9:32, sharp. The whole reason for my rush is the

fact that I was up until 3:00 in the morning revising my twelfth and final copy ofmy paper. I finally fell

asleep at 5 a.m., after I finished fixing my jammed printer, only to wake up four hours later, blinded by

the light of day.

And it is only Monday.

I am a victim of stress. Like the majority of

college students, I try to balance classes,

homework, a work-study job, sleep, time with

friends, and other numerous activities all at once.

I write a "to do" list at 1 a.m. every morning for

that day, just so I can remember the appointments

I have made, and the places I have to be. While

all these activities keep me motivated and alert,

too much of a good thing becomes a bad thing.

BANG

HERE
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So now, everything

One day while I was on the Internet, I came across a web site specifically designed for college students to

vent to fellow stressed peers about how much anxiety they have in their lives.

The realization hit me, like a ton of bricks. I could not lower myself to online group therapy. At the same

time, I did not want to continue down the path of becoming an anxiety disorder statistic. So I began my quest

for stress control. I stood tall, took a deep breath, and was ready to knock down any aggravation that got in

my way. I soon found that I couldn't really avoid stress and anxiety completely, but I could decrease my
stress levels with many strategies.

For me, activities such as going to the gym, or writing in my journal help decrease my anxiety.

While they are just more activities to add to my "to do" list, they are the types of activities that

make me feel better. I can let my aggression out (without having to go online), and feel strong

enough to make it through the rest of the day.

Here's how other Northeastern students deal with stress:

-Michael Maub, middler-"Lift weights, karate"

-Karen Hager, senior-"I take a jog, or run."

-Melissa Lucente, sophomore-'Tll go out with friends, or just spend some time alone."

-Ellen Harfenist, junior-'Tll take a long walk or write in my journal."

-Nicollette Carbo, sophomore-'Tll go to bead works in Harvard Square,buy lots of beads and go home anc

make necklaces. It is very relaxing."

-Anonymous- "Can I be honest? I'll go in my room and smoke weed."
Cauldror



I was born in Kabul, Afghanistan in

1981 just as the Soviets were beginning

to cross the country's borders. My par-

ents had already found their way to the

America once but were forced to return

home to be at the side of my ailing

grandfather. After his passing, my father

was left to liquidate the family business

and my mother and I began our journey

back to the United States. Considering

the political unrest at the time, it was near

impossible to leave the country legally.

And so my journey began.

My family ' s escape from the war

took me through Indiaby way of a treach-

erous three-day train ride during which I

went without food and barely had enough

water to survive. From India we some-

how managed to make our way to Ger-

many for a short stint in Berlin with my

aunt, all the while trying to figure out a

way back into the States. When we fi-

nally did arrive, we established ourselves

in New York City, of all places. What

followed were almost sixteen years of

living in the city and experiencing the

unique brand of living that only New
York offers. In short, considering my
evasion of communism and upbringing

in the heart of realism, I thought I had

seen it all; I was gravely mistaken.

It was a frigid February night in

Harvard Square and a couple of my
friends and I were making our way back

to Northeastern by way of the "T." As I

was waiting in line, dollar bill in hand, I

was approached by a gentleman who

was so kind as to inform me that tokens

only cost eighty-five cents and it would

be a kind gesture to give my change to

him. Smiling at his business-like pro-

posal and realizing that he had no home

to take the train to, I nodded and granted

his request. In fact, I reached into my
heavy pocket and spared what was prob-

ably a good two dollars in change, feel-

ing rather good about my admittedly

meager contribution, after all I was in

college.

With my token in hand and a

smile still on my face, I made my way to

the platform where the train had just

pulled in. Just as I took my seat in the car,

I noticed that the same gentleman whom
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I had run across earlier had crossed paths with us again. As the train doors closed,

he casually made his way toward me, sipping a cup of hot coffee and looking like

he had been given the world. After an awkward moment of silence, he began a

conversation with me as if we were old friends. Amused by his wit, impressed

with his political knowledge, and partly not knowing what to say, I just carried

on with him in the same manner. The colorful back and forth went on for a while

and even the most straight-faced of strangers seemed to smile and at humanity of

it. My assessment, however, was mistaken because apparently there was at least

one person on the train who wasn't pleased with the scene.

"Sit down, you fucking failure before I knock your fucking teeth out." The



ignorance of the words alone was enough to shock me, but by heart dropped when I

looked up to see it coming from a young girl who couldn't have been too much older

than me and was certainly much smaller. I knew I wasn't alone in my disgust as a

collective gasp could be heard echoing in the now silent car.

Perhaps because he had encountered such benightedness before, or perhaps

because of simple pride, the still nameless man paid little attention to the outburst and

continued to tell me whom he would be voting for in the fall elections. Despite his polite

reaction, the girl seemed compelled to get her point across and began a tirade that ran

the gamut of racism, dehumanization, demoralization, and vulgarity- all in the span of

a minute. Still ignoring her jeering, this now berated man took a seat next to me in

silence.

Disregarding decorum and be-

ing fueled by what I can only think to be

human instinct, I did something that I

will forever be proud of. I stood up in

front ofthree dozen strangers and friends

I barely knew and took it upon myself to

restore some semblance of dignity to the

night. In what was one of the most

ardent and eloquent moments ofmy still

young life, I reminded this bigot that the

same blood that runs through her veins

runs through those of the man whom she

just denigrated, though his may well

have been warmer. I pointed out to her

that perhaps she need to take note of the

fact that a group of people had gathered

around this gentleman to listen to what

he had to say, while she had been sitting

in a corner by herself on a Saturday

night. I couldn't help but lash out at her

prejudice and, in no uncertain terms, tell

her that I would shake his callused hand

much sooner than I would her callous

one. When I was done, an entire car's

worth of people began to applaud. More

angry with their initial reaction than

flattered by their praise, I was tempted

to remind them that they had chosen to

sit idly by just minutes ago but I figured

that I had said enough for one night.

As for the girl, after recovering

from the initial shock of someone re-

sponding to her eruption, she went on to

attack me for "defending a piece of

trash." What followed was a lifetime's

worth of dirty looks and snide com-

ments captured in a span of only min-

utes. However, as the train pulled into

my stop and my heart rate slowed down,

all of that negativity seemed to slowly

fade a way. I made my way to the door

and upon looking back noticed that she

had decided to bid me farewell with a

one-finger salute. The naive youth in me
was tempted to return the gesture, but

instead I walked over to the gentleman

who had been the cause of this ruckus,

shook his hand and apologized on her

behalf. I heard one final ignorant com-

ment as I stepped off the train, but even

that wasn't enough to frazzle me as I

simply turned around, blew her a kiss,

and have been walking away since.
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AS MY TiRfd, Rfd-TiNGed fYfS STRUGGLE
TO FOCUS ON THf COMPUTER SCReeN, I CAN'T

HelP BUT THiNK IT SffNS LIKf YfARS SiNCf I

SPfNT A RelAXiNG SfMfSTfR iN SPAiN.

IT SffMS LIKf AGeS SiNCf I WAS TAKlNG

ALMOST DAILY NAPS iN THf lANc OF THf SieSTA,

SPeNdiNG MY AFTfRNOONS STROLLING dOWN MfAN-

dfRiNG STRefTS ANd SiPPiNG CAFf CON lfCHf iN

SUNNY OUTDOOR CAFfS.

IF I DIDN'T HAVf THf PiCTURfS TO PROVf

iT, I'd PROBABlY BfGiN TO WONdeR if THOSf
THRff ANd A HALF MONTHS OF STRfSS-FRff LiVlNG WeRe BUT A dRfAM.

ANc I'Vf ONlY BffN HOMf A MONTH.

A MfRf FOUR WffKS iN LOS ESTAdOS UNiTOS ANd I'M AlRfAdY SlffP df-

PRiVfd ANd BORdfRiNG ON STRfSSiNG OUT.

I'Vf ALMOST FORGOTTfN THf MORf IMPORTANT lfSSON I lfARNed iN SPAiN.

ACTUALLY, IT'S MORf OF A CATCH PHRASf: "NO PASA NAdA."

THf WORd-FOR-WORd TRANSLATION MfANS SOMfTHiNG LIKf "NOTHlNG HAP-

PfNS," BUT iT SHARfS THf SAMf SiGNiFiCANCf OF "HAKUNA MATATA" FROM

DiSNfY'S "THf LION KiNG" - MO WORRifS FOR THf RfST OF YOUR DAYS.

NO PASA NADA.

THf SPANISH SAY iT ALL THf TiMe. IN FACT, THfY MORf OR LESS liVe THfiR

liVfS BY iT.

UNliKf THf LANd OF THf FRfe, SPAiN dOfS NOT ALLOW STRfSS TO BfCOMf

A STAPLE OF DAILY LIFE. SPANIARDS (iN GfNfRAl) ARf NOT SlAVfS TO THeiR JOBS;

THfY dO NOT fAT LUNCH iN THfiR CAR ON THf WAY TO THf NfXT MffTiNG. IN-

STEAD, THfY ClOSf SHOP FOR TWO OR THRff HOURS fVfRY AFTfRNOON, ANd

THOSf WHO CAN, GO HOME ANd fNJOY A LARGf,

HOMf-COOKfd MfAl WiTH THfiR FAMilifS.

MANY AMERICANS TREAT THfiR JOB AS IF

IT'S THf ABSOLUTE, MOST IMPORTANT ASPECT

OF LIFE. SOME OF US TAKE ON AN ALMOST MAR-

TYR-liKf ATTiTUdf TOWARD WORK. THf MORf

HOURS WORKED PfR WffK, THf MORf YOU dRiVf

YOURSELF INTO THf GROUNd, THf MORf BURNT
OUT YOU ARf, THf BfTTfR. BURN, BABY, BURN.

IT'S NOT liKf THfRf'S ANYTHING WRONG
WITH HARD WORK. THf dfSiRf TO Bf NO. 1 IS

WHAT MADE THf UNiTfd STATeS THf WORld POWfR iT IS TOdAY. IT'S THe FOUN-

DATION OF MANY AMfRiCAN SUCCESS STORifS. BUT iT CAN ALSO Bf TO OUR dfTRi-

MfNT.

We WONdfR WHY THfRf'S SO MUCH ViOlfNCe iN OUR SCHOOLS. We WONdfR
WHY SO MANY AMERICANS ARf OVfRWfiGHT ANd OUT OF SHAPE ANd HAVf HfART

PROBLEMS. MaYBf We SPfNd TOO MUCH TiMe iN THf OFFiCf ANd NOT fNOUGH TiMf

AT HOME. ANOTHER COULD Be THAT Wf FRfAK OUT ANd OVeR-ANAlYZf eVeRY-

THiNG.

3

3

1
%
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IN SrViLLA, SPAiN, WWrRr I SPrNT MY STUcY ABROAr, FAMilY iS THr CfN-

TCal ANd iNTfGRAl rART OF liFf. IT'S COMMON FOR YOUNG AdUlTS TO liVf AT
HOMf UNTIL THfY MARRY, ANd MANY STAY SiNGlf iNTO THnR 30'S. SOMfTiMfS,
fVfN MARRifd COUPLfS liVf WiTH ONf SPOUSf'S FAMilY UNTIL THfY CAN GfT
THfiR FINANCIAL FffT ON THr GROUNc

ACCORDING TO ONf OF MY PROFfSSORS,
MANY SPANIARDS WOULD RATHfR LiVf ClOSf TO
THfiR FAMilifS THAN QUfST AFTfR THfiR dRfAM
JOBS. GiVfN THf CHOiCf OF MOVlNG 200 MilfS

AWAY FROM HOMf TO TAKf A H1GH-PAY1NG, SflF-
FULFlLLlNG JOB, OR STAYING MOMf JOBlfSS,
MANY SPANIARD WOULD CHOOSf UNfMPlOYMeNT,
Hf SAID.

SUCH IS NOT TMf CASf FOR MANY YOUNG
AMfRiCANS, MYSflF iNClUdfd. IF TMf LOS ANGf-
lfS TiMfS fVfR CAMf CALLING ANd I Mad TO
lfAVf MY FAMilY iN RMOdf ISlANd FOR TMf CHaNCf TO WORK AT ONf OF TMf BfST
NfWSPAPfRS iN TMf COUNTRY, I'd PROBaBlY dO iT. (MOT THAT I'M MOldiNG MY
BRfATH!) ANd I'M SURf MANY OF MY PffRS WOUld dO TMf SAMf. THAT AMfRiCA iS

SO fASY TO MOVf AROUNd GiVfS VS SOMf WONdfRFUl OPPORTUNiTifS. IT ALSO
lfAVfS MANY OF US WiTH FfW ClOSf, liFflONG fRifNdS, WiTH NO dfFiNiTf place
TO CALL HOMf - WITHOUT ROOTS. ANd THAT'S THf ROOT OF lONfliNfSS, dfPRfS-
SiON ANd ANXifTY.

IT WAS A RARf OCCASION iN SPAlN WHfN I HfARd SOMfONf COMPLAlN ABOUT
STRfSS. IT'S NOT THAT SPANiaRdS DON'T HAVf THf SAMf PROBlfMS AS THf RfST
OF VS. EATlNG diSORdfRS, dOMfSTiC ABUSf ANd POVfRTY ARf VfRY RfAL iSSUfS

THfRf. BUT, iN GfNfRal, THf WAY OF liFf — ANd THf SPANiARdS' ATTiTUdf TO-
WARD liFf — iS TRANQUILITY.

IT'S fVidfNT iN THf SiMPlf WAY THfY ACKNOWlfdGf A THANK YOU: "MAdA."
IT'S NOTHING.

IT'S fVidfNT WHfN YOU SPfNd THRff HOURS fATiNG A lfiSURflY diNNfR iN

A RFSTAURANT ANd THf WAlT STAFF dOfSN'T PRfSSURf YOU TO LfAVf.

IT'S fVidfNT WHfN YOU STOP iN ANY BAR ANd ASK TO USf THf RfSTROOM,
ANd OF COURSf, THfY SAY YfS.

IT'S fVidfNT AT 5 O'CLOCK ON A SATURDAY MORNiNG WHfN PfOPlf ARf JUST
STARTING TO WiNd DOWN FROM A NiGNT AT THf diSCO.

MO PASA NAdA.

THiS COlUMM OHiGiMAtt Y APPfARfd iM THf JANU-

ARY 19, 2000 cdiTiOM OF THf NOVTUfASTfRM
NwWS.

— CHRiSTiNf WALSH IS A FiVf-YfAR MORTHfAST-
fRN MfWS STAFFfR ANd Will
ACCfPT HfR dfGRff iN JOURNALISM AMONGST THf
GRADUATING CLASS OF 2000

m Ms* mm!m iw* mm!
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PennyforYourThoughts. . .A
QuarterforYour. . . Mind?

byJosephAzam

It was yet another Monday morning in Stetson West and I, much like the majority ofthe residents in my all-freshman

dorm, stumbled out of my room half-asleep trying to make my way to the showers when I was suddenly awakened by a

putrid scent. Initially, I paid it little mind. I figured that it was just the remnants of another weekend of revelry by my fellow

floor-mates; perhaps the results of someone's inability to hold down their distilled beverage of choice or perhaps it was

just the bathrooms themselves. In any event, I continued with my routine, and in a matter of minutes was on my way and

for all intents and purposes had escaped the musk. Or had I?

As I stepped on to Forsyth Street and went to take my first deep breath of the brisk Boston air, I quickly realized

that the pungency had not disappeared. In fact, with every step I took it seemed to get stronger, as if I was on some soil

of trail. My appetite suppressed and my curiosity now sparked, I decided to forgo breakfast and set out on a mission to find

the origins of the rank fumes.

However, as both the day and my quest dwindled away, despair began to set in. The aroma itself remained strong

but its source was still a mystery and the few leads that I had never developed as I always found myself at the feet of average

well-dressed and seemingly intelligent upper classmen who couldn't possibly be the source of such a rancid emanation

Or could they?

With deductive reasoning on my side, I slowly looked for a link between all those whom my trusty proboscis hac

guided me to and that's when it finally hit me. Apparently, everyone that I had been led to had been in the midst of ranting

about the current proposal to move Northeastern to a semester system.

And so it all began to unravel. The malodor did in fact stem from students' regurgitating however it was stale wisdorr
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and not cheap liquor that was being spewed. With arguments such as a decline in enrollment, a drop in stature, and the

inevitable downfall of the university as a whole, the case being made for the maintaining an outdated quarterly system

did seem more than capable of producing such a stench and so it had.

With the pursuit now over and the culprits at hand there remained but one thing to do, that being to rid the campus

of this foul dogma. My weapon of choice; truth.

Thene's o, jodttrbom
every m«r\uk_,

In all truth, moving Northeastern to a semester system would be a much-needed breath of fresh air for a university

that is struggling to stake its claim in the market that is higher education today. It would be nice and, dare I say, beneficial

to have the stability and continuity of a semester system. While on the subject of truth perhaps it would also be a good

time to eliminate the falsehood that students come to Northeastern solely on the premise of delving into the wonderful

world of co-op. Contrary to what seems to consensus, students do come here for academic enrichment. After all, isn't that

what higher education is intended for?

In all truth, a semester system would probably allow the capable faculty at Northeastern to function without the

stringent vises of time. The concept of having the time for in depth exploration of what can currently only be glossed over

in generalities certainly is novel. Can it really be argued that a semester long class wouldn't allow for more intense study

than a 10 week crash course?

In all truth, the proposal's projected results of increased enrichment, increased time for research and extended

study, and increased interaction between faculty and students would make Northeastern all an attractive option for a

broader scope of applicants in the years to come.

In all truth, the voices that have risen against a switch to the semester system are nothing more than echoes of a

tired doctrine that, if not done away with, will itself ultimately detract from Northeastern 's future. The key to any school's

success is the success of its respective faculty and students. Though the quarterly system may have been sufficient in

gaining success in the past, it has become obvious that change is necessary to build on that success in the future.

Opposing the move to a semester system boils down to not giving due credit and due opportunity to an institution,

a faculty, and ultimately a student body that would profit from it. Northeastern may not have the prestige or reputation

for academic prowess that adorns a Tufts or a Brandeis but it's absurd to say that it lacks to resources or the ability to reach

such a plateau. In fact, the elements seem to finally be there and all that is missing is a catalyst that a semester might very

well provide.

Those who still continue with the upheaval against the proposed change should spare the rest of us and take their

anjustified angst to the nearest porcelain
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I am going to be honest with myself and all of the readers of this. I have

NEVER had a successful relationship. Unless, we are talking about family,

who have to IoMpl ( i m- best friends, who

nesses, are aggM ated r>\ tnem and mc\ but love me in spite of

In terms of dating and relationships with boys, guys, or men.. .well ok guys,

I am a lousy girlfriend. Friends tell me. "You just haven't found the right

guy." How do they know that? Maybe Mr. Right has eome and gone.

Maybe Mr. Right couldn't deal with Ms. Bitch—tharsjjme fcjphose of you

not following along here.

I can admit it: I am a bitch. But rnybitchiness is my defense mechanism.

If I let myself be vulnerable and get too close to someone... I may get hurt

and who wants«(BPmfft. The devil you know is better than the devil you

don't know. I know being alone, I don't know if I want to risk it all to be

with someone. Safety in numbt •? No way..saftey is being alone.

But what am I winning by not taking a risk? Sure! may fear rejection, but

what kind of life am I going to have if I worry about everything. I guess it

wasn't meant to be, if rejection is the outcome of the "infatuation". But I

can also turn it around anAsay if it's meant to be, it'll happen even if I

continue to behave the waTT have been . . . .BITCHY.

i dates ? ) he upper hand. If I am in

urL..i wsHHi • 'ie unhappy.

What do I get

control, I can'tlflF

WRONG.

If I was happy, would I be writing this little editorial. No. I am not happy

with how I act when in a relationship. But I am too damn scared to act any
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differently!

|p with me!

I joke that with '"him" thai I can't believe "'he" puts up with me. ..but in reality I am

serious. ..I can't believe he does. Strangely enough—"he" does deal with

me.. .we've been together for awhile (almost my longest relationship. ..but that's

not saying much). But does his "dealing" with me mean he's a keeper or just a

glutton for punishment? Do I leave it to the stars? Or do I tell him how great I

think he is and risk having my little heart broken?

Along with the fear of being hurt goes selfishness. I know that a successful rela-

tionship requires some personal sacrifice and the willingness to compromise, but

my fear of being vulnerable keeps me from making most of the compromises.

My friends honestly think I am insane... of course this analysis comes from friends

who are all in long term relationships headed down the aisle. One close friend

does relate, but does not take everything to the same extreme. She too picks fights

jmd finds problems with her boyfriend every time they get a little more serious.

1SP*fears commitment. I on the other hand, am willing to commit (I'm not inter-

ested in being with any one else), I'm just not willing, NO, able to take the risk

involved.

ut...I guess if given an ultimatum: risk being hurt or have the "him" of the mo-

ment out of my life I v I Mick it up and lakdythe risk. But until I get some guts

and accept that there are heartbreaks and aches in life. ..I will continue to be a

bitch. Sorry "hunny".

I tUIT'fUAl' I l^i !» ft'i

three parts dead." -Bertrand Russell
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He wakes up in the morning

Does his teejf~i bite to eat and he's rollin

Never changes a thing

)£L The week eftas the week begins

She thinks, we look at each other

Wondering what the other is thinking

B^we never say a thing

THese crimes between us grow deeper

t5
to visit his mommy-

feeds him well his concerns

He forgets them

And remembers being small

Maying under the table and dreaming

Be the ONE
who steps

7
ke these chances

ce them in a box untiL*|auieter time

Lights down, you up and die

Driving in on this highway

All these cars and upon the sidewalk

People in every direction

No wordspxchanged

No time, tfeexchange

And all the little ants are marching

Red and blacJ| antennas waving

They all do irjhe same

They all do it the same way

Candyman teasing the thoughts of a

Sweet tooth tortured by the weight loss

Programs cutting the corners

Loose end, loose end, cut, cut

On the fence, coulp not to offend

Cut, cut, cut, cut ^

Take these chances

Place them in a box until a quieter time

Lights down, you up and die
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Take

chances.

Break the

rules.
<s

7

LIVE.
o

-Dave Matthews Band-Ants Marching-



I have got to leave to find my way, watch the road and memorize this life that pass before my eyes.

If you keep seeking you will find.

All the little ants are marching red and black antennae waving they all do it the same, they all do it the same way.

I was brought into this life 3 little lamb, a little lamb courageous, stumbling: Fearless was my middle name.

Don't want to follow down roads been walked before. It's so hard to find unopened doors.

But somewhere there I lost my way everyone walks the same expecting me to step the narrow path they've laid they claim to walk unafaid.

I can't wait to get outside the world is wide, the time goes by.

Every one of you could be the same, every one of you could play the game.

/ wfM 9* In this way and find <v>y own way out.



BY THEM WE LIVE,

FOR THEM WE WOULD DIE.

WHATEVER THE MISSION,
WE'LL GIVE IT A TRY.

WE'LL SERVE THEM WITH
HONOR,

:OR THEY ARE THE ONIS,
WHO MAKE US

ARTILLERYMEN,
!'S TO THE GUNS

BBtxy 1-101 FA

HOLLINS

ay we

= them
with our 1<

the world

and care f

oo young. Some insist!

jtnow us
;

and we

& BERNSTEl

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishing

religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridghi

the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people

peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a

redress of grievances.

— the First Amendment 3
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_ed in a yellow wood,!
And sorry Icould not travel both

And be one traveler, long I stood

And locked down one as far as I could

To where it bent in the undergrowth;

Then took the other, as just as fair,

And having perhaps the better claim,

Because it was grassy and wanted wear;

Though as for that the passing there

Had worn them really about the same,
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And that has made all of the differedcej$li

— Robert Frost
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'Whenever you find youself on the side of the majority, it's time to pause

and reflect."

<cJ\£.aA, E.UEXU dau, iorm.th.inq no ons £:/i£ ti tzacunq. —Jnlnk, euzxu dau, i-omstninq no onz s/ie 11

tninkinq. J^>o, euexu dau, ±omd:ninq no one eLie ojouIAue ±ulu znoxiqn to do.Ot is.

bad rot uiz mind to contbtuallu trs fiaxt or unanimitu.

"Always remember you are unique...

just like everybody else.

264 • Northeastern University



Why just bend the lines when you can curl them?

"Do not go where the path

may lead, go instead

where there is no path and
leave a trail."

-Ralph Waldo Emerson

Mullets are always out-of-line...

Cauldron • 265
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PARTNERS ll\l CONSTRUCTION

Electrical Contractors

A History of Quality and Performance

Medium and High Voltage Distribution Systems

Airport Lighting and Electrical

Highway / Roadway Lighting

Transportation Systems

125 Orleans Street

East Boston, Massachusetts 02128

TL: 617/561-2001
FX: 617/561-0854

www. massbavelectric. com

BROADWAY
IS PROUD
TO HAVE

ILLUMINATED
NORTHEASTERN'S
WESTCAMPUS
RESIDENCE HALL.

BROADWAY ELECTRICAL CO, INC
295 FREEPORT STREET, BOSTON, MA 02122-3592

VOICE: 617-288-7900 FAX: 617-288-4169

1 VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT: www.broadelec.com

WE ARE PROUD TO HAVE BEEN PART
OF THE NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY

PROJECT!

SPAULDING BRICK CO., INC.

120 Middlesex Avenue

Somerville, MA 02145

Tel. (617)666-3200

28 Daniel Plummer Road - Unit #7

Goffstown, NH 03045

Tel. (603) 647-8442

250 Station Street

Cranston, RI 02910

Tel. (401)467-2220

HElpiNq to Build

A Better

Northeastern

CAFCO
Construction MANAqEMENT

BuildiNq A More Entertajninq Boston

77 CIharIes Street Sornh

Boston, MA 02 1 1 6

PIhone 617.426.7600

Fax 617.426.5758



Excellence in Construction Since 1 963
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For over thirty years, we are proud to

be partners in construction.

Ell Student Center

Asa S. Knowles Center

Stillman Hall

Egan Science Center

Snell Library

Marino Recreation Center

280 Bridge Street

Dedham, MA 02026
Tel 781 355-5000

Fax 781 355-5050

www.jacksoncc.com

www.jackson-tec.com

JACKSON
construction

ACKSON
TECH NOLOGI ES, I NC.



Ibane

7 Jackson Walkway

Providence, Rl

02903

401-456-5800

Fax 401-456-5936

127 Years of Stability

National Company with Local Roots

Small Company Team Atmosphere

Open Communication

Mentor Program

Management Training Program

Computer Based Training

Formal Career Planning

Access to Upper Management

Core values which appreciate each individuals contribution and
recognize the need for a balance in personal and professional life.

Northeastern University Alumni on Our Team

'69 Richard H. Bender
Ashvin R. Kapadia

'77 William F. Kearney Jr.

'78 Steven D. Kononchik

* '82 Joanna M. Kripp

'83 Michael R. Bohn

'84 Jeffery S. Ferriss

Mervyn O. Grant

Robert J. Labreque

* '85 Denis R. Beique

Lauren E. Chivallati

David S. Hansel

* '93 Michael S. Small

Fernando J. Tavares

'94 Franciso R. Ramirez

* '99 Paul Bunch

Chief Estimator

Senior Mechanical Estimator

Regional Operations Manager

District Manager - Construction Ops.

Manager of Engineering

Senior Project Manager

Project Manager
Project Accountant Level II

Project Manager

Senior Project Manager
Project Engineer

Manager of Engineering

Senior Project Manager
Associate Estimator

Accountant Level II

Management Trainee

Management Training Program Participant

A two-year management training program that

provides trainees with a variety of experiences
in both the office and job site environments.

Check us out at www.Gilbaneco.com

Allied•SpectaGuard
INTEGRATED ASSET PROTECTION
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Graduates interested in Career Opportunities can call

our Boston office for an interview 800 733-8937 or

can visit our website

www.alliedspectaguard.com

SpectaGuard Acquisition LLC

11 35 Tremont Street, Boston, MA 02120

617-859-8448 Fax 617-859-7120

SECURITY OFFICERS

WALTHAM • BOSTON • W0BURN • LINCOLN

i-^AINTREE • CAMBRIDGE • QUINCY • NORWOOD
METHUEN • E. F3RIDGEWATER

SECURITY OFFICERS
Immediate full and part-time positions available! Must have clean police record, H.S

Diploma/GED and good communication skills. Must be flexible to work nights

and weekends. Starting pay is $8.00 - $9.00 per hour.

CONCIERGE BOSTON/WALTHAM
Immediate full/part-time positions available. Staring pay $10 00/hr Experience preferred]

but not necessary. Must be extremely personable. We offer health, dental and life

insurance as well as a credit union Must have a clean police record, H.S. Diploma/GED

and excellent communication skills.

CONTROL CENTER/PATROL OFFICERS WALTHAM

Immediate full/part-time positions available. Starting pay $10.00/hr. (depending upon experi-

ence). Must have clean police record H.S. Diploma/GED and excellent communication skills.

Patrol applicants must have MA license and clean driving record check. This location pays half

your health insurance and also provides two week vacation after proostionary period.

We offer Health, Dental and Life Insurance, paid training and a credit

union. Please apply in person for an on-the-spot interview.

Northeast Security
One Harvard St., 3rd floor, Brookline, MA 02445.

617-277-2174

EOE



Searching

Searching for breakthroughs.

The explosion of knowledge in medical science increases the potential

for new treatments and cures—yet it also broadens our quest, creating

new and complex pathways for scientists to investigate.

We're committed to the search with everything we've got.

Because we know you're waiting.

E[i Lilly and Company

www.lilly.com &Cuc&y



FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OFBOSTON
JOIN US!

Learn how the Federal Reserve System serves the country and what the Federal

To learn more about the "Fed" visit us at our web site: www.bos.frb.org

Whether your area of expertise is: Economic Research

Banking Analysis and Regulation

Information Technology

Auditing

Public and Community Relations

Marketing and Customer Services

Property Management
Human Resources

Accounting

Telecommunications

The Federal Reserve Bank of Boston is interested in individuals who share a commitment
to integrity, leadership, respect, excellence, continuous improvement, and serving the public interest.

We offer competitive salaries and an excellent benefits package. The
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston is conveniently located at South
Station on theMBTA RedLine.

If you are interested in a career at the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston,
send your resume to:

Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
600 Atlantic Avenue
Boston, MA 02106
or e-mail your resume to: FRBBResumes@bos.frb.org

BUILDING STRENGTH THROUGHDIVERSITY

Congratulations Graduates!

Unlock the Door to Opportunity

SUPERVALU Inc. is one of the largest and most

successful names in the food distribution and

retailing industries with annual sales totaling $23

billion and growing. We are looking for talented,

highly motivated individuals to join our Fortune

1 00 company. We have many avenues ofentry into

that superi/alu will provide you with an excellent

opportunity for career growth and advancement.

Entry level opportunities in retail, accounting,

distribution and buying are available in various

locations across the United States including

Tacoma, WA; Minneapolis, MN; Pleasant Prairie,

WI; Xenia, OH; Atlanta, GA; Pittsburg, PA;

Andover, MA' and Des Moines, IA.

If you are interested in additional information

regarding career opportunities at superi/olu. please

contact Ann Carroll at 800 872 5018 or visit our

website at:

www.supervalu.com

TjWve made tt\

yeure a TOurse.

6congratulations to all members

of the Graduating Class of 2000.

We're proud to recognize your

outstanding achievement.

7k ^ New England Medical Center

'tW A Lifespan Partner
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Your Future Starts Nona/
At Schneider Automation, we approach the new millennium with a renewed focus on providing quality

and value to our customers. We call this program Customer 1.

North Andover, MA is US headquarters to the worldwide Automation Business of Schneider Electric. With

global sales of $11 billion, Schneider Electric provides innovative electrical industry leadership to world

class customers in a diversity of business areas.

If you will be graduating in the near future with a degree in any of the following disciplines, please

contact us about a career opportunity for you:

Computer Science

Electrical Engineering

Information Systems
Marketing

Business Administration

Computer Technology

Accounting/Finance

Materials Management
Manufacturing /Test

Engineering

Please send, fax or e-mail your resume to:

Schneider Automation, Inc., c/o Human Resources

One High Street, North Andover, MA 01845

Fax: (978) 975-9512

E-mail: john.zanco@modicon.com

www.modicon.com
We are an equal opportunity employer.

As a multicultural Company, we value and foster diversity.

Schneider
^p Electric

vu
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN
• Management • Operations • Purchasing
• Information • Sales Systems
• Logistics • Finance

Ferguson has doubled in size every five years since our beginning

in 1953. Today we're the largest U.S. distributor of plumbing

products, second in industrial pipe, valves and fittings, fourth in

heating and cooling products, and fifth in utility products - and

we're still growing. That growth offers the kind of opportunity

that dreams are made of. Contact us today, and start dreaming!

^FERGUSON
]ENTERPRISES, INC

P.O. Box 2778, Newport News, VA 23609-0778 • (757) 874-7795 • www.lerguson.com

South Shore Hospital would like to extend our

"congratulations" to the Class of 2000.

Put Your Education
to Work for You!

For outstanding healthcare opportunities visit our website >

www.southshorehospital.org

|Lf| South Shore
mm Hospital

55 Fogg Road
South Weymouth,

MA 02190
Equal Opportunity Employer



Get What You Want, Faster

That's what MangoSoft positions

can do for your career. One of the

most talked-about companies is

talking about remarkable growth.

Our focus is providing Internet

infrastructure products for B2B

collaboration over the Internet.

Our web caching product

(CacheLink™), combined with our

upcoming Internet infrastructure

products make MangoSoft the

place to be! Don't miss out on the

next Internet screamer.

If you are interested in becoming a member

of Mango's high-powered team, send your

resume and salary requirements to:

Fax: 508-871-7427

Mail: Human Resources

Mango Corporation

1500 West Park Dr., Suite 190

Westborough, MA 01581

Email: careers@manao.com

INTERTECH INTERTECH IIMTERTECH
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iimtertech provides product specification, design, develop-

ment, verification and validation services to a number of industries.

Our strengths lie in the development of software driven electronic

real time, mission critical products such as medical instrumentation,

industrial monitoring and control systems, and communications

equipment.

Unlike traditional engineering jobs for product based companies,

iimtertech offers a fast paced, entrepreneurial atmosphere.

Projects average around 6 months in duration, so our engineers are

exposed to a wide variety of cutting edge technology in a com-

pressed time frame.

Founded in 1982, iimtertech has grown continuously. We

always look actively for highly skilled graduates in Computer

Science or Electrical Engineering. Positions are available for staff,

senior, and principal engineers for hardware and software develop-

ment. Our Software QA group is also recruiting for staff and senior

Software QA Engineers.

For more information, visit us at www.inea.com,

call us at 781 -255-9696 or fax your resume to 781-255-1 980.

*R.£. CZame.ror\ & .Associates
•-•- Surveying Engineering

salutes /Slortheastem Univei'sHy

and -rheir

strong tradition of gi»owH\. - -

Scott X). (Z-CKVY\e.v-ov\; Kl_S

PVesideiat

681 Washington Street

AJorwood, Massachusetts 02060
PUone (781) 769-1777 Fax (781) 769-86^



Congratulations
to the Class of 2000!!

Northeastern
niversity

Bookstore
: H

Lower Level ELL Center
phone number: 617-373-2286
website: www.bkstore.com/northeastern

SERVICE WITH A SMILE

McHALE TILE & CARPET CO.
SALES, SERVICE & REPAIRS

COMMERCIAL

We Proudly Support Northeastern University

TEL: 665-2522
FAX: 662-0214

163 C Rear West Emerson Street

Melrose, Massachusetts 02176

RJ
Northeastern

University

Congratulations
to the Class of 2000!!

2 Locations on Campus to meet all your Reprographic Needs.

373-2766Ell Building - Basement
9 Forsyth Building

ReSource Waste Systems, Inc.

We're proud to support
higher education in our community.

Congratulations
Class of 2000!

198 Providence Street • Boston, MA 02136

(617) 361-2244 • Fax (617) 364-2001



Dearest Bridget,

We knew you would be a wonderful adventure

the minute we saw you. We love you.

Congratulations!

Mom and Dad

Dear Elle,

What a long and winding

road. You began as

Eleanor, then you were

A.K.A. Little Nell, Nellie,

and J "C, C" and now Elle.

We love you in all of

your manifestations.

Although you made the last

five years look easy, we know

how much effort the

"whole" experience was.

Congratulations. Never

forget no one loves you more

than me and dad.

Your sisters love you too! „

xxxooo

My name Is ! .

£Ja*w»vcavi Ho* it

\
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Congratulations Harold (Levy) Miller!

s A \We're so. proud pf you! We love you! '

^
I \

Harold, Sr (Dad)

Millie (Mom)

.Terry (Brother)

Travis & Terrence (LittleTwin Brothers)

X \

vA

Happy Graduation, Todd

Kimrnel! ^
We are so very proud of

you! ^
,

Love and happiness always,

iVIom, Dad, and Nicole

^n

Robert,

'

Congratulations!!! We are

extremely -proud of you and all of

your accomplishments! Wejdsh
you the best of luck,shappiness, and

success in the future.

Love Always, v
Mom and Dad - w

"*

Congratulations Marureeri.
s

May the roads rise with you,

and the wind be always at your

\ back.'..

Love you forever,

Mom, Dad, John, & Cristin

Kasaudra,

If I could through myself

-Set your spirit free

I'd lead your heart away

See you^break, break away

Jnto the light

And to the day

We're so very proud of you

You are the best

Good luckj on your journey

s"; —
Much love,

Mom, Dad, Shannon, and Josie

Darcy-

TJirough the years, you've main-

tained the high standards of an Ell

Scholar in chemical engineering,

« been honoured by.admission into

three honor societies, and blossomed

into a beautiful person. We" are-§®

very proud of you and we love you ,

Mom, Dad, and Cait
1

"~"
\

To Russ,

Armani and Lamborghini here I

N

Congratulations and best wishes

I for the future.

With all our love,



Amy and Christopher,

We are so proud of both of you.

May you both have a lifetime of

happiness, success, good health,

joyful times, and love.

Always,

Mommie & Daddy Black

Dear Marc,

I am so very proud of you and love you so

much. You have worked so hard your whole

life and you're a wonderful human being. You
deserve the best in, life. God bless you.

Love,

Mom and Ryan

David,

Congratulations!

We love you,

Mom, Dad, J.C., Shawn, Kelly

Simmypoo, %

We love you.

Congratulations on a job

well done!

Wishing a lifetime of

success.

Love, Mom &-L)ad

Philip, Melissa, & Travis

As all of your

tomorrows open

themselves^to you

never forget how
proud we are of you.

And how much we .

love you, yesterday,

today and always. May
life bring you much

happiness and success.

Dad & Mom

Congratulations, Shannon!!

You did it. I'm very proud of

you. Dad is very proud!

!

Love, Mom

Congratulations. I love you

baby!

Love, Jamie

Best of Luck!

Your brother

Kris,

We are so very proud of all you

have accomplished. We are

especially proud of the wonderful

woman you have become. You

will truly be a bright light in the

world.

We love you!!

Mom & Dad

280 • Northeastern University
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French braids, and she answered to "•Roo"

Kindergarten home-schooled in Fort Collins

How could we know, that the cubby wouldn't do.

You sailed through Williams;

Then Herberg came next...

Miss Sunny wore her pony tail on the side .

directed Oklahoma,

and taught you the meaning of Pride.

Price is Right , what a great way to "veg".

But Disney escapes took Mom over the edge.

9 th and 10 lh grades Port Orange'd sunny, white beaches,
' '93 trucked you back to those cold Northern reaches .

PHS loomed large on the East Street horizon.

Old friends not forgotten, rich memories for binding.

Deli girl at Samels exacerbated transitions . ..

One Rueben to go now requesting "Admissions

Diplomas at Tanglewood, Honors et al. .

.

College-bound seniors, sentimental and tall.

Huskies abound on NE campus in dormitories.

Filling the classrooms and weekending at 'Ivory's

Congratulations on graduating in the year 2000.

We love you, our youngest.

We wish you life's best .

From school days and beyond. .

.

You've excelled at the test.

_ V

CONGRATULATIONS ANDY

^

Bryan, we are so proud of your

accomplishments. May life

always be an adventure to you.

. Love,

Mom, Dad, Greg, and Gillie

Congratulations

Domenica!

Mom, Dad, Kris, Ruth, & Steph We're SO proud of yOU-

We love you.

2000 Mom, Lisa, & Gene

Cauldron • 281



To Our Lovely Daughter, Ginny (Jin)

Congratulations on your graduation! We
are so proud of you. Life is not easy like

a sailing in the rough sea. However, if

you keepJrying hard to do your best in

everything you want to accomplish, you

will be paid off with the fruit of success. I

hope you keep this in mind, and don't

forget that we love you so much.

Brian T. McCarthy

Thank you for being true to yourself.

God gave you so many talents and you

have used them well. From NUHOC
to Senior Thesis. We are so very proud

of you. Congratulations!

Love,

Mom & Dad *"*%*

*N

Congratulations Mark G.

!

You've worked so hard and we're so very

proud of you! Follow your dreams wherever

they may lead, but remember we'll always be

here for you.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Dave, & Sierra

From the time you were little you had this

thought that kept going around and around in

your head - Now it's time to realize your dream.

You've done a great job and we are all very

proud of you - Go out and have a great time

with the rest of your life ! !

!

Congratulations !

!

Andy, Paul, Arlene, John, and Joseph

>

282 • Northeastern University
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Dear Jessica,

As you prepare to

graduate, always remember:

There is no challenge too great,

NO boundaries to inhibit you,

No limit to your abilities;

The rbwards will be endless.

Love,

Mom and Dad

XO

wo
\YvO

o*°̂

V
We are so very proud Qf you!

1*4

\
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To Joel:

Words cannot express the pride that a parent feels in

having you for a son-5 A son who is good-natured,

studious, and spiritual- A son who, in spite of many

hardships, has been able to overstep every obstacle

that he has come across. You have achieved every-

thing that you have put your mind to thanks to our

good Lord and to your devotion and determination.

Everyday I thank the good Lord for letting me bring

someone so special into the world. I thank you for

letting me share every moment of your career, good

and bad. Despite stressful times when things did not

quite go the way you wanted, I enjoyed sharing those moments when the tide would turn and

you would finally emerge triumphant. I can still remember saying, "Oh my God Joel, how did

you do that? You are a genius,"

In fact, I remember when you were a little boy, about eight, still learning to speak Englishln

this new world you had just entered. That year, your teacher selected you to participate in "the

Citywide Spelling Bee. I recall your words: "I can't do it. I don't speak English." I remember

the look of determination in your eyes after I told you that faith in the good Lord and yourself

would surpass fear and negativity. That was the first time I spoke to you about conquering

one's goals.

Tears of joy fell from my eyes when, later that day, you marched into the kitchen hiding your

trophy behind your back and you said to me, "I did it." That was the first time, and certainly

not the last, that I would hear those words.

The greatest award for me is to see what my son has accomplished, and to live within this

achievement. Congratulations!

Gladys Figueroa, mother

284 • Northeastern University



Alyse,
^

\

Yesterday's dreams

are tomorrow's

accomplishments.

With love and

admiration,

\

x

Mom, Dad, and Erica

"The fighter is to be always single-minded with one

object in view: to fight looking neither backward nor

sidewise. To go straight forward in order to crush the

enemy is all that is necessary for him."

-Daisetz Suzuki

"God, or substance consisting of infinite attributes,

each of which expresses eternal and infinite essence,

necessarily exists."

-Baruch Spinoza
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Paula,

We are very proud of you. We knew you could do it.

Hope you do as wellin everything you try.

,

Love

Mom, Dad

Lee, Steve, and Kim

Tivo HiokfAhJ

"-v.
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Dear Bel,

When we think of you, so many happy memories come to our minds. We see you, always with a

smiling face,

< Building sandcastles on the

beaches of Rio

( Riding your bike in Barao

Geraldo

< Dancing ballet in Campinas

( Discovering a"new culture in

Mexico City

( Skating on the streets of Boston

We are so proud to see you now,

accomplishing this important goal in

your life, with that same happy smile

on your pretty face. We love you.

Papai, Mamae & Flavio

286 • Northeastern University



Suzanne, you have become an educated, internationally

sophisticated, adventurous, fun loving young woman. Our wish for

you is good health, happiness, and continued success.

\̂

KYv

s
Love,

Mom, Dad, & Jim

\

V
To My Son;

My l
st ^orn;

My BEST friend;

Your father and I were very young when
we had you, but we were never afraid. We
were so proud of you then, and more so

now

!

I

You've accomplished your dreams, your

goals, all the whilel bringing up your

parents .

' > **.

You've taught us alLso much! Most of

all... Children "ARE" a Blessing. A
blessing of cherished memories.

iris "we" who thank you, Ralph.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Ashley, & Lucky

Cauldron • 287



IF YOU'RE WONDERING IF THERE'S ANYTHING
WORTHWHILE IN THIS 2000 CAULDRON

d ,f '' '<''
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''"./ 4BE/t{eR^£D WHILE CAMPING) ~~

,/> fjRiNC A RAN OF WATER TO A BOIL*
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• Rltii|p^6i^<iS (MbRE OR LESS AS NEEDED) INTO A
-MTV ZIPLOCK-fiACi (THESE ENSURE SUCESSK

WfeiEV^you
--
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PLASTIC

PULL TH£BAG toUTA.

E ECOS —
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^1 \ N
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4EN*
fTBACK

SEASON TO TASTE AND ENJOY YOUR EGOS I

BEFORE YOU NAYSAYERS NAYSAY,
IT'S INEXPENSIVE AND WE ^tLL

BREAKFAST TOGET"'
— JOHN QUIN
CLASS OF 200

Northeastern University










